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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.
All Post Orders to :
167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.

(Amherst 4723:2763, 31
LONDON, ES.
152 & 153 FLEET STREET (Central 2833)
I

207 EDGWARE

can

working

build

a

6

P.M. SATURDAYS)

commercial looking and
with Premier Kits for

TELEVISOR
E 17

17s. Od.

as

follows

"

EQUIPMENT

The following are at present available
" RD Junior " Amplifier : 8 -10 watts output
.(2 PX4s). Response 20- 20,ROD c.p.s. Includes bass
and treble compensation, and pick -up pre Price £19 Ils.
amplification.
Price £16 17s.
Complete kit for constructors.
ice 7a. 6dPrice
Wiring diagram and circuit, etc.

"

This receiver consists of 4 units :
The Sound Receiver, Vision Receiver, Time Base
and Power Pack. As is usual in all Premier Kits, every
single item down to the last bolt and nut is supplied.
All chassis are punched and layout diagrams and
theoretical circuits are included.

The cost of the Kits of Parts is
Vision Receiver with valves
Carriage 216
Sound Receiver with valves
Carriage 216
Time Base with valves
Carriage 2/6
Power Supply Unit with valves
Carriage 51-

RD JUNIOR

I

ROAD, W.2 (Ambassador 4033)

(OPEN UNTIL

"

This consists of a range of medium-priced
high -fidelity units of outttaiading performance.
Best quality materials are used throughout, and
workmanship is exceptionally good.

JUBILEE WORKS,

You
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:

£3 13

6

£2 14

6

£2

7

6

£6

3

0

RD

Range

Junior " Corner Loudspeaker Unit.
Price

35- 18,000 c.p.s.

£19 11s.

" RD Junior " Pre -tuned radio unit.
Two

RF

Four valves.
Price £10 10s.
Purchase Tax £2 9s.

AGC.

Semi

stages.

May we send you further details of these units on
receipt of your S.A.E.
?

ROGERS
106,

DEVELOPMENTS

Co.,

Heath St., Hampstead, London, N.W.3
HAMpstead 6901.

in addition you will need :
VCR97 Cathode Ray Tube ...
£1 15 0
Carriage 116
7 0
Set of Tube Fittings and Socket
Carriage 6d.
16 6
6in. PM Moving Coil Speaker
Carriage 6d.
The Instruction Book costs 2(6, but is credited if a
Kit for the complete Televisor is purchased.
Any of these Kits may be purchased separately ; in fact,
any single part can be supplied. A complete priced
list of all parts will be found in the Instruction Book.
20 valves are used, the coils are all wound and every
part is tested. All you need to build a complete
Television Receiver are a screwdriver, a pair of pliers,
a soldering iron and the ability to read a theoretical
diagram.

Modification Details for the Midland
transmitter will be available a few days

after the commencement of full power
transmissions. For those wishing to
commence construction the time base
and power pack which are identical
may be purchased immediately and an
order placed for the balance to insure
prompt delivery.

An Outstanding

Radiolympia Success!

This chassis is an improved version e' our extremely_ popular
Model EXP183 with additional refinements, which we offer to
you fully confident of its outstanding value.

INCORPORATING FLYWHEEL TUNING, HORIZONTAL SCALE FULLY DELAYED A.V.C., NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK,
8
WATTS
PUSH-PULL
OUTPUT,
MATCHED IOin. LOUDSPEAKER FOR -200 -250 v. A.C.
MAINS.
Price EIS 8s. Ed., PLUS TAX.
Model R.F.103 (Type 2).
10- VALVE ALL -WAVE RADIO

CHASSIS incorporating R.F. pre -amplifier, waveband expansion,
two stages of I.F. amplification with variable selectivity, cathode ray tuning indicator and
Plus Tax.

10

watts push -pull .output. Price

Demcnstrations at our Showrooms 9 -6 daily

WORKING MODELS CAN BE SEEN DURING
HOURS
FLEET
TRANSMITTING
AT
OUR
STREET ATM EDGWARE
ROAD BRANCHES

;

I

ARMSTRONG
wVilVOIGLTtE1Ri

19

o'cicck

CO. LTD.

"town, MOIA.OWAY, 10)taDCPI,
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The best

conser;.o':

of T.R.M.96 (Practical
less Aug. '49.)

No need to spend hours puzzling over coil and switching problems.
Just 5 connections (1 -hole fixing), and the Job's done-quickly.

efficiently and cheaply. Full -circuit layouts and instructions
with every pre -aligned " Q " Coilpack. Portable Battery Model
now available.

Send stamp for free circuits and our new lists of coils, coilpacks and
matched radio components, also " Bargain Bulletin."

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD.
Bridge View Works, Borough Hill, Croydon,
Surrey. ro ro» 1220.

HIGH
and

Low

C

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
All Varley " products are manufactured
from the highest quality materials.
Transformers, etc., are individually wound
and have interleaved windings with ample insulation, ensuring freedom from breakdown.
The comprehensive range of Shielded and

Open Type Transformers available meets
the requirements of every circuit.
Write for list, etc.
Mode by

1Jrpcx
HIGH TENSION BATTERIES

for better battery radio reception

ISSUED BY THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL

STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED

OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD
CAMBRIDGE ROW WOOLWICH
Te /ephone. WOOLWICH 1422

S E'18
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Two examples from the great new range of
LO

IT

tentai/ai,
K
P
D

EA

iS

-

r

-E R,

S

--

" Bristol " (price 53/6), .one of our new
range of Baffle Speakers. All are complete with
volume control and are finished in beautifully
polished walnut veneer. All except the 39/6

Stentorian chassis, type 512135, a magnificent example of
W/B skill in design, gives a quality of distortion -free performance
that you must hear to appreciate. Alcomax magnet gives the
" pole. Graduated multienormous flux of 13,500 gauss on a
fibre cone, designed and made in the same factory. Light -alloy
or leakage. Handresonance
without
die cast chassis -gives rigidity
ling capacity 15 watts. Price £6.6.0. without transformer. TransStentorian chassis.
other
and
for
details
of
this
Send
former £1.1.0.
I

RESERVE THIS
MULLARD

VALVE

model incorporate a push -button for use
with the " Long Arm " remote control.
Leaflet gladly sent on request.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL
RADIO CO. LTD.
NOTTS.
MANSFIELD

PAGE
ENCYCLOPÆDIA
200

NOW!
SOME SPECIAL FEATURES

Data for various operating conditions.
2. Data for special applications.
1.

3. Circuit diagrams and working constants.
4. Full details of bases and base

connections.
To reserve your copy simply post this coupon
now. SEND NO MONEY.

cut here
-Mullard Electronic Products Ltd., Valve Sales
Dept., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.2.
Please reserve me a copy of the Mullard "Valve

and Service Reference Manual ".
BLOCK

LETTERS

Mullard

NAME
ADDRESS
P. W.

3

THE MASTER VALVE
M.V.M.ga

www.americanradiohistory.com
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17th YEAR
OF ISSUE

&itvt F.J.C4MM

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

The New Wavelengths
IT

is time

that manufacturers collectively made

an official announcement regarding their policy
concerning the new scales which Will be
necessary when the new wavelengths come into
force next March. These new wavelengths will
render existing scales obsolete, and the more

knowledgeable members of the public are hesitating
to purchase receivers because of the doubt that by
next March they may be put to further expense.
This may be one reason for the drop in sales
recorded by dealers from all over the country.
The manufacturers are in duty bound to supply
new scales free of charge to anyone who purchases
a receiver between now and next March, and a plain
statement to that effect would do something to
encourage sales.
1V1any receivers used to -day will not, of course,
time below 200 metres on the medium -wave band,
but manufacturers should make an early statement
on the matter. It is suggested by- some that a
nominal charge should he made where the dealer is
expected to carry out the replacement. The public
is entitled to know where it stands.
Hire Purchase

A

payment of the last instalment, the correspondent's
arguments fall to the ground.
We are aware of some of the disadvantages of
the hire purchase system as well as. its undoubted
advantages. There have been many cases of
dishonest people obtaining an instrument on
payment of a first instalment, promptly selling it,
and then absconding: That naturally makes manufacturers cautious, and to some extent it accounts
for the difference between the cash price and the
price paid on hire purchase terms. A business man
must recover his costs and cover himself against
normal business risks.
There is also the manufacturer or manufacturer's
agent who unconscionably. seizes goods still under
purchase arrangements should the customer default
in his payments due to unemployment or illness.
In fact, there have been case of dealers who want
the customers to default in this way.
Apart from this, however, hire purchase has
enabled many to enjoy the benefits of radio. It is a
form of compulsory saving, for the money if not paid
in instalments is seldom saved to make a cash
purchase.
We see nothing against hire purchase systems as
operated in this country.

CORRESPONDENT in a contemporary
had the temerity to. express the view
that half the world's ills are caused by the Instruction Books
" pernicious 'system " of living
AN inspection of the instruction
beyond one's Means. He was, of
?
books issued with radio
Editorial
and
Advertisement
Offices
course, referring to. hire purchase.
receivers to -day indicates t hat
"Practical Wireless," George Newaes, Ltd.,
This correspondent draws attenTower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
manufacturers still have a great
W.C.2. 'Phone
Temple Bar 4383.
tion to some comments in a
deal to learn. The information
Telegrams
Newaes, Rand, London.
morning newspaper in which is
given is'of the scantiest., and little
Registered at the O.P.O. tor transmission by
reported a case of a theft by a
Canadian Magazine Post.
is stated which-would enable an
The Editor will he pleased to consider
married man with two children,
intelligent person to carry out the
articles of a practical nature suitable
whose trlitgoings included furnipublication
in " Practical Wireless."
for
simplest tests. It may be the
Such articles should be written on one
ture and radio instalments of £1 a
policy of the manufacturers to
side of the paper only, and should contain the nave and address of the sender.
week and clothing club payments
force every customer into the
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
of £1 Ils. a week out of a total
responsible for manuscripts. every effort
hands of his service agents, but
will be made to return them if a stamped
salary of £5 10s. a week.
this system will not work any
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
This is, however, a case of false
All correspondence- intended for the
more than it has done in- the
Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
reasoning on the part of the
motor trade. Motor manufacturers
Practical .Wireless," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
correspondent concerned.
For
to -day issue comprehensive and
Street, Strand. W.C.2.
hire purchase is not necessarily
Owing to the rapid progress in the
well - illustrated instruction mandesign of wireless apparatus and to our
living beyond one's means. It
uais,- explaining how to do the
efforts to keep our readers in touch
may mean mortgaging one's spare
with the latest developments, we give
simpler adjustments and repairs.
no
warranty
that
apparatus
described
money for several months to
in our columns is not the subject of
Every radio -instruction book
letters patent.
come, but that can hardly be
should contain a circuit diagram, a
Copyright in all drawings, photocalled living beyond one's means.
graphs and articles published in
fault -finding chart, and a list of
Practical Wireless " is specifically
If one lives beyond one's means
component values, and a table of
reserved throughout the countries
one builds up a debt which cannot
signatory to the Berne Convention and
current and voltage readings for
the
U.S.A.
Reproductions
or
imitations
he repaid, and as in most hire
of any of these are therefore expressly
the various stages. This informapurchase agreements the initial
" Practical
forbidden,
Wireless "
tion at present is supplied only to
incorporates
"
Amateur
Wireless."
debt is finally liquidated with the
dealer=.- F.J.C.
:

:

:

4
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Broadcast Receiving Licences

THE following statement shows the approximate
number of licences issued during the year
ended July 31, 1949.
Region
London Postal ..
-Home Counties
:,
Midland

North Eastern
North Western
South Western ..
Welsh and Border

Number

2,248,000
1,610,000
1,672,000
1,850;000
- 1,545;000
1,027,000
705,000

Total England and Wales 10,657,000
1,108,000
Scotland
194,000
..
Northern Ireland
11,959,000

-
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as the others previously issued, namely 2s. 6d.
per copy. Inquiries should be made to -the Advertising Division, E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd.,
Hayes, Middlesex.
-

Australian Writ
AWRIT was recently issued in Australia on
behalf of Pye Ltd., of this country, and
Electronic Industries, of Australia, seeking an
injunction to restrain the Australian Government
from accepting tenders or making any contract for
television equipment without calling for tenders
" In the manner called for by law."
North Western Television Training School
television manufacturers'training school
THEin first
the Manchester area has recently been
opened by the General Electric Co., Ltd., for the

benefit of its Approved Radio Dealers.
This figure represents an increase of 47,400
The object of the courses, each of which lasts a
over the June figure. The total includes 155,150 week, is to show dealers how to demonstrate and
television licences -an increase of 7,250.
service the company's television receivers.
Instruction is given to dealers from the Manchester,
National Eisteddfod
Sheffield, and Liverpool areas and special attention
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL, LTD., obtained a con- is paid to practical work in the diagnosis and rectitract ir conjunction with their agents in fication of faults.
At the conclusion of each course the dealers
Wales, Messrs. G. Pentir- Williams, for the " sound "
receive a certificate from the G.E.C., which can be
installation at the Welsh Eisteddfod.
The Eisteddfod was held this year at Dolgelley, displayed to customers as evidence of the dealer's
and as the Eisteddfod Pavilion had a seating capa- competence to service the company's television
city of over 8,000 a good sound system was most receivers.
essential to the success of the
proceedings.
The installation. was very similar
to the one that Philips provided for
the Olympic Games, and which
brought so much favourable comment from sound engineers in many
parts of the world.
E.M.I. Technical Papers

FURTHER to the announcement
some time ago of the publi-

cation of technical papers read by
members of the staff of Electric
and Musical Industries, Ltd., to
learned societies, one on magnetic
recording is now available.
This is entitled " Some Fundamentals of Magnetic Recording," by
E. W. Berth- Jones, B.Sc., of E.M.I.
Studios, Ltd., and is based on a
lecture given by Mr. Berth -Jones to
the British Sound Recording Association, at E.M.I. studios some
time ago.
This booklet, well illustrated and
Television Training
printed on art paper with a semi -stiff Dealers examining television chassis in the G.E.C.
School in the Manchester area.
cover is available at the Same price
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Alan Knight Joins Philips

THE 999 emergency telephone service is an out- INTRODUCING the first car radio to Great Britain
standing Post Office feature at Radiolympia. The
in 1932, Alan Knight, originally with General
publie can see how the 999 service works by follow - Motors of New York, has joined the Philips
sing the progress of á 9.99 call tri the particular organisàtion as car radio manager.
ervice required-Fire, Police or Ambulance. When they have seen how
such calls are handled at post office
telephone exchanges, officers from the
Fire, Police and Ambulance explain
how their respective services deal
with these emergency calls.
The Post Office display illustrates
the immense contribution made by
the department to the development
of the public telecommunications
services.
Telecommunications Meeting
(London, 1949)

DELEGATES of the Government of
the United States, led by \lr.

Wayne Coy, chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission, met n
London recently with delegates of e It
the Governments of the British Coin-,
monwealth to discuss matters of
mutual interest in the sphere of telecommunications. The last similar A robot ccnden ser testing machine which is exhibited on Stand No. 75
meeting was in Bermuda in 1945, the
_at Radiolympia.
outcome of which was the Bermuda
Telecommunications Agreement which, among
American I. of R.E.
other matters, established ceiling rates for wireless
and cable communications between the çountries SIR ROBERT WATSON-WATT .has been nominated vice- president of the American Institute
of the Commonwealth and the United States.
This year's meeting, which was held at the request of Radio Engineers for the year 1950.
of the Government of the United States, was to
review the Bermuda Agreement in the light of
Mica Directorate
present circumstances, and more particularly the
possible repercussions of decisions taken at the THE Mica Directorate has removed from Horse recent International Telegraph and Telephone to ferry House, Thorney Street, London, S.W.1,
Empire House, St. Martins le Grand, London,
Conference in Paris.
E.C.1. (Telephone CLErkenwell 7931.)
:

Life Saving

APPARATUS has been developed in the U.S.A.

for use during an operation whereby the brain
waves are. recorded and show approaching death.
By means of this indication the anæsthetic may he
turned off and oxygen administered, thereby saving
the patient's life. A recording machine stands by
the side of the anmsthetist and makes a continuous
record of the waveforms of both heart and brain,
and tests so far indicate that it will work with any
type of anæsthetic.
Car Licence Plates

plates with amateur call letters in.
LICENCE
stead of the usual numbers and letters are now
available to car -owning Florida amateurs, due to a
bill which took effect on July 1. In recognition
of the valuable work done by amateurs in emergencies. State Senator Lloyd F. Boyle, himself an
amateur, introduced the bill in the legislature ;
it was signed by the Governor on May 12. Each
man wanting a call- letter licence plate must apply
to the Motor Vehicle Commissioner and pay an
extra $ 1 fee.

CHRISTMAS CIFT FOR YOUR FRIEND
OVERSEAS
T the present time, when so many of the good
things of life are in short supply here at home,
the Christmas gift season presents many problems,
particularly for those who have friends or relatives
overseas.
There is, however, a simple solution -you can
send yoiir friends subscriptions to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS.
These gifts are not only original,
acceptable and free from all restrictions ; they have
also cumulative value in that every issue throughout
the year serves as a reminder of your good wishes.
We shall be pleased to arrange as many overseas
gift subscriptions as you may wish to send at the
normal annual rate of 10s. Gd. In addition, an
attractive special greetings card will be sent in
your name with the first copy of each subscription.
Just write to the Subscription Manager, PRACTICAL WIRELESS (Dept. 0.2), Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, 1V.C.2, enclosing
the addresses of your friends with remittánce to
cover, and we will do the rest.
A
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Improved Auxiliary Receiver
Design for a Compact A.C. /D.C. T.R.F. Broadcast Receiver
By G. T. EDWARDS

THE idea of having a subsidiary receiver, of a
transportable nature, for use in the home
is a commendable one, and this article is
the outcome of a successful attempt by the writer
to design and construct a receiver that could be
easily connected up for listening in any room

wired with a mains supply point. By careful
choice of loudspeaker and circuit details the quality
of reproduction obtained was considerably better
than that usually associated with the average
so- called " midget " radio receiver.
Circuit
A complete circuit diagram is shówn in Fig. 1,
and it will be seen that a simple A.C. /D.C. T.R.F.
arrangement is employed. V1 (EF39) provides a
useful degree of R.F. amplification, and the output
from this stage is applied to one of the diode sections
of V2 (EBC33-double diode -triode). This diode
acts as the signal demodulator, and the A.F. voltage
developed across R8 is fed via Cl$ to the volume

stopper of 47,000/2 (R8) is mounted within the
shielded top -grid cap fitted to the valve.
Resistance- capacity coupling is employed between
the anode of V2 and the grid of V3. Ve is a CL33
high -slope output pentode, and this provides enough
output power for all domestic purposes.
Although a 22,00052 grid- stopper is included in
the O.P.V. grid circuit, the author experienced
parasitic oscillations at a supersonic frequency.
This was indicated by a flashlight bulb connected
across the secondary of the O.P. transformer ; the
bulb glowed at full brilliance, even when the
volume control was turned to zero. This trouble
was cured by fitting C14, which causes negative
voltage feed -back between the anode and grid
circuit of V3. The degree of feed -back increases
with frequency, and, therefore, a degree of treble
attenuation is obtained. A degree of negative
current feed -back is obtained by leaving R13
un- bypassed.

control (R9). C12 prevents the D.C. component of
the detector from being applied to the triode grid
circuit.
The reservoir condenser of the signal rectifier
circuit is Ce, and R.F. filtering is provided for by
R` and 010. Note that the lower end of the diode
load resistor (R5) is connected to the cathode of
Ve and not to H.T. negative.
The slider of the volume ebntrol is connected to
the grid of the triode by a screened lead. A gridTC

is

4

Coils
Coils are incorporated for M.W. reception only,
but readers requiring medium and long -wave
reception should not find it difficult to use a pair
of dual -range coils, with an appropriate wave -

change switch. Manufacturers' data on the method
of connection, etc., should, of course, be adhered
to. The writer used Weymouth coils DA3 (aerial)
and DH3 (H.F.).
The coils are tuned by a two -gang .0005,uF

5

T/

3

t

ó

Top
Cap 2

(

Base
Connections
Detector
EBC33
Coil Unit
V2
Va /ve

Aerial

Coil Unit

EF39
VI

a%c
,230v

,n

v

ó

8

/

/80V.

160

n

Line
Cord
Rect.

rc.

,

TC.

8
L/

r

/.-- Chassis

Isolated From Mains

Fig.

1.-Circuit

Volume Control

(Screened)

H.T.

- Line

of the Improved Auxiliary Receiver
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variable condenser. The trimmers have a maximum capable of working at 275 volts 60 mA., was used b?
capacity of 50pF.
the author. The A.C. input to the rectifier is fed
via R15 (surge limiter) from one side of the mains.
Heater Circuit
C18 is an R.F. by -pass.
A series heater circuit is used with a line -cord
Smoothing for the output valve anode supply
" dropper."
The method of
calculating the required resistDia/ Light
Volume Control (Underneath)
L S,
ance is as follows.
-

C1=

R

Vm -Vh

Ih

R =line -cord res.
in
ohms
Vm= R.M.S. mains voltage
Vh =total
of
valve
heater and dial lamp
where

a

1I II II IINI

Mil l

voltages
Ih= heater current in
amps.
With the valves used hoc
"(not forgetting the dial -lamp)
Vh= 2(6.3v.)+35 -', 3:5
=51.1 volts
and Ih =.2 amp
If Vm =230 volts
-51.1
Then R =230
:

.2

= 894.45

Line Cord

ohms.

To

Mains

-

value of 900,Q will be
Fig. .2.-A Top view of the chassis
accurate enough in practice.
The actual length (9) of the line-cord in feet chn be is by C17, R14 and C18. Additional smoothing
determined fromfor the O.P.V. screen grid and the supplies to V1
R
and V3 is provided by R13 and C15.
e= ohms per foot value of cord
Chassis
It is advisable to check the resistance of the cord Isolated
A somewhat unusual feature of this design is the
with an ohmmeter before it is fitted.
Tile dial -lamp is shunted by R17 to prevent fact that the chassis is not connected to H.T.
burn -out of the lamp when the set is first switched negative except through a capacitor (CO of .01/.íF
on -the heater currents being at a maximum when capacity. Consequently, risk of shock through the
the valves are " cold." This resistance also ensures chassis being connected directly to one side of the
is minimised.
that the set will still " play " even though the dial mains
The frame of the gang condenser has to be
lamp may go open- circuit.
connected to H.T. negative and must not, therefore,
H. T. ircuit
be bolted down in contact with the chassis.
the
An ex- Government half-wave Selenium rectifier original model the gang was mounted on In
a tin.
thick
paxolin platform supportConnection
Output
Volume Control
ed above the chassis on small
to
- Transformer
and On -Off
pillars.
The " cans " of the electrolytic condensers must also be
isolated from the chassis by including two or three thicknesses
of insulation (e.g., " Empire
cloth ") between the body of the
condenser and the holding -clown
A

clip.
All connections going to H.T.
negative are made to a length of
16 s.w.g. tinned copper wire
stretched tight between two
isolated terminal tags (see
Fig. 3).

R/6 in Line Cord
To

Chassis
A chassis from manufacturers'
surplus materials was used ; this
was already drilled and fitted

-

Mains

Fig. 3.-- Under -chassis view, showing general lay -out

www.americanradiohistory.com

with valveholders. With the
dimensions and details of layout given in Fig. 2, it should

.
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the microammeter. (This reading is proportional approximately to the peak value
of the. R.F. carrier voltage on the detector

not be difficult to make a similar chassis (4,ain. X
A midget radio
8ain. X lain.) from aluminium.
cabinet was purchased. A number of radio parts
cabinets
which are
dealers now stock these
constructed from good quality plywood, and are,
conveniently, already polished and fitted with a
loudspeaker fret, etc.

diode.)

is found that the trimmers do not
"-peak " properly-in other -wards, have
to be screwed right out-screw them up a
little, re -tune the gang for maximum
response from the station and repeat the
adjustment of C8 and 03.
Having obtained satisfactory alignment the
trimmers should be " sealed " with wax, and the
microammeter removed from the circuit.
A " throw -out " aerial (about 8 yds. of flexible
wire) can be used with this set. In the writer's
locality this was sufficient to obtain adequate signal
strength an the 208.5, 261.1 and 449.1 metres transmissions. A few Continental stations can also be
received in the evening.

(v)

If it

.

Alignment

After construction and preliminary testing the
tuned circuits should be aligned. The following
procedure can be employed, no signal generator
being necessary :
(i) Insert a microammeter (F.S.D., say, 100 or
250nA) in series with the lower end of R5.
(ii) Fully unscrew the trimmers.
(iii) Tune in a station at as high a frequency as
possible, e.g.. Third Programme (203.5 m.).
(iv) Adjust C8, then C3 for maximum reading on

-

-

LIST OF COMPONENTS
RI-68k0

(lw.)

R3- 4.7k0

Ow.)

R2 --3300

(1w.)

C9,

C10- 100µµF (moulded

tubular paper)

mica)

C11 -25,4F (25v. D.C. wkg., electrolytic)
C12, C13- .010. (450v. D.C..wkg., tubular paper)
C14- 150,,µF. (moulded mica)
C15, C16- 20.200. (350v. D.C. wkg.) (electrolytic
(com. neg.))
C17 -8,'F. (450 v. wkg., electrolytic)

(1w.)
R7 -2.2k0
meg. 0 (vol. control with s/p switch).
R9
(1w.)
R11 -22k0
(1w.)
R12 -1800
Ow.)
R13 -3.3k0
(3w. wire wound.)
R14 -1k0
Ow.)
R15 -100(2
(2w. wire wound.)
R17-500
.2 amp. 3-core (see text).
(RIO-9000
Line Cord
Cl, C18 -.01µF (1,000v. D.C. wkg., tubular

-2

L.S. -4in. Rota (latest type).
T1 -O.P. Trans., 35

: 1

ratio.

Valves- VI-EF39 ; V2-EBC33
Rectifier -275v. 60 mA. Selenium.

;

V3 -CL33.

Dial Lamp -3.5v. 0.18 amp. M.E.S.
Weymouth DA3 ; L2- Weymouth
Coils
D1-13 (200 -550. metres).

-Ll-

paper)
C2, C7- 500µµF max. (2 -gang tuning)

Supplies From
Mains -3

r

D.C.

This

C8- 501,,Finax. (trimmers)
C6- .05,.F (450v. D.C. wkg.,

C5-0.1/4F (350v. D.C. wkg., tubular paper)

(1w.)
R4, R8-47k0
12.5, R10 -470k0 (1w.)
Ow.)
R6 -100k0

CB.

C3,
C4,

Month's Subject is the Supply of E.H.T. for Television Equipment
By

E.

N. BRADLEY

fHILST the E.H.T. supplied by the R.F.
`/ power unit which has already been described is perfectly adequate for the normal
oscilloscope, it is not sufficient for a- 6in. tube such
as the VCR97 used in small television receivers. The
VCR97 and its equivalents, such as the ECR60,
are rated to take up to 2,000 volts on the anodes,
but excellent pictures can be obtained with anode
voltages of the order of 1,000 and 1,500 voltsfor some months the author had excellent television
entertainment from an ECR60 tube with no more
than 950 volts applied to the anodes.
The E.H.T. section of the generator unit shown
in Fig. 6 is capable of an output of well over 1,000
volts if the current drawn is kept low. In the test
circuit an E.H.T. of 1,500 volts was obtained across
a load of 4 megohms, and with this supply -a really
.

brilliant test raster was drawn on the screen of a
VCR97 tube. Trial picture reception was impossible,
since the tests were conducted far outside the
service area of the transmitter, but experience
showed that an excellent picture could, hive been
produchd.
The generator system employed is based on the
ringing choke circuit, sometimes used in conjunction
with the line timebase of a televisor. In the true
ringing choke circuit a centre-tapped 133 millihenry choke is connected into the anode line of a
power pentode whose grid is driven from the line
timebase. The sawtooth voltage wave cuts the
pentode current off once per sweep, and the sudden
interruption of the current through the choke
causes the winding, tuned by self and stray
capacitances. to oscillate, so that high voltages are
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set up across the choke coil. These voltages are
rectified, smoothed, and supplied to the anodes of
the picture tube. Up to 7,000 volts or so may be
produced in this way.
The drawback for the home constructor in this
system is the provision pf the centre- tapped choke:
which requires an inductance not easily obtained
commercially. Such a choke could be wound, but
since the windings should be placed over a powdered iron core if the choke is not to be inconveniently
large the component could not be made in the home
workshop and would be very expensive if made to
order. To make the use of a more common component possible, experiments were conducted
using lower exciting frequencies and normal chokes
and iron -cored transformers in the pentode anode
circuit.
The frame timebase has too low a frequency to
be really useful in this connection, though the
experiments show that there are possibilities in
this direction, and the experimenter might well
take up this line of research. The best results were
obtained, however, by employing an ordinary
intervalve audio transformer as the choke, and
driving the pentode grid at a frequency of about
1,000 cycles per second.
This means that the timehases of the televisor
cannot be employed to drive the E.H.T. generator,
but a comparison of costs showed that it was
preferable to use a separate driving stage rather
than to build a choke coil which would work at the
line frequency of 1,125 cycles. The driving stage
is a simple Miller timebase-circuit with a frequency
control which enables the driving frequency to be
suited to the transformer used in the pentode
circuit, and it was with this arrangement that the
E.H.T. of 1,500 volts was produced.
Oscillographic inspection showed that this circuit
may more truly be described as a " kicking " choke
rather than as a ringing choke, a single high voltage
pulse being produced at each cut -off of the pentode,
but as the high voltage is produced the method is
of secondary importance.
ThermoAmmeter

To
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Pentode Transformer
In the components list the transformer used in
the pentode anode line is not specified by name, as
it was realised that many constructors will have
old inter -valve transformers which they will wish
to test out in the circuit. The component used was
of a cheap variety and was run for long periods at
full voltage as a breakdown test, but no trouble
from sparking or flashover was experienced. The
only precaution necessary is to avoid the -Use of
midget transformers, which cannot be expected to
stand up to high voltages.
The ringing choke circuit cannot, of course,
produce the heater current for the C.R. tube.
and so the R.F. oscillator must he retained, L3
being wound between the two coils as before,
Although L4 is not now necessary. The EA50
cannot be employed to rectify voltages.much above
800 volts, as flashovers occur within the valve, but
since various high voltage metal and selenium
rectifiers are available this is of small account.
Such rectifiers work well at the relatively low
frequencies at which the ringing choke system

operates.
The generator unit of Fig. G should be built as a
separate section of a television receiver and
contained within its own screening box of brass or
copper, ventilation holes being provided and
covered with copper gauze to maintain the screening. The size and shape of the unit must depend
on circumstances, but as the generator is noncritical the whole apparatus can be built up on
practically any chassis. The tube heater supplies
should now be carried via a coaxial cable to the
C.R. tube, and the ammeter, which should still be
used, should be mounted near to the tube.
The inclusion of the E.H.T. rectifier within the
screened case will depend on the type of rectifier
obtained. The Westinghouse 30EHT rectifier, rated
to handle up to 2.5 kV. is very small and can
easily be fitted within the chassis, but the S.T.C..
H4/200, rated to handle up to kV., is rather long,
and will need to be mounted on the main receiver or

Note: All Resistances
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6- Theoretical circuit of the D.C., E.H.T Unit.
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timebase chassis on standoff insulators. This latter
rectifier may be found rather moro readily available
than the Westinghouse model, but on the score of
efficiency there is nothing to choose, whilst mount -.
ing the rectifier outside of the generator case will
cause no interference troubles, since this part of the
supply system is working at audio frequencies.
Some transformer hum may be set up when the
circuit is working. If this is the case the transformer core should be inspected for loose laminations
and the component mounted on a block of rubber
-the noise should not be obtrusive, however, and

(lo 0203)
EA 50

Atkins Coil Key
(From Open Base
End of Former)

CY31, EF37, EF39

CL33,

EBC33

C/C

Diode

Barretter

CR.T Key
VCR 139 or ECR3O

Fig. 7-Coil and valve -base connection

data
the test circuit gave very little sound. The transformer should not be operated without the loading
of the rectifier and the tube resistor chain, for then
very high voltages can be set up in the secondary
The operating
winding and sparking is likely.
frequency should be kept as low as possible, consistent with good output.
It may at first sight seem that the pentode valve
is working under very arduous conditions, but this
is not actually the case. The peak anode voltage is
low, the E.H.T. appearing almost totally across
the transformer secondary, and the pentode cathode
current is of the order of 30 mA. or less.
Definite operating current readings have not been
given for any ,of the circuits described, as it is the
writer's opinion that such data all too often cause
nothing but confusion, especially when applied to
D.C. apparatus working directly from mains
supplies which might vary, in different areas, by
as much as 50 volts.

é

and R2 should git an ample measure of control.
As before, start up the circuit with all the resistance
of R2 in, decreasing the resistance slowly as
'

necessary.
Remember to check the true current required by
the C.R. tube heater, and set R2 to supply this
current with the heater up to operating temperature.
With the heater supply working correctly
replace V3 after ensuring that the E.H.T. terminal
is connected to the tube resistor chain.
Set the driving timebase control, R3, to the
low- frequency end of its travel and connect a high resistance voltmeter across the E.H.T. terminals.
When the voltmeter registers increase the triggering speed and check for high -voltage generation.
Avoid taking shocks from this E.H.T. generator.
A shock from a high -frequency source such as that of
the oscilloscope is only slight, the extra loading on
the source given by the contact causing the voltage
to drop sharply, but extra loading on the television
E.H.T. generator has considerably less effect and a
shock from this source can be extremely unpleasant.
None of the apparatus described may be earthed
directly to a physical earth. If for any reason an
earth connection should be required it must be made
COMPONENTS LIST FOR THE TELEVISION
POWER GENERATOR, FIG. 6.
Ll, L2, Atkins Labs. White No. 2 coil with L3
wound as already described.
R.F.C. R.F. choke, Eddystone 1066 or similar.
Cl, 0.003 pF. 350 v.w. mica T.C.C. M3N.
C2, C6, 0.001 pF. 350 v.w. mica T.C.C. M2N.
C4, 0.1 pF. 350 v.w. tubular T.C.C. 346.
0.01 pF. 750 v.w. tubular T.C.C. 645.
0.1 pF. 500 v.w. tubular T.C.C. 543.
8 pF. 450 v.w. electrolytic T.C.C. CE25P.
C10, 0.1 pF. 2,000 v.w. tubular T.C.C. 2045.
Cll, 0.01 pF. 1,000 v.w. tubular T.C.C. 2043. .
C3,
C5,
C7,
C8,
C9,

47,000 ohms, watt.
10,000 ohms variable, wirewound.
0.5 megohm variable. Frequency control.
watt.
1 megohm,
R7, 100,000 ohms, I watt.
R8, 68,000 ohms, watt.
33,000 ohms, I watt.
VI, V3, Mullard CL33.
V2, Mulford EF37.
V4, Philips C1C Barretter.
3 international octal holders.
1 4-pin holder.
L.F.C. 8 henrys, 120 mAs. 225 ohms. Partridge
R1,
R2,
R3,
R4,
R5,
R6,
R9,

C8 -120.

T1, intervalve transformer, 5 : 1.
Rec. Westinghouse 36EHT or S.T.C. H4 -200.
N, small neon bulb with holder.

Sl, mains

on -off switch.

Operation
Thermo-ammeter, 0 -1.5 or 0 -2 amps.
As an electrolytic capacitor is employed for
Mains filter choke, Weymouth MSC3.
smoothing, the generator must be connected to the
Chassis, output terminals or sockets, 2 control
knobs, grid clip, wire, sleeving, nuts, bolts, etc.
mains with the correct polarity. Once again a neon
bulb is used as a polarity indicator, and should be ..................... ............................... .
checked before closing Si, the main on -off switch.
To set the unit in operation remove V3, whilst through an 0.01 ¡ F capacitor of at least a 750 v.w.
the heater winding on the oscillator coil is adjusted rating.
Remember that in some cases the D.C. mains
-when a valve is removed from circuit remember
positive lead earthed, when the chassis
that its heater sockets, in the valveholder, must be may have the
and metal covers of any apparatus connected to
bridged by a length of insulated wire.
to the touch.
The adjustments to L3, are exactly as already the mains will be dangerous interference
to neighRemember that to cause
described, but since there is now only one winding to
is a serious matter. Screen the
check, and the oscillator has not the task of supply- bouring receiversand
check for radiation.
ing rectifier and driving power, there will probably units before use,
Check polarity before switching on.
be no need for adjusting the number of turns on L3,
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Radio Interference
can be no doubt that radio interference
THERE
is on the increase, and readers can do much to
get it removed by adopting the methods employed
1)y Mr. H. W. House, of Southampton. He has
not only drawn attention to interference in his local
paper, but he has written to his M.P. and also the
P.M.G. He draws my attention to one area where
severe interference has been experienced for many
years past, but repeated attempts by Post Office
engineers has failed to trace the source of the
trouble. The power of the Post Office engineers
is, of course, limited, and it may be that apparatus
for the detection of interference is behind the times.
Mr. House issued an appeal through his local paper
to all readers to test all their electrical apparatus,
including fires and switches. This can, of course,
be done by first turning on the radio and then
switching on, one at a time, each electrically
operated article for a few minutes, when any
defective apparatus will make itself heard in the
radio. It is not generallx realised that defective
electrical apparatus can make listening impossible
to dozens of your neighbours, among whom may be
invalid and elderly people unable to enjoy other
forms of entertainment. Equally, those who keep
their radio in operation at full strength late at
night may be causing interference of another sort
-with the slumbers of other people, and that can
be equally annoying.
A further suggestion made by my correspondent
is that the Post Office should circularis8 an affected
area, the circular to be worded as strongly as
possible and giving the necessary instructions to
listeners on the testing of their electrical equipment.
There are, of course, difficulties in interference
suppression ; one source was traced to a house
where several electric blankets were in operation ;
the owner refused to have the interference rectified,
and stated that he did not use the blanket when
listening to the radio
If interference is not removed voluntarily,
.legislation may make it compulsory under pains
and penalties.
!

Radiolympia Reflections
sparkle and the glamour is beginning to
THEreturn
to Radiolympia. It seems, however.
an ill -fated exhibition as something always happens
on the eve of it to damp public ardour. The talk
of the devaluation of the pound was hardly likely
to encourage buyers, although it will help in the
export field. That is rather cold comfort, however,
for those at home.
I expect to hear that record attendances have
been broken and that the volume of business has
increased over last year. Our stand as usual was
the focal point from which many commenced their
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tour of the exhibition. It has but two days to g.,
by the time you read this so final figures are not
yet available.
I was glad to renew the acquaintance of many
of my old readers, both in the trade and out of it.
Some of the manufacturers expressed surprise that
interest continued on such a vast scale in the
experimental side of radio, and one or two are
casting covetous eyes at the market they are missing.
Some of the firms which originally catered for
experimenters deserted that market and are now
sorry that they did so. It is general knowledge
that the shops are piled high with radio receivers
which the public will not or cannot afford to buy.
The steady stream of callers at our stand who wished
to buy blueprints convinced many of these manufacturers that they had made a major blunder.
There was nothing at the exhibition which I
considered a technical step forward. Too mu.-h
attention is being given to the eye appeal, and too
little to the technical features. The television
receivers to me are ugly, and I still feel that there is a
missing link with it somewhere. The tube looks
wrong, and a thing that looks wrong usually is
wrong. Let us regard the present television receivers
as still in the cat's- whisker stage-interesting, but

not final.
The Editor Televised
Sunday afternoons are usually given up to
MY reading
and to correspondence. The other
Sunday I was so engaged and was awaiting the
commencement of the television programmes,
having switched on a few minutes before. I was
not actually looking at the tube when I heard the
announcer refer to the fact that Mr. F. J. Camm
was to give a talk. Knowing him as well as I
know my own face I am able to report that the
transmission represented a faithful delineation- of
his scholarly physiognomy ! His talk dealt with the
educational value of models, and it tied up with the
recent Model Engineering Exhibition wheree.t
he exhibited one of his electric clocks.
Predicting Short -wave Radio Frequencies
hour of every day stations all over
EVERY
the world transmit radio waves to the ionosphere and record the echoes back to the earth's
surface. The information obtained makes certain
that broadcasting stations, ships and aircraft use
the frequency bands giving the best reception at the
right times.
In the same way as a mirror reflects light, the
ionosphere, high above the earth's surface, reflects.
radio waves and makes long- distance short -wave
radio possible. If the ionosphere did not exist
the waves from a transmitter would fly off into space
and the listener in South Africa or Australia would
not be able to hear the B.B.C.
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Transformers and Chokes -3
Design and Construclion of Mains Trans formers, Current Transformers and

Chokes

LOWDON

By ERIC

i.e., e= 4.9ins. and V =P, xA =.2.75 cubic ins.
10 should make clear the various points
20 x .50
LI2
discussed in last month's issue.
18,000.
Normally the inductance and D.C. current
2.75
V
rating of the proposed choke will be known, leaving
This gives an approximate value of é = .0021.
the core size, number of turns, length of air gap
to be determined, and, as in the case of the mains
.. a = e x .0021=4.9 X .0021= .01 in.
transformer, some assumptions will have to be
It must be remembered that there are, in fact,
on.
made to give a basis to work
two gaps in the magnetic circuit, therefore the
.01
There are a number of ways by which the pro= .005in.
blem may be approached, but the method due to gap in each leg is
this
C R Hanna is probably the simplest and it is
Following the path down from the curve we find
method which we will deal with here. It should be
NI
= 45,000.
realised that the results of the following calculations the value of
e
of
the
number
cannot be very accurate because of
e X 45 4.9X45,000
turns.
variable factors involved, but they will be sufficiently
N
50.0
accurate for most purposes, and if care is taken in
The design now follows the same lines as for the
transformer.
The space available is ehecked
Mean Path
to
ensure
that
it will accommodate the winding,
Length
(Gap
not forgetting to take into account the thickness of
the bobbin and end cheeks or margin at the edges
of the bobbin. The best results will be obtained
when the winding space is completely filled, and
Fig. m.-Essential the
choice of wire -will depend not only on the current
details of an iron -cored rating but on the resistance where the volts drop
choke core.
is important.
It will be obvious in the check on space as to
2
Gap
whether a smaller or larger lamination should be
tried.
With regard to insulation in the winding, it is
Gap .Length = Gap I +Gap2
usually quite good enough with chokes to wind the
wire at random and use paper insulation say every
the design and construction the measured results 2,000 turns.
will be surprisingly close to those calculated.
The gap is made by entering the U laminations
If the core size is known then all the necessary in one end
of the bobbin and the Ts in the other, a
in
Fig.
13.
from
the
curve
data is obtained direct
piece of card of the requisite thickness is then
think
wo
what
is
to
select
The first step then
slipped between the ends of the Us and the sides of.
will be a suitable lamination and assume a cross the Ts as in Fig. 11 ; the core is then clamped
volume
the
;
for
the
as
a
whole
core
area
sectional
together.
" V " of the core is then given by, mean path length
Where the calculated gap is very small, from
" e" X cross sectional area A.
.003in. to .005in., the gapping strip, can
L and I are known by specification and a value about.
usually be dispensed with and the edges of the core
z
has been assumed for V ; V can therefore be calcu- butted together. Due to the imperfection of the
magnetic contact this is, in itself, equivalent to a
lated. The figure obtained for this is selected on small gap. For calculated gaps less than .003ín. it
is
a
path
this
point
axis,
and
from
the appropriate
traced in the direction of the dotted line till it meets Card in Cap
the curve. The value of 1:! is noted, and at this
point the path turns downwards till it meets the
NI
axis. The value for this is then read off.
e
From the figures thus obtained it is now a simple
Fig. ir.-How an air
matter to calculate the total turns required and the
gap is arranged in a
length of the air gap.
choke core.
A practical example will illustrate the method.
Suppose we require a choke of :
Inductance = 20H and D.C. = 50.0 mA.
Laminations type 101 area = .56 sq. ins.
The dimensions of the laminations are given in
Table I. From these t he mean path length e is
measured.

---

.
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may be necessary to lace the core in the same
manner as a transformer, if accuracy is required.
In general, however, great accuracy is not
required, nor is it very easy to obtain without
meastiring equipment and intricate calculation, for
the inductance of a choke varies with variation in
D.C. current and variation in A.C. volts across it.
If a choke is required to have a fairly constant
inductance, irrespective of D.C. current or A.C.
volts, then it should he designed with a very large
gap up to, say, .2in., that is, .lin. in each leg.

431

the primary turns X the primary current is equal to
the secondary turns x the secondary current.
For instance, if the primary turns T =5 and the
current Ii, =2 amps., then the primary ampere turns equals 5 x 2 =I0 ampere turns, and if the
current in the secondary Iâ =.001 amp., then the
turns required Ta=
10,000 turns.
Losses in the transformer, such as core loss or
Bound with Cotton Thread

The Current Transformer

The current transformer is included in this series
mainly for the benefit of readers who wish to add
A.C. ranges to their D.C. multi -range current
meters, but the design procedure applies, of course,
to transformers for use with any type of moving -coil
meter.
The D.C. method of using a shunt across the meter
does not apply on A.C., because the resistance of
the rectifier is not constant with change of voltage
across it. If such a method were used, then, as the
current through the meter changed, so also would the
series resistance of the rectifier. The shunt resistance, if calculated for full scale, would not apply
at lower ranges, and serious error would be introduced.
The design is based on the fact that neglecting
losses, the primary ampere -turns of any transformer
are equal to the secondary ampere 'turns ; that is,

Fig. 12.-Method of
making a current transformer where thick wire
is used.

5 Amp. Winding
Sing /e Turn

voltage drop in the windings, will introduce errors,
because part of the primary ampere -turns is used
to compensate for the losses, and the simple ratio
will not hold unless steps are taken to keep the losses
at a minimum.
These points will be dealt with in the following
example.
Suppose we require a transformer to work in
conjunction with a 1 mA. moving coil meter, and

20.00

002
i

-

/5,00

=

Inductance (Henries)
D.C. Current (MIA)
V = Volume of Core (Cubic Ins)
N= Total Turns
a = Length of Air Gap (Ins)
Mean Magnetic Path Length(Ins)
C

I =

/0,000

00 /B

a

i

00/6

t

L12

00/4

V
I

00/2
S.00n

00/

0008
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0004
0002
O
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13. -This

N

30,000

40,000

chart simplifies the design of iron -cored components.
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to cover ranges

of-

0-100 ma.
0-1.0 amp.
0-5.0 amp.

If Type 15 laminations are tried, then from the
table it will be found that the length of winding
space is 1.5 inches. Allow tin. margins at each
end, then available space is 1.25in., and depth of

.

The primary will obviously require to be of low
resistance to avoid disturbing the circuit under test.
It will also require to be wound with heavy gauge
wire to carry the current without undue heating.
The number of turns will therefore be kept to a
minimum to comply with these conditions.
Beginning with the highest range, the primary
for this can conveniently be 1 turn of heavy gauge
wire. This makes the primary ampere -turns equal'
to 5 x 1 =5 amp. turns =5,000 mA. turns.
The meter is 1 mA. full scale, but it must be
remembered that the A.C. load taken by the
rectifier is 1.11 mA. This is due to the fact that
the meter and rectifier give a deflection equal to
the mean current which bears a ratio of 1.11
to the R.M.S. value.
As the secondary mA. turns must equal the
primary mA. turns, it follows that the total secon=4,400 turns.
dary turns must be
The voltage across the secondary winding- will
be that appearing across the rectifier and will- be
in the region of .9 volt at full scale deflection. In
addition there will be a volts drop in the winding,
which should be kept as small as possible in order
to avoid serious errors in the transformer.
If we assume that this can be kept to .1 volt or
less, then the total voltage generated in the winding
will be 1.0 volt.
In the current transformer the core loss must be
kept to a minimum (this has already been
mentioned) ; in addition, the permeability must be
as high as possible in order to keep small that part
of the ampere -turns which is used to establish the
flux in the core.
For these reasons, silicon iron is not used as the
core material. A much better material for the core
is Mumetal, which is characterised by a high
permeability at low flux density and has low loss.
Mumetal laminations can be obtained from the
Telegraph Construction and Maintenance Co., Ltd.,
Greenwich, London.
This brings us to our old friend, formula (3).
10s
T
V 222x 1 x BxWe have already calculated values for T and V,
i.e., T =4,400 and V =1.0 volt. If we can now
assign a value to Bx, A can be calculated by re-

window space is .7in.
The turns to be wound on are :
Secondary : =4,400 turns, say 34 s.w.g. enam.
50 turns, say 26 s.w.g.
100 ma. primary =

510

enam. 1.0 amp. primary =5'000 = 5 -turns, say
1,000
16 s.w.g. enam., 5.0 amp. primary has already been
determined, i.e., 1 turn, say 12 e.w.g.- cotton
covered.
Turns/ inch of 34 s.w.g. = 100, multiply by w-iading
factor of .95.
Then turns /inch =100 x .95 = 95 t urns.
Turns/layer =95 x 1.25 =119 turns.
No. /layers = 41100- 38 layers.

Total depth of copperfor secondary =38= .4in.

I0

-

arranging the formula thus
1VX108
A- 222XTXBxbe kept to a very low
The flux density should
figure and 500 lines per sq. inch is a suitable value,
this gives:

Ix,108

A= 222 x 4,400 x 500

.2 sq. in.

26 s.w:g: for -100 mA: primary will -require l layer

and will occupy approx. .02in. depth.
16 s.w.g: for 1.0 amp. primary will require 1
layer and will occupy .064in. depth.
And lastly the 5.0 amp. winding will occupy
.104in. depth.
Thus the primary will occupy a total of .186in.
bringing the total copper depth primaries plus
secondary to .586in.
If bobbin is say I /16in. thick and -- insulation
between -primaries and- secondary is 3.iO10in. and
between each primary .002in., a further .Ol0in.
for insulation round the outside of the coil makes a
total insulation depth of .088in.
Thus total copper and insulation depth is .-6 4in.
leaving .026in. to spare in the windows space.
As the secondary winding its very -low voltage
it will not be necessary to provide insulation
between layers.
The width of the centre limb of type 15 lamination
is given as tin., we would therefore- use a stack
of laminations approx. tin. deep.
The order of windings counting from the bobbin
will be (1) secondary, (2) 100 mA. primary, (3)
1.0 amp. primary, (4) 5.0 amp primary:
A check on the secondary winding is as follows
Mean length of turn=4.25in.
.400
...Total length of winding =4.25 30
Ohms per yard 34 s.w.g.= .3612Q.
...Total resistance = .3612 x 520= 188,Q.
...Volts drop in winding = .0011 x 188 =.2 volt.
As .1 volt was specified as the maximum allowable volts drop it will be necessary if accuracy is
required to modify the design in order to reduce
this figure.
A slightly larger lamination and heavier -gauge
wire is indicated. The necessary -corrections will
provide a useful,exereise in design for the reader,
and serve to fix the main points in his mind.
-

-

-

-

-

This should be accepted as a minimum figure,
and in most cases the area will be greater than
this.
A good shape of core should be aimed at. This Construction
means that the cross section area will be more
The construction follows the same lines as the
nearly a square than a rectangle and will make for mains transformer with one exception. In the
It
follows,
winding.
greater efficiency and ease of
transformer it is normal (but by no means
therefore, that the actual area used will depend on mains
(Concluded on page 458.)
the size of the lamination chosen.
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Highlights of the Show
New Receivers, Designs, Components and Ideas

Worth an Inspection
AN automatic monitor to indicate automatically
radio receivers by Murphy Radio Ltd.
NEW(Stands
by buzzer or signal lamp the occurrence or
56 and 160) include a mains -operated
portable with the cabinet moulded in two identical re- occurrence of an 'intermittent fault in a radio
halves, allowing the receiver to be used in a prominent receiver is among the exhibits of E.M.I. Sales and.
position in a room without displaying an untidy Service Ltd. (Stand 67).
back. Even the tuning scale is duplicated. This
*
*
*
model is an advance on a similar model introduced
THE " Radio Sonde " meteorological transmitter
in 1947.
*
*
*
is shown by Whiteley Electrical Radio Co.
Ltd. (Stand 77). This device, in a box roughtly lft.
21-VALVE television receiver with a 12in. high, embodying measuring instruments and a comA cathode -ray tube designed for the American plete radio transmitter, is attached to a balloon and
market is shown by Romac Radio Corporation Ltd. parachute, and released into the upper atmosphere.
(Stand 88). It operates on the 12 American television It automatically transmits to base details of humidity,
channels, selection being made by a rotary switch. atmospheric pressure, temperature and wind velocity.
The sound receiver is FM.
.

-

.

*

*

*

*

-UP, claimed by the nvznufacWrers to have
APICK
an output between five and 20 times greater than

any comparable magnetic tilpe, is shown by Cosmocord
Ltd. (Stand 7). The unit has a very slender arm and
a tiny lightweight head, and needs no equaliser components, allowing, it to be connected direct to any
domestic radio or amplifier.

A

*

*

PROJECTION television receiver with an FM

radio has been produced by the Decca Record
Co. Ltd. (Stand 41). The size of the picture is the
equivalent of a 24irz. cathode -ray tube. Three 12in.
speakers are used.

automatic record changing and single
electric gramophones are featured
by Collaro Lttl. (Stand 61). The pick-up of one autoeliptical loudspeaker is among the exhibits of matic record changing unit is muted in the rest
AN Truvox
position and only becomes "alive" when the needle
Engineering Co. Ltd. (Stand 18).
reaches the playing groove of the record, eliminating
*
*
*
any unpleasant noises during the changing operation.
*

*

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO

CO. LTD.

demonstrate a " home-made"
television receiver which can be constructed by
amateurs from parts supplied by named leading
radio firms. Blueprints and full instructions cost
five shillings.

(Stand

77)

TELEVISION

*

*

*

PORTABLE
record playing,

*

receivers with independent chassis

*

*

*

-WAVE she -valve car radio receiver on
ASHORT
the Romac Stand (No. 88) has a power consumption of 2,9 amps. on 12 volts or 5-.8 amps. on a
6 -volt supply.
*

*

*

fidelity table wire recorder with a running
AHIGH
time of one hour, is shown by Kolster- Braredes

for the London and Midland frequency are Ltd. (Stand 65).
*
*
*
shown by' Portogram Radio Electrical Industries
Ltd. (Stand 99) in some cases combined with push- PROJECTION television is shown by Ferranti
button radio or radiograms.

Ltd. (Stand 43). Their model uses the back
projection system, giving a picture 16in. by 12in., with
allowing the picture to be adjusted
wire and tape recorders which can remote controls,
at the actual viewing distance.
MAGNETIC
be made by amateurs for £16 are being
*
*
*
demonstrated by Judge Industries Ltd. (Stand 206).
suppressor with a resistance value of
*
*
*
ANEW
5,000 ohms, shown by Erie Resistor Ltd. (Stand
as the smallest British car radio is a 86), is designed to screw into the distributor head or
CLAIMED
maodel,by Masteradio Ltd. (Stand 31), measuring coil.
Totally enclosed potentiometers and a range of
Olin. by Qin. by Qin., and weighing only 10 lb.
combined capacitor and resistance elements will also
*
s
*
be featured.
*
*
*
ARECEIVER for use on board ship, covering the
-AID shown by Savory & Moore, Ltd.
principal short -wave bands, the 150 -metre ship- ADEAF
(Stand 3) weighs less than 6 ounces, including the
ping band and the medium waves, is among the
weight of the batteries, and measures 3I in. by 2} in.
exhibits of Stratton and Co. Ltd. (Stand 182).
Instead of using wires, with the fear of noisy or faulty
*
*
*
joints, the circuit has been printed in silver on a pliable
type loudspeaker specially designed for plastic chassis. Automatic volume control enables the
AGOTHIC
use in churches is shown by Grampian Repro- user to carry on a conversation in the most noisy
surroundings.
ducers Ltd. (Stand 90).
*

*

*

-
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2

Further Details of Some of This Years Exhibits.
Ace Radio, Ltd.

for both home and export are to
RECEIVERS
be seen on this company's stand, and include
in the 600 range a 9 -valve superhet with band spread short -wave ranges with an equivalent of
54 inches of tuning track. These receivers include
a radiogram with auto changer. In the Model 33
and 500 rango will be found other receivers and
radiograms, including a record player. Television
equipment is being produced for both London and
[Stand No 21]
the Midlands.
Advance Caomponents, Ltd.

stand will' be 'exhibited a

this Company's
ON range
of signal generators,

audio generators
and constant voltage transformers. The signal
generator exhibits will includo the two wide -range
models _which. have met such a great demand for
the installation and servicing of television in both
the London and Midland grogs.
The Type B.4 is a sub- standard. instrument made
in two models, "A "'covering 10.0 kc/s: to' 70:Mc/s
an " B-" from 30 kc/s to 30 Mc /s. These are
and
'
pi i rd at £48 net.
'1'I.e Advance Signal Generator Type E.2, cover-

"`"

ing 100 kc /s to 100 Me /s on fundamentals, has
already established its reputation as -the ideal
instrument for the T.V. service engineer. It is
finished in the popular cream and black colours
and has a reliable attenuator system.. It retails at
£23 10s.

[Stand No. 209]

Air Ministry
AMONG the most interesting of thé R.A.F.
exhibits is a model of a typical permanent
R.A.F. station, constructed to scale by R.A.F.
experts.
It shows the siting on the station of various types
of radio installations for 'providing radio flying aids
for navigation, approach' and landing, and radio
Also shown are -'the- hangars,
communications.
workshops, administration buildings, living quarters,
and sports grounds and other recreational amenities
of the station.
The item is of particular interest because it is so
constructed as to give a complete bird's -eye view
of an Air Force station. Owing to the size of many
stations to -day their complete layout is often
impossible to appreciate *hen visiting them.
The model represents the beginning of the
general theme of the R.A.F. stand, which offers a
representative collection of radio and radar equipment used by the Air Force. The'equipment being
shown is indicative of the extent tó' which the
Royal Air Force relies upon the radio industry to
produce dependable radio equipment able to
withstand Service conditions at great altitudes
and at very low temperatures and pressures.
[Stand No. 74]
.

s

Allan Radio, Richard, Ltd.

comprehensive. range of extension
AMOST
speakers and record players may be seen here.

The trade mark " Bafflette ". is widely featured.
Probably the most interesting exhibit is the Bonnie
"

Bafette."

A new high-fidelity Console ' (the " Bartlette "
Prestige)s has been specially produced for Radio lympia and has not previously been seen. Price
[Stand No. 49]
£13- f9s. Gd.

Armstrong Wireless & Television Co.
line with the most recent T.V. developments
1
he Armstrong Company have produced a
television chassis incorporating a' R.F. amplifier
and three I.F. Stages on both vision and sound,
with a highly efficient interference- limiter circuit
and -12ín. cathode -ray tube. Designed primarily
for the export market, the latest standard range of
Armstrong radio chassis now includes the following
models: EXP 125/2 -14 valve all -wave ; RF
103/3 and EXP 103--10 valve all -wave ; and
EX-P 83/2 (A.C.) and UNI 83/2 .(A.C. /D.C.)7 valve all- wave.. All chassis are supplied with
either a 1Oin, or 12ín. speaker of good design.
The whole chassis layout is most accessible for

\

The

"Prestige" Bafette loudspeaker
Radio.

by Allan
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servicing. As an example, all the coils, together
with radio and gramophone switching, trimmers
and padders, are made in «>ne compact unit which
can be detached and a spare unit fitted in a
matter of minutes. Incidentally, for those who use
a pible -up in conjunction with their radio receivers,

" K " series, employing a shrouded magnet. structure. As a result there is virtually no magnetic

leakage, which renders these models
suitable for television receivers. Of
interest is the new oval speaker Model
unit which tills a long-felt want in the

especially

particular
K 46, a
television'

[Stand No.

field.

87A]

'

Celestion, Ltd.

range' of perfrom 2Ain. to
18in. diameter. Several of these models are entirely
new. All models are. completely dustproofed and
are especially treated to render them suitable for
use in tropical climates. A range of extension
speakers, complete in cabinets of attractive design
and which are most pleasing to the eye, are also to
be seen, the prices ranging from 39/6 to £6 15s.
[Stand No. 87]

exhibit includes a complete
THEmanent
magnet loudspeakers

Model 'A.iaa.M. Murphy receiver designed for
quality reproduction. Note the novel cabinet shape.

these chassis are particularly suitable for this
purpose owing to the high-fidelity p:tsh -pull output.
[Stand No. 92]
British Rola, Ltd.

exhibit at Racdiolympir
range of permanent
mu_,.rt speakers from Sin. to 12in. diameter and
completely new range of speakers -the
al,
year's British Rota
THIS
includes a complete

A neat ta5le receiver

in the

Mullard range-

Model MVS.27i.

1

The Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.

Exide and Drydex batteries displayed are
THErepresentative
of the wide range available,

which includes Exide accumulators of the " Mass "
type, " Multiplate " type and " Hycap " ranges
in glass containers, and unspillable and semi unspillable cells in celluloid containers. Also on view
is the new Exide JSP 2 non -spill radio accumulator
in a moulded container made of polystyrene; a
modern, transparent, acid -proof plastic.
Drydex high -tension and grid -bias batteries,
suitable for every battery -operated radio set, are
included in the range, which embraces plug -in
t
pes specially produced for 'all -dry radio recei\ el s and the lightweight Drydex layer -type batteries,
[Stand No. 19]

Another original Jea in the Jlurphy range.
Model A.146.

171is is

Collaro, Ltd.
-KNOWN gramophone motors and record
WELL
changers are featured on this stand, the latest
model being the R.C. 500, which consists of a rim driven turntable designed for simplicity and reliability at low cost. It is a non -mixing model with
only three adjustable parts and accommodates either
nine 10in. or nine 12ín. records. It may be obtained
with four types of pick -up. The price is £7 10s.
with either crystal or high- fidelity pick,-up with
silent stylus needle, or £8 with high -fidelity pick -up
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with permanent sapphire needle. Both these
prices exclude P.T.
[Stand No. 61]

November, 1949

amplifiers, ionisation gauges, photo -electric multipliers, tetrodes, etc.
[Stand No. 47]

Erie Resistor Ltd.
various types of resistor familiar to conTHEstructors
and the trade are to be seen here',
and amongst the new products is a stud potentiometer which has many advantages over the
servatively at ç watt. At the moment- these are ordinary type of wafer switch with its attendant
available only to manufacturers. Miniature metal - array of fixed resistors. Other new items are fully
lised paper condensers in a range up to .003 F. insulated ceramieons, combined components (resistors and capacitors in one case), and a new car
suppressor intended to screw into the distributor
head or coil. This component has a value of 5,000
ohms.
[Stand No. 86]
Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.
to well -known condensers and resistors,
1 Vaddition
some new items may be seen on the Dubilier
stand. These include the new Type " Q" volume
controls -only 15 /16in. in diameter and rated con-

Ferranti Ltd.
exhibit is a comprehensive range of table,
THIS
console and radiogram receivers for mains
The
A.C., A.C. /D.C. and battery operation.
receivers are in plastic and wooden cabinets
and include a transportable model with built -in
aerial, also models fitted with a switch selection
pre -tuning device to give automatic reception of
two stations, in frequent use, on the medium waveband.
[Stand No. 43]
This playing desk is by the makers of the popular
Connoisseur pick -up.

with wdrking voltages up to 350 and over .003 ,tiF.
and up to .01 µF. for 150 volts ; a diode filter consisting of two condensers and a resistor in a single
small ease are also two of the new lines which may
[Stand No. 82]
be seen.
Dynatron Radio, Ltd.

manufacturers primarily of radiogramophones,
the present range is planned to be continued
with. various small improvements concentrating on
the Ether Conqueror. It is interesting to note that
this company has been honoured with a further
order from H.M.. Ministry of. Works for 24Frtber Conqueror radio gramophones for British
Embassies and Consulates throughout the world.
The previous 25 were extremely well received,
and were selected by the Ministry after very careful
tests.
[Stand No. 2]
AS

Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.
is

the

main theme

Gramophone Co. Ltd.
exhibits include luxurious radio
THEandH.M.V.
television receivers and record reproducers
embodying every possible modern refinement ; a
special combined instrument providing first -class
entertainment from television, radio and records ;
a model for reception of F.M. transmissions ; -the
Model 1807 television receiver, etc. etc.
The export market is exceptionally well catered
for by " His Master's Voice " as is evidenced by
the many models shown.
For the special convenience of those visitors

of this

TELEVISION
exhibit, and, in support of this, pride of

place on the stand is given to a large, semi- oircular
theatre, capable of accommodating 100 persons
comfortably, in which demonstrations of the
B.B.C. Television Programmes are given on 15ín.
cathode -ray tubes. An unusual feature of interest
to technicians and laymen alike is that the control
rOom.of the theatre is open to view, so that visitors
may see the apparatus -normally used for experimental and development work -which operates
the cathode -ray tubes in the theatre.
As a comparison, there are displayed chassis of
modern television and radio receivers illustrating
the compact current design and showing the
functions of the various types of valves and tubes
employed. As a further comparison chassis of
electro -medical and industrial electronic equipment
are displayed, together with a number of Mazda
special - purpose valves, including beam -power

An amplifier to suit the Connoisseur pick -up, to be
seen on Stand No. 207.

who are particularly interested in models for
export, the " His Master's Voice " stand is so constructed as to have a top floor exclusively devoted
to these instruments. This will enable such visitors
to have an unhindered view of the H.M.V. expert
range.
[Stand No. 57]

Hale Electric Company Ltd.
of this company, under the name
PRODUCTS
Etronic Radio, include three table models, a
radiogram and television receivers. The radiogram
(Continued on page 439.)
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[/$TFN- /TS 4 Q00p Sol/NP 708
THE R.A. TUNING UNIT
A really fine design with lasting high
performance. R.F. stage on all wavebands. High fidelity superhet or T.R.F.
4-_ÿ performance.
Suitable for any
amplifier.
10 Gns. plus £2:6:8 tax
..

(2 years guarantee)

,?

IHE K.I. AMPLIFIER KIT
Kit
is undoubtedly
the best high
fidelity amplifier kit available at the
price.
Absolutely c o m- j
very
plete,
simple to construct, the performance
matches up to the high
standard reached by moving coil pickups.
We
recommend either moving
coil pick -ups or miniature
moving iron types, such
as the Connoisseur, which
may be used without the
transformer.
Price 13 Gns.
Blueprint separately 216
The K.I.

\

mgo

THE K.I. AMPLIFIER
This seven -valve amplifier, designed
for the lightweight high fidc:ity type
pick -up, is proving the real answer for
the music -lover who seeks a high

81

standard of reproduction at a moderate
cost.

Independent bass and treble controls
permit compensation for recording
losses and reduce needle scratch.
Tetrodes With negative feed -back
ensure negligible distortion.

Write for your copy of our
fully illustrated catalogue.

Price Complete 17 Gns.

Blueprint separately 2/6
(2

AMPLIFIERS
(SP. L'ES

LTD

In, Palace Gate,
Kensington, London, W.8
Phone : WEStern 3350

years guarantee)

DEFERRED TERMS AVAILABLE

at
UNIVERSITY RECORDING COMPANY

Our equipment can also be seen and heard
16,

BURLEIGH PLACE, CAMBRIDGE
PHONE : CAMBRIDGE 54947

ALSO ERNEST BUCIIAN. 28. BELMONT
STREET, ABERDEEN. Phone: Aberdeen 3579

o245oMERFORD
R"NE,.'
TRANSFORMERS

AND CHOKES

I

TvPES

Don't risk failure and disappointment by using components,
of poor quality or of incorrect type. The " Somerford "
range of Transformers and Chokes offers you the choice of
203 specialised types -a type for every need for radio and
television receiver construction.
You should obtain this new catalogue which gives you
complete details of every type, enabling you to choose lust
the component most suited to your needs.

FOR

BETTER

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION

ILSE GARDNERS TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES

GARDNERS RADIO, LTD., SOMERFORD, CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS.
Please send me the New " Somerford " Catalogue.
Name
Address

MAINS POWER
OUTPUT & DRIVERTRANSFORMERS
SMOOTHING TRANSFORMERS
CHOKES
E. H. T. TRANSFORMERS
AUTO TRANSFORMERS
REPLACEMENT TRANSFOa
,Ens

GARD N E RS
SOMERFORD
Phone
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Vision in Design
The

#.......-..-

ADVANCE

Signal Generator
(Type E2)

The Advance Signal Generator Type E.2 has been designed
with an eye to future developments in the Radio and
Television fields. Its wide range of frequencies-from
100 Kc /s to 100 Mc /s on fundamentals- caters for the

r3D`/AtCE

rising frequency requirements of modern radio and
communications. It is a fine example of ' Advance ' design
and manufacture.
This generator offers an instrument of laboratory standard
at a price within the reach of moderate purses. The
remarkably high frequency accuracy of ± % extends
over the whole range.
I

SEND FOR FULLY DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

Range

100 Kc /s-100 Mci's in 6 bands.
: Guaranteed within ±I per cent.

:

Frequency

Output

:

Approximately

I

volt unattenuated and variable from µV to
mattheo' transmission: line.
1

100 mV into 0 75-ohm load through a

Stray Field : Less than 3 1,V at 100 Mc/s.
illuminated Dial : Toter scale length, 30in.
Power Supply : 110, 210, 230, 250 volts ; 40-100 c /s.
Dimension 91ín. high x 13in. wide x Sin. deep.
Weight : 15 lb.
ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., BACK RD.,

AdTaR,Í

SIGNAL

:

Telephone

MIDGET MAINS TRANSFORMER. 3in. high o 21ín.
x31n. Primary 200/200/250v.
Secondaries 250-0 -240 v. at
:

SHERNHALL
:

S.
G.
HEADPHONES.
Brown, type "F." High im-

Practice
MORSE KEYS.
type. All parts In brass on
polished wood base. 3/3.
VARIABLE
CONDENSERS. Midget. 75 pf., air spaced, 2)6. 20 pf., airspaced,
with long spindle and knob.

pedance. 31/-.

3/ -.

CONDEN1000 vw. and
0.5 mfd. 600 vw. 9d.
OIL - FILLED CONDENAerovox, 2 mfd..
SERS.
600 vw., with mounting clip,
2/3.
EF50,
VALVES.
7/6.
VR150/30.
VR75/30.
12/6.
5R4GY, 7/6.

HEADPHONES. Balanced
armature type, 600 ohms
impedance. Ideal for crystal
receivers. 5/9.

C.R. TUBES. VCR97. Short
persistence. Ideal for TV.
Complete with base, 39/6,
plus 5/- carriage and packing.
CRYSTAL DETECTORS.
Permanent and semi -permanent types, 3/6. " Cats
Whisker " type (less crystal),
Packet containing
3/ -.
crystal and cats whisker, 94.
Silicon diodes, 3/ -.
COILS.
CRYSTAL - SET
M.W.
Boxed with circuit.

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS.
With reinforced corners and
provision for fixing. bolts.

only. 2/3.

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON,

6-VALVE
SUPERHET

BAKELITE SHEFT. lin.
thick.
bin. x 4ín., 2/5

61n. x 6ín., 3/- : Bin. x 6in.,
3,7 : 10in. x 6ín., 5/- ; 12ín.

x Sin., 5 /10

:

loin. x 6in.. 4/2.

Bin. x 5in. x 211n., 8/2 ; 101n.
x bin. x 24ín.. 8/3: 12tH. x 8ín.
x 22ía., 8/11 : 14ín. x 9in. x

20n., 9/6

: 10in. x Bin. x 3in:.
12in. x 810. x 3in., 9/2 :
;
14ín. x 9in. x 31n.. 11/5.

8/6

MULTICORE SOLDER
(ERSIN).

Small packets,

1/- each ; 11b. packets :
Red, 14 S.W.G., 7/6 ; Green,
16 S.W.G., 6/ -.

Goods can be sent C.O.D. or C.W.O.

VALLANCE & DAVISON LTD.
(Dept. PW).
144, L3riggate, Leeds I.

E.17

\\\ \\

Receiving Unit of the
TR1196 which covers
4.3 to 6.7 mc. s. Among
the many useful components are
1 pr.
standard I.F. Transformers (460 kels), Iron
Dust Cores, 2I mfd.
500 -volt working Condensers
4 .1 metal
tubular Condensers ; 1
r
Transformer : 1 Phone Output Transformer : 2 Pot. meters.
"
30 Fixed Condensers, standard values
more than 2 doz. resistors, 200 ohms to 1
megohm 6 International Octal Valve Holders 2 tag Boards
4 pre -set .0001 Condensers and Tuning, Coil
1 Yaxley Switch
Steel chassis, size 82ín. x 61n. x 22ín.
With Valves, Circuits and modification
Less Valves,
details for normal Broadcast
6
post free
/.' Receiver.
Plus 2/6 packing and ins.
EX - R.A.F.
AMPLIFIER
CHOKES, 10h. 70 ma.. 4'6
Ideal for use with a
1134.
each : 10h. 250 ma., 9/6 each.
microphone, or can be used
1.4v. VALVES, 184, 185. 1R5,
as an amplifier without modi1T4, at 6/3 each or set of 4. 24' -.
fication.
Complete with
8 MFD.
CONDENSERS,
wooden transit case. Post free.
450 volt working.
Post free.
16/9.
1/9 each.
NUTS, BOLTS, WASHERS,
16 MFD., 450v.. 2/8 each.
small sizes for model making.
8 x 16 MED., 450v.. 3/6 each.
Three gross assorted, 7/6.
25 MFD 25v., i/- each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
A.Y.U. 1 E.H.T. RECTIFIER.
350 -0- 350. 80 ma., 6.3v. and 5v.
Post free, 8/ -.
drop thru' type, 260 -0-260 60170
ma.. 63v. and 5v. also drop
HT BATTERIES-super capathrit' both types, 14/6 each,
city. Made for Govt. Perfect
plus 1;- postage.
HT 120 volts. Post free. 8/9
:

"BATHTUB"
SERS. 0.1 mfd.

GENERATOR

LARkswood 43661718

:

50 ma.. 6.3 v. at 1.5 amps..
0 -4 -5 v. at 2 amps., 24/ -.

ST.,

TYPE E2

'Phone 29428/9

;

!'

:

;

;
;

In

fVrire ry
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(Continued from page 436.)
covers a 15- to 50 -metre hand in addition to the
normal medium and long waves, and has an internal
plate aerial. The record changer is intended for
eight 10in. or 12in. records.
[Stand No. 68]
The Lowther Manufacturing Company
feature shown here is a mòving coil
MAIN
pick-up fitted with diamond or tungsten
carbide reproducing point. This pick -up has been
described as " the pick -up of our age," due to its
very many fine features and in particular its most
outstanding performance, giving finesse of repro -

duction hitherto unknown, great reduction of record
wear. and the constant performance due to the
polished diamond styli.
P.M.2 speaker drive unit is introduced on the
stand, superseding the P.M.1. which is probably
the highest flux density unit available, 19,500
lines average, fitted with th-e improved rematched
Wight light coil diaphragm for 15 ohm load.
P.W.1 corner reflector type speaker is maintaining
its position in the place of the full Voigt corner
domestic speaker (which is only available for
export) and together with the P.M.2 offers an
extremely high standard of electro- acoustic
efficiency and fidelity at a very moderate price.
[Stand No. 165]

Modern loudspeakers
are being produced
with
very
small
overall
thickness.
This " wafer " by
Truvox is a good
example.

Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
AWIDE and varied selection of high -quality
products are exhibited by the Marconiphone
Company.
These include television receivers incorporating
the new aluminised Emiscope tubes for brighter
pictures, autoradiograms, table radios and radiograms and, what is possibly the smallest set in the
show,' the Marconiphone personal radio, which
weighs but 4 lbs. complete with batteries. In
addition, a varied selection of Marconiphone export
models are to be seen. These are specifically
designed for efficient operation in all climates.
[Stand No. 48]
McMichael Radio Ltd.
HERE will be seen a comprehensive and outstanding range of models at prices which will
attract considerable attention.
-
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The Homo and Light programme identification
featured on Models 491A0 and 492AC console will
have good selling appeal, as will the twin speaker
and frame aerial feature of Model 4981T.
The success of the Model 485 radio gramophone
and the general approval of the appearance -of the
cabinet with the double -lid feature has influenced
the makers to continue this model for a further
period under the now number, Model 495.
Model 493 all -dry battery portable receiver and

One of the Sangamo range of test instruments.

the electric record reproducing unit are recent
introductions and will continue unchanged.
Models 4911T and 494 battery aerial receiver
call for special attention in D.C. and battery set
areas and represent outstanding value.
[Stand No. 70]
Metropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.
the specialised equipment shown on this
AMONG
stand is the Seascan unit, comprising a
transmitter -modulator box which consists of a
magnetron unit giving a wavelength of 3 cm.,
an aerial unit which has been designed to withstand all climatic conditions, a motor alternator
equipment which generates a special repetition
frequency, and a main display unit or console
from which the entire equipment is controlled.
By incorporating an auxiliary display unit the
display can be reproduced in any other part. of the
ship, e.g., the chart room, or lounge for the interest
of passengers. The ranges are the same but are
infinitely variable between 50 yds. and 27 miles.
A film record has been made in the S.S. Empire
Doric (bÿ courtesy of Continental Line Transport
Ferry Service) of a voyage from Preston, Lanc,;,shire,
to Lame, Northern Ireland. This film will be
played hack through the display to enable visitors
to see an actual radar picture.
[Stand No. 179]

Mullard Electronic Products Ltd.
ON Stand 36 Mullard are showing a comprehensive range of radio receivers for both the }come
and export markets, and two television receivers.
Audio amplifiers for export are also included.
Stand No. 210 is devoted to the display and
demonstration of valves; tubes and components
for setmakers. These include A.C. and A.C./D.C.
ranges on octal and B8A bases, and a range of
1.4 -volt miniatures on the B7G base specially
intended for use in battery -operated personal
receivers and ,compact portables. Valves are also
shown for use in car radio receivers.
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Included in the group of valves for audio,
amplifiers is a new low hum input pentode EF3 7 A.
This valve, which retaiñs the well.known high gain
and low microphony characteristics of the EF37,'
should preVe of particular interest in the design
of sound -on-film and sound recording equipment
and all other equipments in which the amplifiers
are required to operate at low input levels.
Phase splitters and mixers, power amplifiers,
rectifiers and photocells are also included in this
group together with a selection of sub- miniatures
having low filament currents specially designed for
[Stands Nos. 36 & 210]
use in hearing aids.
'
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Portogram long life gramophone needles fox standard
pick-ups and high fidelity needles. [Stand No. 99]
The Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd,
FEATURED ón the T.C.C. stand are the various
types of fixed capacitors as used in radio and

television receiving and transmitting equipment,
in paper, mica, ceramic and electrolytic construcRanges of tropical and super- tropical
tions.
pattern, many of which are miniaturised, bearing
their by now familiar trade names, Metalmites,
Metalpacks, Lectropacks, etc.; within the miniature rango are capacitors for use in hearing aid
equipments and personal portable type receivers.
Oldham & Sons Ltd.
Recently developed " Plastopack " plastic film
exhibit includes a comprehensive range capacitors are shown, and these are for use in
THIS
of batteries for use in home and outdoor counting circuits and other allied computing
broadcast receivers, V.H.F. communications, and devices where stringent conditions also demand long
aircraft radio, including lead acid accumulators time constants. They have an I.R. in excess of
dry 250,000 meg. /pF at 20 deg. C., whilst their
housed in celluloid and glass containers ;
H.T. batteries of standard and lightweight con- power factor being .0002 is equal to the best-quality
mica.
[Stand No. 75]
struction ; and dry L.T. and grid bias batteries.
[Stand No. 218]
Wharfedale Wireless Works
Philco (Ct. Britain), Ltd.
HERE is a range of speakers from 31in. up to
RECEIVERS on this stand will include a new
A high -flux (13,000 lines on a lin.
15ín.
all -dry battery portable of outstanding pole piece) model for high quality with horn loaddesign and performance, two wavebands (medium ing is designed for use with crossover networks.
and long), automatic volume control, built -in A special reflex cabinet may also be seen and will
high- efficiency loop aerial specially designed to appeal to the quality enthusiasts. [Stand No. 215]
bring in the maximum number of stations. It is
housed in a streamlined plastic cabinet with
retractable handle, is extremely lightweight and
the 5ín. diameter permanent magnet speaker is
specially engineered for higher output on less
current. The medium waveband covers the proposed new wavelengths.
What is claimed to be a startling innovation
in the development of A.C. /D.C. receivers has been
incorporated in Model B. 2,806- inasmuch as the
dangers and disadvantages of " live " chassis
[Stand No. 39]
have been eliminated.
-

Pilot Radio Limited
AMONG the receivers on this stand are the
" Pilot Jack " and new television console
Models CV34 and CV35. These models are an
addition to the range and do not supersede any
particular models.
The latest version of the Little Maestro -the
" Little Maestro " Model 10-was released last April
and has now superseded the old Little Maestro.
It has a new and improved cabinet design, and is
manufactured in brown bakelite and in colours of
powder blue, pastel green and poach at the new
competitive price of £12 19s. 6d., tax paid for the
brown model, and £13 5s. for the coloured versions.
This receiver now features twin-scale tuning as
against the single scale incorporated in the old
Little Maestro, which is now out of production.
The Little Maestro de luxe, of course, continues as
[Stand No. 45]
before.
Portogram Radio Electrical Industries, Ltd.
CONSOLE radiograms with automatic changer
and playing desks are the main items here,
in addition to television units as described elsewhere. Another feature of the exhibits are the

One of the new Vidor portables which can be seen
on Stand No. 69.
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Coil Winding

SOME constructors find difficulty in winding coils for
television on the .small Aladdin
coil formers, and I have found
the following idea most useful in
this connection-with even very
thick wires.
The former is secured to a
piece of wood as shown in the
accompanying illustration, and
two nails are fixed at a distance
of approximately 2in. from the
former.
A weak spring is
attached to each nail, and before

rTHAT DODGE OF YOURS

!1

Every Reader of "PRACTICAL WIRE" must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.
We pay half -a- Why not pass it on to ¢e P
j guinea for every hint published on this
! page. Turn that idea of yours to account
by sending it in to us addressed to the
Editor, "PRACTICAL WIRELESS." George I
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Pat your name
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Please note
and address on every item.
that every notion sent in must be original.
Mark envelopes " Practical Hints."
LESS

!1

SPECIAL NOTICE
All hints mast be accompanied by the

=f cover.

coupon cut from Page iii

of right -angled electric light
conduit that will turn approximately 180 legs. and can be
clamped by sandwiching it between the bottom of the window
sash and frame. This meets my
case as the window is never
closed. The lead -in will be
It can be
individual taste.
taped to the stem and taken in
via the barge -board, etc.
The two rough sketches of
front and side elevation, make,
I think, the fundamental idea
clear. -W. T. ROWELI. (S.W.19).
10-12'
lengths

Bracket with
hole bored
to allow f movement
stem

base

Spring

Coil former

Spring

A simple way of winding small coil formers.

winding the coil the wire is tied to one spring. The
coil is then wound with the spring in tension.
After the necessary number of turns have been
wound on the coil, the wire is tied to the other
Cardinal point
indicator visible
spring which is first put in tension.
Brackets of iron
from this window
or wood fixed to
A coat of " Durofix," " Denfix," or similar adhewell
sive is then painted on the coil and left to dry,
A
hint.
rotatable
dipole
aeria!
after which it can be taken off the wood and mounted
in the apparatus without fear of the wire slipping Test-meter Tip
off.-R. C. HART (Croydon).
WHEN using a test meter-either home -made or
a commercial model-misleading readings
Rotary Aerial
are sometimes obtained due to contact resistance.
ACHEAP and easily constructed 2 -metre rotary Most meters are provided with crocodile clips, and
dipole or beam may be made by using an old if these are just slipped over the ends of the circuit
cycle pedal for the rotor mechanism. Welded or component being measured they may snake poor
electric light conduit or durai should make a tight contact. A simple test will show what is needed.
fit, or be threaded to the cycle -pedal thread. Take an ordinary (high accuracy) resistor, set the
Brackets of wood, or iron, are fixed to the window meter to read resistance values and clip the leads
frame and to the gutter barge- board. Sizes will to the ends of the resistor. Note the reading. Now
be those suitable to clear the gutter, but the lower press tightly the ends of the clips so that the teeth
bracket should not be more than 18ín. horizontally. pierce the copper leads on the resistor. A different
Various methods of rotation will suggest them- value will be shown. So always make certain that
the clips arc tightly clamped on the leads or circuit
selves to constructors.
My own is a " Heath Robinson " arrangement under test.
FFLOYD (Highgate,.N.).

-J.

en
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Makina a Re
Constructional Data for an Automa
By H.

record on the turntable and
replacing the pick -up in the
starting groove.
When the automatiè record
changer here to be described
was designed it was obvious
that certain restrictions would
have to be borne in mind if the
design was to be sound. In the
first place all the parts would
have to be made in a small
workshop without special equipment. Cost, reliability and a
-mechanism which would treat a
fragile, expensive record with
respect were also --points of importance,
The plans were drawn up and
the changer constructed and
found to fulfil all these conThe tools available
ditions.
consisted of a small lathe,

o

':.:i;

#

The completed auto- changer.
To

HEN the needle of a gramophone pick -up
is placed in the starting groove of a record
and allowed to play the record to its
end 'a certain cycle of operations must be
performed before another record can be played.
To do this by hand is a relatively simple matter,
but when a machine must be designed to perform
the operation it will be realised that a rather
complicated device will be the result.
During the past 20 years or sp various mechanisms
have appeared on the market designed to perform
the operation of lifting a gramophone pick -up off
a record -which has been played, placing another

{.

H--- /
I

;

suit pickup arm

Fui\

li

-1

Steel

1.43/4-.1

1-544-a4

2c

//2R
Mounted over %2
ho /e in chassis

(48holes
to suit
chassis

y8"holes

1//2

to suit

chassis

Fig. t

.4"idia. for
main shaft-

P19.2

3j4i1
/9

dia.

4dí8/ 28A

fig.3

i.-

2. oft

-2/2-1.1
k4dia.MS
Fig 4

4

see text

Lifting arm bracket. Fig. 2. Bearing
Fig.
Lifting
Lifting arm. Fig.
bracket. Fig.
spindle.

3.-

k(11.41=1.1MBLO11111>.1NII

4.-

"

4

Fig.

I

5.- Pick -up arm pillar

8

1
and spindle.

portable electric drill, bench and vice and a collection
of various small tools.
The two most expensive items are the electric
gramophone motor, used to drive the turnta;blo
and the changing mechanism, and the pick -up.
In the writer's case both these items were on hand,
being taken from an ordinary record player and
modified as explained later. Nowadays all records
are standard within limits. The average size of a
loin. record is 9.910ín., with variations of plus or
minus .015in., and therefore it'can be said that if
the mechanism is well made and adjüstedto play
one record then the cycle of events will be repeated
M11.11111,.1110ll.114lll.MIN,e1

lAMIH
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rd Changer

_.i_ i11111

:'

anger for Eight 10 -inch Records
CK

indefinitely. Proof of the gentle
treatment given to the records
during the playing and the
changing cycle will be seen from
the fact that no records have ever
been chipped, cracked or broken.
Operation

To understand the operation
involved in playing eight records
automatically a step-by-step description of the cycle will be
given so that the constructor will
be aware of the functions of the
various components. When loading up the changer one record is
placed on the turntable and seven
others piled together and placed en
Underside view of the changer.
mosse on a pillar supporting the
outer edge of the records and a
spindle supporting the centre of the records at a pick -up be allowed to swing to a point above the
this earl
distance of 2 jin. above the turntable. At the starting groove, and it will be realised that
only be achieved by careful timing of the mechanism.
This is not a difficult matter, however, and the
design allows for this adjustment. If the adjustment is set correctly the pick -up will swing in to a
point }in. inside the outer edge of the record
and will then descend into the starting groove.
Immediately the needle point enters the groove
the pick -up is completely disconnected from
2 BA.
the changing mechanism and it is impossible for
3/Jg stee/ rod
the mechanism to prevent the needle from following
Brass
the groove and thereby damaging the record. The
pick -up is now free to play the record until it once
again enters. the eccentric and the cycle is repeated.
fig. 6
No provision is made for stopping the turntable
automatically when the last record has been played,
as it was felt that the addition of such a luxury
was unnecessary where simplicity of design was
one of the main considerations. If one remembers
the uppermost record When the changer is being
loaded one is aware when the programme is finished.
If not, the last record simply repeats itself.

14¡j

2 BA

3/3;

Figs. 6 and 7.- Swivel arms and swivel links.

centre of a modern record is an eccentric groove of
approximately 34ín. .dia. with a lead -in groove
from the actual playing groove. Therefore as
tho turntable revolves the pick -up is led into this
eccentric.- and it is this action applied to a trip
mechanism which starts the changing cycle. Once
the cycle commences it will not stop until another
record is on the turntable and the pick -up is in
the starting groove, but before this record can be
allowed to drop on to the turntable the pick -up
must lift clear of the former record and swing to
a distance outside the record edge. Not until the
next record to be played has dropped can the
,1o1,41114,41111

3-H
'

.
Fg.B

Q
To

I

48.4

suit

/4
Fig. 9

4,4

hole in

u

chassis

Fig.

8.-Lifting

Fig.
guide (brass).

cam.

,

11411NMOMN,M=4

ia
A%4"do/e

.M1.1.1M.11111114,,411111
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The Chassis

All the components are mounted on a chassis of
plate steel or sheet iron measuring 14in. by 14in.
and at least tin. thick. Strength is important
here, for it must be remembered that the chassis
must carry the weight of eight records at its
centre without sagging or distorting when sup-

November, 1949

and trued up in the lathe, can he mounted between
them, the brackets being lined up so that the
spindle revolves freely. Make two collars to he
used later to take side thrust on the spindle and
prevent it " walking about."

ported at the four corners.
Trim and square up the edges and prepare the
surface for marking out. The dimensions given are
for an Amplion pick -up measuring 7 13 /16in. from
pivot to needle point, and if it is proposed to use
a pick -up with a different dimension here the
position of the pivot on the pick -up arm should be
altered accordingly. Where an existing pivot
pillar is used the holding -down holes can be drilled
Fig. m.-Pick-up
to suit, but the height of the pivot centre above
track (brass).
the chassis must be tin.
Fig. Ir.- SpringTwo other modifications may be required to suit
28..A
1`i5j6"4.
loaded cam.
existing material, the motor mounting holes and
the position of the gear drive from the motor spindle
Fig. /O
See text
to the turntable. These holes can be omitted for
the moment, however, until the rest of the parts
A start on the other -parts to be mounted on the
are mounted and the best position for the particular spindle which is the main driving spindle can
motor used ascertained.
now be made. The driving shaft makes one revolution to complete the changing cycle, the drive
The Changing Mechanism
being through a frietion drive which takes the
With the chassis so far drilled a start can be form of a disc of rubber sandwiched between two
made on the parts for the changing mechanism. brass plates. The back of one of the plates has a
The bearing brackets can be made and bolted to specially designed boss, which must be carefully
what will be the underside of the chassis and a made to the specifications given. This boss has a
tin. dia. mild steel spindle 91in. long, polished grub screw for attaching the unit to the spindle,
as well as a carp and a stop,

-f-- 2"--i

73/q,
Approx position of stop
'

%ldia.

."3-41

-

/ever bracket-

sa CRS

dia

spindle

CRS'

/

G

w

8

i

2dia,

4

.\CRS

t4

(slotted)

1-

5

J

-41)

-e-

kg "holes

g of main

34/.

-dia.
f

71"approx.

5

To suit rubber
grommet for
pickup lead

4,
r

5%4

4
-3!g ho/es
Track

/ dia

of needle

V-2...
To suit
4,

toggle
switch

/4
Fig. ii(a).Base plate details.
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the purpose of which will be seen
later. Four more items are
mounted on the spindle, each
set in exactly the right position
in the final assembly, but at the
moment it is only necessary to
make sure they are a nice sliding
fit on the shaft. These items
are the record -release cam, pickup lifting cam and two pick -up

swivel links.
Modify the pick -up -arm pillar,
or, botter stillf make a new one
from suitable material. Mild
steel will do, but brass is easier
to machine and finishes better.
The diagram is self-explanatory,
hut it is emphasised here that
the centre spindle must be a
free fit in the pillar but without
shake or end play. The tin.
hole in the pillar should pre.ferably be reamered Out. With
the pillar" mounted on top óf
the chassis the centre spindle
should be exactly over the
main driving spindle. To complete this part a bush is needed
to be a sliding fit on the centre
spindle and having a grub screw
and two arms mounted as
shown. These arms connect
the pick -up to the swivel links
previously mentioned and cause
the driving spindle to swing the
pick -up out and in again during
the changing cycle.
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towards the nearest main driving shaft bracket
and the long one pointing towards the outer edge
of the chassis. If the long arm points towards
the centre of the chassis the bush is the wrong way
up. Slide the bush up the centre spindle so as to
keep it out of the way for the moment and tighten
the grub screw. Now mount the pick -up swivel
links and the lifting cam on the main driving spindle.
The correct order for the items is shown in Fig. 31,
but before placing the spindle through the bearing
bracket swing the lifting arm so that it is between
the chassis and the spindle. With the shaft in
position the lifting arm will now be resting on and at
right -angles to it. The lifting cam can be set in its
position under the lifting arm and tightened on to
Sloping tace of cam
the spindle so that as the spindle is rotated the
lifting arm rises and falls. The action of the arm
Flat
Stop pin
is conveyed through the lifting spindle to the track,
steel)
and as the track is directly under the pick -up ram
at all times it is clear that the pick -up will also rise
and fall. A slot is cut in the bottom of the lifting
spindle to correspond with the two flats on the
lifting arm to prevent the track turning in the
wide, but this must not be cut until the turntable
has been mounted and the correct level to which
the track must drop ascertained.
The action of the swivel links can be tested if
8
Cam machined
%8 sheet rubber
desired. As a trial tighten the links on the driving
Of) boss
spindle at points about thin. either side of the pick -up
Fig. 12.-Friction drive and trip mechanism (brass)!
centre spindle and at 180 deg. to each other. Rotate
to 3öin., and when this was done and the ring thus the spindle so that one link is straight up and the
formed faced off to ¡in. a bevel was turned on
the top diameter and a 2in. portion of the ring cut
out, thus giving the shape shown in Fig. 10. This
2 RA.
method of making the track is rather wasteful of
Fig. /3
material, however, and a suitable track could be
made from a piece of ¡in. brass sheet /in. wide
%6 sheet
and a little over 2iu. long and bent to shape.
iron
Instead of the track being screwed on to the lifting
spindle a slot would have to be cut in the top en ,d
nearly ¡in. deep and the track placed in the slot
To suit- motor
ho/e
and riveted in position. To complete this part
spindle
make the lifting arm as shown and attach it to the
Fig . /5
lifting arm bracket with a hinged joint. The
easiest way to do this is to use a ¡in. Whitworth
Rubber bush 'gdia
set screw sin. long with a small washer threaded
turned true on
on first, then the lifting arm followed by another
spindle.
Cemented
.
. - with rubber
washer and a nut screwed on just far enough to
y
J
:19
2
solution
allow a little side play in the lifting arm. The rest
of the screw can 'then be threaded through the
43 dia ends
dle
I
¡in. hole in the bottom of the bracket and another
146i0
nut screwed on and tightened up to the bracket.
i-ass
chassis
When the arm is swung parallel with the
Figs.
13
i4.
Secondary
and
motion spindle and
should
the two flats at the opposite end to the joint
bracket. Fig. 15. Motor pulley (brass).
be exactly under the lifting spindle guide. If this
is lcnot so rectify by altering the position of the
bracket on the chassis. If the misalignment is other one down, and then lower the two arms
small there may be enough movement in the bolt previously mounted on the centre spindle to a
holes to swivel slightly: If not, the only way is to point about 3116ín. below the top of the link and
elongate the holes in the bracket with a round file. tighten. If the spindle is now revolved it will be
seen that as one link pushes against an arm the
Assembly
centre spindle, and therefore the pick -up hinge
The whole of the pickup operating mechanism mounting, will turn until the link slides under the
is now ready for assembly. With the pick -up pillar arm. As the other link is carried round it will
mounted on the chassis slide the bush with the two also come against the other arm, and the centre
arms on to the centre spindle, which will be pro- spindle will turn in the opposite direction. This
truding from the underside of the chassis. As the action will occur once for every revolution of the
arms on the bush are not opposite each other it driving spindle, and at the same time the lifting
will be obvious that it can be mounted two ways. arm will be elevated and lowered.
The correct way is with the short arm pointing
(To be continued)
Mention has been made of the pick -up lifting
cam, and this mechanism can now be made and
assembled. Start with the lifting spindle guide ;
machine as shown and attach it to the chassis
with the nut underneath. Then make the lifting
arm bracket and holt this to the underside. The
Iifeing spindle is a piece of mild steel ¡in. dia.
screwed 2 B.A. at one end and a sliding fit in the
guide. This spindle supports the track upon
which the pick -up swings, and a few remarks about
the making tif this track will perhaps be of interest
here. The writer had on hand a pieco of brass that
would bore out to 3in. diameter and turn up on top

-
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A Small Oscilloscope
Further Details of This Test Instrument,
By

P.

D.

and Chassis Construction Data

BETTERIDGE

over

ANUMBER of requests Rave been received for required. The front and back have the same
more details of th4 test instrument described dimensions. The holes, of course, are different
in the September issue under this heading. and the flanges bent the opposite way. The posiSeveral readers have pointed out a circuit defect tion of the holes in front is quite critical in ord4Y
in the theoretical diagram which apparently leaves to make the oscilloscope as small as possible, ate
4,Oÿ'

X
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the fina anode without H.T. The line which comes
from, the junction of the two 100 k. resistors and
goes down to the two 1 MD resistors feeding the X
and Y plates should be continued on to the line
running from the final anode to the switch. In
other words, the final anode is joined to the junction
of the two 100 kQ resistors across the A.T. supply.
Chassis
Quite a number of readers have asked for details
of the chassis and cover. A study of the photographs gives the general shape of the chassis and
the size depends very much on the components
available, especially the mains transformer which
must ge immediately behind the cathode -ray tube.
However, to help those who wish to construct this
piece of apparatus, the dimensions of the chassis used
in the prototype are given in the accompanying

drawings. If the transformer is larger than that
shown in the photographs, the dimensions labelled
A and B may have to be increased. It is therefore
advisable to have all the components to hand before
constructing the chassis.
The piece of 18 gauge aluminium quoted in the
list of r..omponents is used to build up all the parts

Chassis details for the small oscilloscope.

they are placed to take the medium -sized potentiometers. The front mounting and the Mu -metal
screen for the C.R. tube were purchased with the
tube. The Mu -metal screen is essential for good
results and also serves to support the tube ; the
front mounting is very neat but other means can
be adopted if it is unobtainable. The front carries,
as well as the tube, the coarse and fine frequency
controls. (underneath the tube) and brilliance,
focus, Y shift and X shift, from top to bottom aí41
to the right of the tube.
The back carries three terminals and the on -off
switch. The mains lead also comes out at the back.
The position of these items depends, to some extent,
on the size of the mains transformer and the choke,
and should be decided in conjunction with these
components.
Layout

The main part of the chassis carries the valve
holders, etc., and reference to the photographs will
show the disposition of the various components.
All the resistors and capacitors, with the exception
of the electrolytics and 2 µF, are mounted on a
(Continued on page 449.)
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RESISTANCES:
of 100
-A parcelassorted
popular
i watt,
values
6/6 ; 1 watt, 8/9-

'l/aele

SE L

Not only radio but everything electrical can be tested With this world -

famous PIFCO Radiometer. Bell and
telephone circuits, radio, television, vacuum cleaners, irons, car
lighting, H.T. and L.T. milliamps, etc.
Increasing supplies
now available for
the home market.

Price 251 -.
Obtainable from your
local dealer.

'get et at

E N I UM

RECTIFIERS

H /wave

:

El

150v.

200v.
m /a, 3/6
250v.
100 ma. 5/50 m /a, 5/- : 250v.
Bridge
m
100 /a. 7/6.
6v. 11 amp., 6/3
12v. 16 amp., 12/6
12v. 3 amp., 19/6
12v. 5 amp.. 25/-

T E RA

:

EL ECTRí04l

SURE to

:

;

METER RECTIFIERS
micro /a.. 11'6.

STRBLISHED
:

C -1

m'a.. 10'-

;

25YEAAS
0 -5

m /a., 4/9

=
;

0-250

24v,
CHARGER TRANSF.-Each ha:. input 230 v., Outputs
(tapped 15v., 8v.. 4v.) 3 amps, 24/8 30v. (tapped 15 and 9v.)
15v. (tapped 9v.) 3 amps.. 16/9.
3 amps., 23/6
FILAMENT TRANSF. -Inputs 230v., Output 6,3v. 11 amp.,
8/6, with output 4v. 11 amp., 7/9.
HIT.
STERN'S BATTERY PORTABLE " PERSONAL"
-A complete kit of parts to build a Midget 4 -Valve All Dry
" Personal " Set.
Flat Tuned
Consists of regenerative T.R.F. Circuit, employing
thereby ensurFrame Aerial with Denco Iron Dust Cored Coll,
ing maximum gain for Single Tuned Stage, covering Medium
Waveband.
1S5 (1st A.F.).
Valve Line -up 1T4 (R.F. amp.). 1T4 (Detector),
and 3S4 (Output). Includes 31ín. P.M. Speaker and with chassis
already drilled and shaped.
Consumption of only 7.m /a. ensures long battery life.
The kit is designed for a cabinet. minimum size 61in.x41 ln.x3in.
LayDetailed Building Instr. and circuit, including Practical
out included with each Kjt, make assembly very easy (supplied
separately for 1 /6).
(plus 16/7 P,T.).
PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT. £3 18s. 9d. B114Battery,
9/7.
Suitable Unpolished Cabinet. 11/9: E. Ready
RECEIVER. All the
TheMIDGET A.C. MAINS 2 VALVE
in
a
technical
as
specified
Set,
popular
build
this
Components to
of detailed
publication. can be supplied complete for £3. Reprintand
circuit
building instructions giving practical layout
supplied separately for 9d.
Send 21d. stamp for .Latest Comprehensive Stock List.
PS When ordering please cover packing and postage.
:

;

:

CIRCUIT TEST.Tests

for open or faulty circuits
in all radio and electrical
apparatus and domestic
appliances. Equally for
testing car lighting and
starting circuits.

H.T. TEST.

volts. May be
used direct on any
mains, AC or DC.
0 -240

MILLIAMPERE

VALVE

for testing total discharge from

Made by

TEST. 0/30

m.a.

scale

TEST.

erting

testing

valve in

L.T. TEST: 0 -6-

on front

battery or

single cell.

volts AC or DC.

socket

CO
IP
ALLINONE

of meter.

RADIOMETER

PIFCO I TD., PIFCO HOUSE, WATLING ST., MANCHESTER, 4
and at PIECO HOUSE, GT. EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

STERN RADIO LTD., 109, & 115, FLEET
Telephone : CENtral 5814 and. 2280.

St., E.G.4

MCWIMIIPMIM

smaas111X

161111!11111,

he

CHEAPEST
FINEST
&

WOR`D'S TELEVISION
R.F. Stages.
2

I

I

io. '

m
bo

+

\`,

L

71:7:41:

I

PO

®

Tunable Oscillator.
4
I.F.s, staggered
from 9.5 to. 13.5 mois.
Diode det .
Video Amplifier.
Cathode follower.
Double power pack.
EXTRA circuits.
Total of 18/20 valves

really high gain,
The IDEAL unit for conversion into aOUR
25/ -,
wide bandwidth television receiver. data 3/PRICE
-.
carr. 5/ -. Circuit and our conversion
UNIT 198 with
W/S No. 21 RECE1\ ERS, A DISPLAY persistence
CRT,
3ín. short
Complete 9 -valve superhet,
EA50's, pots,
covering 4.2/7.5 mc's and 18/31 4 SP61's, 3 switches,
resiscondensers,
c /s, with noise limiter
tors, etc., in sealed cartons
WONDERFUL
BFO, etc.
for 35/-, carr. 5/.
E hFO áMAsNCE,
complete
wit
RAND 28GENERATORS,
batteries. ONLY 45/ -.
v. at 175 mA.
delivering
v. at 40 mA, comAMPLIFIER 165. 2 A.F. and 300with
gearing, a few
plete
(1) EF36,
AMPLIFIERS
carr, 2/6.
each,
left
at
5/driving EBC33: (2) EF38,
driving push -pull EL32's,
/REC., with
complete with circuit and 5 I.F.F. TRANS
13 valves, motor generator
valves, 19/6. carr. 2,'6.
and hundreds of useful parts,
for stripping. ONLY. 17/6,
TR9 RECEIVERS. G valve,
TRF carr. 5,' -.
operated,
battery
RECEIVER. covering 6/9
as used unless
me /s, complete with valves, Goods soldstated.
otherwise
15 / -.
,

I

RADIO EXCHANGE CO.

9BEDFORDEph neR5568

CLYDESDALE)

For Bargains in Ex- Services Electronic Equipment
R1481 V.H.F. R. /T. Receiver Unit. (New, Unused; Rack
mounting.) Frequency, 65-86 me /s. A 10 -valve superhet with
4/VR53 (11F39). VR54 (EF34). VR57 (EK32). 2/VR65 (52/61), VR65
S " meter,
(P61), VR67, (6J5G, plus stabiliser VS70 (7475).
screened R.F. section, B.F.O, etc etc., in enclosed chassis,
size 19x10lxllins., finish dark grey. Circuit supplied,
CARAGE
S
each
PRICEONLY
A.C. Mains Power Unit, Type 3. (New, Unused, Rack Mounting.) For R1481 and R1132. Input 0 -200-210 -220-240- 250v., complete with 0'300 voltmeter, 0/150 H.T. milliameter, 524 rectifier,
fully smoothed. Output 200v.. 40 mA.. 6.3v. 3 a., 4v., 1.5 a.
enclosed chassis, size 19 x 7 x Ilion.. finish dark grey.
CA PAID.
S
each
PPpRICEEONLY
Receiver and Power Unit.
CARRIAGE
CLYDESDALE'S
both units. PAID
PRICE ONLY
Surplus Adm. stock. Bridge Megger. Test Set, 100 megs. at
1.000 volts. Made by Evershed and Vlgnoles. Ltd. Comprising
Megger and decade resistance box complete,
CARRIAGE
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY.
Wee Megger, Test Set, 20 megs. at 250 volts. Made by Ever Ltd.
and
Vlgnoles
shed
POST
.
PRIICESONLY'S
SPECIAL BARGAIN LIST
Prices slashed to clear stocks.
...
only
...
69/6
now
ANIAPA
-1,
* Radar repeater Amp.
* Master Oscillator type M1- 19467-A, now only ... ... 79,6
* Crystal Multiplier type M1- 19468, now only .,. ... 39/6
* Mobile U.H.F. Receiver R28 /ARC5, now only .. ... 37/6
All New In sealed maker's packing.
* C.R. Indicator Unit A.S.B. series, now only ... ... 69/6
New but not In maker's packing.
SCR-720 BLOWER, with Shunt Motor. (Ex. U.S.A.A.F.,
Brand New in maker's carton.)' Made by L.L.G. Electric
D.C. 1.5 a.,
Ventilating Co. /Western Electric, etc.. 27 volts
1/50 h,p., 3,000 r.p.m., continuous running, multi -bladed fan.
Mnt. size.
outlet dia. 2i M. Size overall, 7 x 5 x gins.construction.
7; x 5 x 411n.. with fixing screws, aluminium
POST
CLYDESDALE'S
PAID
Y each
PRICE ONLY.
Send now for new illustrated lists. P.leose print.
CO.PLTD.
'Phone SOUTH 270619
2 Bridge St., Glasgow, CS.
Visit our branches in England, Scotland and' N. Ireland

£4/19/6
£4/10/£8/19/6

£35

£Fì/19/6

17/6d

CLYDESDALE
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SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
.

R. A.F. Mk. 14 BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Brand new with
Sherry Gyro, 2 -28 volt motors, rack and worm gearing, harometric bellows, counters, etc. In shockproof mountings,
55/-, carriage 5/ -.
.
BENDIX COMMAND RECEIVERS BC454 (3 -6 megs.) and
'BC455 (6 -9.1 megs.) 6 valves 12SK7 (3), 12SR7 (1), 12A6 (1) and
12K8 (1). Ideal for conversion to A.C. /D.C. or car receivers.
Brand new, 35/- either set, post 1/6.
DRIVE ADAPTOR AND KNOB FOR BC453/4/5. Gives
slow motion drives, 2/6 each, post 3d.
CONTROL BOXES FOR BC453'115. Three slow motion dials
and drives, three 50,000 ohm. volume controls and six rotary
switches. In maker's cartons. 12'6 each, post 1 / -.
DRIVE CABLES FOR BC453 4 5. 14 feet long, 8/8 each, post
;

:

1 /-.

CAR RADIOS (12e.). Converted from Command Receivers.
Complete with Speaker. Ready for Immediate use, E8.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES by Smiths or Venners.
10 hour movement, giving two impulses per sec. Thermostat
control. Ideal for dark-room work. 10 -, post 1/6.
R-28 ARC -5 RECEIVERS. 100 -156 megs., 10 valves 717 (4),
12SR7GT (3), 12SL7GT (2), 12A6GT (1). Ideal for 2 metre converter. Complete with 160 h.p. tuning motor. In maker's
sealed cases with Circuit. 55 -, carriage 5; -.
WESTECTORS W.X.6 and W.112, 6- per doz., post 4d.
INDICATOR UNITS BC-929A. 7 valves, 21in. 3BPI C.R. Tube.

November, 1949

CONSTRUCTORS' CORNER
RECEIVER R1196.-Conversion details for this were given in
the August issue of this Magazine. It can be made into a fine
general-purpose receiver. We can supply complete with valves
and in excellent condition. 251- post free.

ALL MAINS TWO -VALVER. -Just right for your

bedroom or den or for friend or relation. Parce;
contains R.A.F. UNIT 22 (two valves, rectifier
and wiring diagram), Price 201- post frèe.
T.V. AERIALS can be made from exR.A.F. DINGHY MASTS. These measure 9k.
when extended and fin. diameter at thick
end ; each section tightens up to mako perfect electrical joint.
Ideal for indoor or
portable T.V. aerials. Price 816 .each, 1S1for two.
SIX -VALVE BATTERY RECEIVERS, c amplete with 2 H.F. pentodes, 3 triodes anu I output valve ; unused and in good condition. Few only,

,

Ideal for Oscilloscope Conversion, 45/
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable to 31ín., 5/ -, post 6d.
THRÒAT.MICROPHONES. Low impedance, 3/6, post 4d.
RADIO COMPASS INDICATORS. With Seism Motor, 3in.,
360 degrees dial. Brand new, 1
SEND 21d. .FOR FCf,I, PUBLICATIONS LIST.

251- each.

TELEVISION

:

We have components for three proved circuits to offer. (a)
W.D. Mark II. This is built from ex- R.A.F. units and total cost is
LIS ISs.; Data only 716, knowledge of theory necessary. (b) Mark ill,
built from basic components ; total cost about £18 ; Data only 716.
No knowledge of theory required. (c) The H & O Magnetic
Televisor, uses standard black and white 9-, 10:, or 12 -inch magnetic tube and all basic components ; cost is £16 plus tube. Data
is available in two parts : Part !for man with knowledge of theory,
and Part II for the novice who knows nothing. Price 216 each part.
VALVES AND SPARES. Big range available at cut prices.
4G R °I

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LIMITED,

46, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

7,

GSRR.4RD 6653

Open Sots,

until

5

p.m.

P/ PEC/SION EOI/IPMENT

ELECTRON HOUSE, WINDMILL HILL,
RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDLESEX

i

i

Useful PITMAN
Permanent Magnets

B-

Cut out the noise, buzz and
crackle with a

"NAPP"

By F. G. Spreadbury, A.M.Inst.B.E. A new
and comprehensive work by an authority on

this subject.

Profusely

illustrated.

351-

MAINS INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSOR.

net.

An efficient screened unit of 1st class construction. t. -:.
filter chokes, high voltage condensers, fused terminal conections. Suitable for radio, television and small electrical
appliances. Satisfaction guaranteed
Complete with
or money refunded.
18V Instructions.
-

/6

Electronics in the Factory
Edited by Professor H.
M.I.Mech.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.

F. Trewman, M.A.,
An extensive survey
of the applications of electronics in modern
industry. Illustrated. 201- net.

WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES

THE

COVENTRY

:

COMPANY

191, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON.

Thermionic Valve Circuits

DEC

By Emrys Williams. A complete guide to theory
and application.
NATURE "says : " A very
good survey of all the main types of valve
circuits." Second edition. 1216 net.
There

are Valradio Vibrator
Converters for operation from
6 v. to 230 v. D.C. inputs, with
outputs up to 230 v., 400 watts,

The Superheterodyne
Receiver
By Alfred T.

INTO

50

cycle

television

Witts, A.M.I.E.E.

A.C.
and

This enables
radiograms to

Gives expert be run from as little as
information on
receiver design, D.C. Leaflet on request.
practical
construction and maintenance. Sixth edition.
61- net.

12

v.

MODEL

A.G
230110016

This
outstanding
example delivers 230 v.,
100 watts A.C. output
from 6 v. input, and is
recommended for outside recording purposes
and the like.
816-04

VALRADIO

PITMAN, Parker

Street,

Kingsway, London,

W.C. 2

CONVERTERS AND FREQUENCY CHANGERS
VALRADIO LTD.,
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(Continued from page 446:5
suitable tag board which is fixed in the orthodox
fashion to the underside of the valve platform.
On the side bent down from this valve platform is
mounted, from front to back, the sweep synchronizing potentiometers, the two -way three -pole
switch to select from direct connection to the Y
pl tes to the grid of the amplifying valve, and the
ii ut gain potentiometer. On the side bent up
m the valve platform is mounted the C.R. tube
means of the Mu -metal screen.
he front and back are riveted- to the main portion with *in. aluminium rivets countersunk on
the outside for neatness. The top cover is fixed
by means of round-head screws tapped into the
top flanges of the back and front. The bottom is

fixed in a similar way. The best screws-to use for
this are the self -tapping variety because -of their
depth of thread, but if these are not available
When
6 B.A. round heads are quite satisfactory.
the case is complete and before the components are
assembled get it sprayed with a coat of cellulose
to match your other apparatus. If you cannot get
it sprayed, paint it carefully with a brush. It
is possible to get labels engraved at such places as
jewellers, instrument makers, etc. If this is not
possible print the titles carefully on the back of a
visiting card, cover them with clear model aeroplane dope and stick them in position. A strip of
leather attached to the top with 2 B.A. screws,
washers and nuts makes the apparatus reasonably
portable.

Extension Viewing Units
ASURPRISE at Radiolympia was provided
by A. C. Cossor, Ltd., who introduced a
device to enable extension viewing screens
to be fitted to any make of television set.
In 1946 it was realised that some means of
extending the number of viewing positions would be
a desirable feature of television. Originally it was
intended only that the new receivers should work
from one particular domestic set, but later a large
amount of development work was undertaken to
enable the extension unit to operate from any form
of domestic receiver.
Further, in order that any television service
engineer could easily install the system without
modifying the parent set, consideration had to be
given to developing a device which could be fitted
without alteration to the master receiver. Basically
this requires the transference of the vision and
sound signal to the remote point. The sound
transference could follow the well -established
technique of extension loudspeakers with the proviso
that the sound level should be adjuistablé at the
remote point.
There is only one common point of connection
that contains the full video information in any make
of television receiver, and that is the electrode of
the cathode -ray, tube which modulates the electron
beam, and therefore this is the source that feeds
any extension system. Unfortunately there is no
universal method of modulating the tube and some
wanufacturers choose to modulate the cathode, and
41ers the grid. As the phase relationship of these
wo electrodes is different by 180 degrees it is
Aeential to provide some means of introducing this
phase shift in the extension device. Further problems arose with the relative sensitivities of the
various C.R. tubes in current usage. Some require
a modulation voltage of only 8 volts to produce a
fully modulated picture whilst others require as
much as 40 volts.
Due to manufacturers' desire to reduce the price of
television sets to the public, some firms produced
receivers that were A.C. /D.C. operated which
eliminated any possibility of obtaining power from
the parent set to operate any part of the supplementary unit. -This also introduces the possibility
of the A.C.-ID.C. chassis being live to earth and

therefore any extension of either sound or vision
must be completely isolated from the parent set.
Obviously one criterion was that the introduction
of an additional receiver should in no way affect
the quality of the picture presented op the parent
set, and that the two or more screens should be
individually controlled.
The Solution

The extension receiver consists of the following

units

:

Permanent magnet loudspeaker with manual
volume control.
2. Power supply circuits for the time base valves,
video stages, cathode coupling unit, and cathode ray tube.
3. Line and frame scanning generators.
4. Synchronisation separation circuits.
5. Video and phase reversal valves.
6. Cathode coupling unit that is attached to the
back of any domestic receiver.
Items 1 -4 inclusivo follow normal television
technique. Item 6 demands the use of one valve
and as this stage must be as close as possible to the
parent receiver, so that it does not alter the picture
quality of the parent set, its power supply must be
provided over the connecting table to the extension
screen. Further, the unit must be capable of
accepting signal amplitudes varying from zero to
40 volts to deal with the various makes of receivers,
together with the synchronising pulses. This
necessitates a frequency compensated device that
will not introduce any frequency distortion or
phase shift over a band some 3 -4 Me /s wide.
Readers may be interested in trying to work out
some solutions to these problems, and fuller details
of the new unit will be given in our next issue.
1.

REFRESHER COURSE
IN MATHEMATICS
By F.
8/6,
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Radio Amateurs
The

1949 Test Paper and

a

November, .1949

Examinations
Report on the Results

IN order that prospective transmitting amateurs with the exception

of No. 3 (calculation) were

may gain some idea of the standard required attempted by the candidates. The fact that a
by 'the G.P.O. Examinations, we again give large number of candidates did not attempt this
the full Test Paper set in May last. The City and question accounted for the slight percentage
Guilds of London Institute have reported on this increase of failures this year as compared with

Examination and their report follows the paper :

1948 when the percentage was 24.5. A report on
All questions should be attempted. Use should be the questions follows :
made of diagrams where applicable. The maximum
Question 1 (transmitter interference) : Fairly well
possible marks obtainable is affixed to each question. done by most candidates.
1. What steps should be taken in the design of a
Question 2 (types of messages) : Very well done by
transmitter to minimize the risk of interference to practically all candidates.
broadcast and television reception ?
Question i (calculation) : This question was
Indicate what special precautions can be taken attempted by approximately 60 per cent. of candito reduce radiation of harmonics.
(2p marks.) dates, a small number of whom obtained correct
2. What types of message may be exchanged answers to part (a) while a fair number answered
with other amateur stations ? For what purposes part (b) correctly. It was observed that some
is the use of the station prohibited ?
(15 marks.) candidates who attempted part (a) did not use
3. An alternating voltage of 10 volts at a the indices method of calculation and became
confused With the handling of unwieldy quantities.
frequency of -5
is applied to a circuit of the
Question 4 (receiver) : Well done by most candin
dates.
following elements in series :
Question 5 (valve) : The first part of this question
(i) A capacitance of 100 pico-farads.
was well done by most candidates while the second
(ii) A non -inductive resistor of 10 ohms.
(a) What,value of inductancein series is required and third parts were fairly well done. With regard
to the latter part of the question, a number of
to tune the circuit to resonance ?
(b) At resonance, what is the current in the candidates gave the D.C. instead of the A.C.
circuit 1
(15 marks.) resistance of the valve.
Question 6 (aerial coupling) : Fairly well done by
4. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of a' tuned radio -frequency and a superheterodyne most candidates.
Question 7 (H.T. rectifier) : Very well done by all
receiver for amateur reception on the 14 Mc /s band.
(10 ntarks.) candidates.
Question 8 (modulation) : First part of question
5. State the essential difference in the operation
of á triode valve as a detector and as an amplifier. fairly well done by most candidates. Very few
Explain the meaning of the terms " amplification answered the second part correctly.
factor " Bond " impedance " of a valve. (10 marks.)
6. Describe three methods commonly used for
coupling transmitters to aerials and discuss the
relative merits of each type of coupling. (10 marks.)
7. Describe a method of obtaining the hightension supply for an amateur transmitter from VOICE of America broadcasts in Europe were
Strengthened beginning on September 1st
alternating current mains. Include particulars of
the smoothing circuit. Illustrate your reply with a with the addition to their relay facilities of a new
diagram.
(10 marks.) high- powered, medium -wave 'relay station, located
8. What do you understand by " over- modula- at Munich, Germany.
The new station is designed to provide a powerful
tion " ? Describe a simple modulation meter and
explain how it is used to indicate depth of modula- medium -wave relay for Voice of America protion.
(10 marks.) grammes into all parts of Europe, including European Russia and the satellite regions. It thus
augments the present coverage of these areas by
Report on the Papers
The following general report is given on the the short -wave relays of the Voice."
The new transmitter started its schedule by
papers as a whole and is not necessarily applicable relaying
" Voice " programmes for 121 hours daily
to the work from individual schools.
during the peak listening hours in Europe. In
other hours, it will be used to supplement the
No. of
No. of
No. of
Percentage of
Year
broadcasts of the Armed Forces network in Europe
Candidates
Panes Failures
Failures
which has a large local audience in addition to its
Home
257
1949
885
628
29
G.I. listeners.
Overseas 13
8
5
- 38.5
The new station has a power of 150 kilowatts,
Home
519
109
1948
685
24.5
which is considerably increased in terms of effective
radiated power through use of special aerial and
The generai. standard of candidates' work in the other technical improvements.
1949 Radio Amateurs' Examination, both techniThe new transmitter operates on 1,195 kilocycles,
cally and the manner in which the questions were 251 metres, and relays Voice of America broadcasts
answered, was fairly high. Practically all questions each day from 3.30 p.m. G.M.T. to 4 a.m. G.M.T.
.

Voice of America
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ELECTRADIX OFFERS

$51

-

Foster 100 watt for
soil warming, 230 volts, 50 cy. input 50 volts
2 amps., output double wound, 1St-. B.T.H.,
2301250 volts 50 cy. input 2 volts 20 amps.
and 75 volts 6 amps., with 15 taps, 451-.

TRANSFORMERS.

LYONS
3,

Shepherds Bush, W.12

Lighting Plants. Villiers 550 volt 18 volt
30 amps. with switchboard for direct
:.lighting or battery charging, £22 10s.
Chore Horse, 12 volt 300 watts, with
Switchboard, £17. Send for list of Lighting
Plants, A.C. and D.C.
.;Suds Motor Pumps, 4001440 volts 3 -ph.

Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729
MORSE TRAINING SETS. The ideal
morse practice set. Comprises 2 separate
valve oscillators with 9 way tone control
giving two chahnel sending with switehable
atmospheric simulator. Battery operated.
Valves, key and connectors included. In

'

50 cy. 116th h.p., 240 g.p.h., 15ft. head, £4.
1112th
h.p. loft. head, 600 g.p.h., £3.
} h.p. 200 or 400 volts 3 -ph. 50 cy., 1,425
r.p.m., IOft. head, 600 g.p.h., £8 10s.
.t h.p. 200 volt A.C. Motor Pump, IOft.
head, 1,425 r.p.m., £10.
Compasses.
Binnacle Boat Compass,
',Liquid Model, in housing with glass window,
401-, carriage 316.
Meter Movements. D.C. moving coil ;
two movements in iron case, two Sin.
scales 0 -2,000 and 0-2,500 or 0-2,000 and
0-4,500 amps. without shunts, 75 millivolts. 151- each, carriage 51 -.

Instrument
PARCEL OF BRASS.
Parts, pillars hex. stop, pins, and tubes,
gross each, 51- per parcel.
10 point G.P.O., as
new, nickel finish, 716. Selector Units, 216.
Motor Blowers. Keith Blackman, 24
volt D.C. tin. motor with blower, Sin.
inlet and Sin, outlet, 551 -, carriage 51 -.
1

Telephone Dials,

MAGNETS. New Swift Levick

S.L.S. 36

instrument type, machined and drilled,
circular horse -shoe lain. x gin. thick, _.in.
polar gap, drilled pole pieces weight 2 oz.,
lift 31b., 216 each or 1216 for six. Alni
Disc Magnets Rin. dia., gin. thick, 3116ín.
centre hole, 316. Flat Bar Magnets, 2 -sin.
x lin. x tin., II- pair.
214,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone: MACaulay

RADIO

Goldhawk Road,

HOME
CONSTRUCTORS!

it

NOTE!
pays to build

to specification
It's no economy to buy in the

cheapest market, making substitutions and then have to spend
months " frigging about " after
construction.
If you want to build a REAL

2159__ " HI -FI

well made wooden case with lid. Price, 22/8.
Carriage 3/ -. Additional morse keys, 2/9
each. Suitable headphones, 4/8 pair.
MORSE PRACTICE BUZZER SET,
Good Quality Key. Mounted on 61in.
square wood base with adjustable buzzer.
Operates from 41v. dry battery. Brand
new. Price. 519. Ever Ready battery type
1215, 21- post free with instrument.
VALVES. Brand new and retested
Types 807 American made. 5154G and VÚ133.
7/8. Type 0Z4, 0+-. Types 12Y4 and acorn
type 955, 4/6 each.
MOVING COIL MILLIAMMETER.S.
21in. square case. Flush fitting. 0-50 mA.,
tin. round flush fitting with panel
718.
fixing ring, 10/6. Postage either type. 9d.
New Radio Publications. Television
Servicing Manual. 4.+9 post free. Radio
Valve Encyclopaedia : a right-up-to-the minute work containing data oa ever
14,500 U.S.A. British, Services and European
Receiving, Transmitting, C.R. Tubes, etc.
Price. 421 -. Post 1/ -.
POWER UNIT TYPE 3. A high -grade
unit operated from 200 -250v. A.C. Mains,
with outputs of 220 v. at 70 mA. D.C., and
6.3v. at 4 A. (A.C.). Designed for use with
the R1132 or 1481, but quite suitable for most
communication receivers. Made for rack
or bench mounting. Panel size 19 x Sins.
Depth over dust cover, pins. Fitted with
0/300 voltmeter and 0/150 mlllammeter.
Two section filter gives high degree of
smoothing. In good condition and perfect
working order. Price. £4 4s. Carriage, 81 -.

" AMPLIFIER or a
TELEVISOR

SPECIAL VALVE OFFER
can supply you
to give pictures as good, if not The following valves are all brand new and in
ma"ority of cases are in original makers'
with the cabinet for better, than commercial Televisors, the
boxes.

We

that chassis

!

Any type of cabinet made to specification.
RECEIVER CABINETS from stock.
polished
121in. x 8 in. x 71in. deep, in
walnut, at 351- each.
GRAMOPHONE CABINETS. 17lin. x
15ín. x 13ín. high, in polished walnut, at
£51716 each.

Illustrated leaflet of these cabinets

is

avail-

able.

Universal Kit at
NMI-. Components for our 4k -watt A.C.
and 5 -watt Universal amplifiers are available
separately if desired. Full details and illustrations upon request.
Blueprints of these amplifiers are available
at 216 each.
"BLUEPRINTS of the following receivers
12 -watt

AMPLIFIERS.

''.'care available at

216 each

:

T.R.F. RECEIVER, A.C.ID.C. mains, 3
+valves, plus rectifier, medium and long
waves.

play safe, build to maker's design
and use

WEBB'S

COMPONENTS
WEBB'S UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE OF

SATISFACTION
WEBB'S

"TELEVISION LIST"
WEBB'S " WILLIAMSON
AMPLIFIER LIST"
.

A.C. or Universal mains, 4 valves plus rectifier, 3
wavebands (S.M.L. or S.S.M.), Ext. L.S.
PERSONAL PORTABLE RECEIVER.
Three midget valves, T.R.F. design, medium

LEWIS

CO.
RADIO
HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN

both FREE

on request.

WEBB'S RADIO
14,

SOHO ST., OXFORD ST.,
LONDON, W.I.

Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m
Sots., 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Telephone : GERrard 2089

Dept. J.

322,

:

6C5, 615, 6K6, 6K7, 6K8, 6N7GT,
6Q7, 6SG7, 6SJ7, 6SK7, 6SN7, 6SS7,
25Z4, 1613, 9001, 9002, 9003, 9004,
9006, EBC33 (VR55) allat 616 each.
807, 716 each ; 866A, 1016 each ;
931A, 301- each ; 5R4GY, 12SK7,
955, 1716 each ; 832,
816 each ;
1716

each.

9in. televisor masks (Sorbo) rubber manufacturers type, 416 each.
4 mid. 1,000 v. working condenser,
Pye plugs
219 each or 3 for 71 -.
and sockets, 9d. per pair.
Resistances assorted I, ¡, and

watt, 50 for 716.
Bulgin Pilot Lamp indicators .D9.
Red. II- each.
Fle:se include sufficient for postage and packing when ordering.

TELE -RADIO
177,

LONDON, N.22

'Phone

3B7, 6H6, 6AB7, 6B8G, 954, OZ4,
DI (VR78), EA50, (VR92), 51- each.
5Z4, 6SJ7, 6SG7, 6F6G, 6V6, 5U4
(VU7I), 6SK7, VR150130, VRI05130,
6J7, LN5, IRS. IT4, 6AC7, 6AG5,
I

backed by

SUPERHET RECEIVER.

wave.
Our SPEEDY Mail Order Service for all radio
components is at your disposal. Lists available.

SPECIFIED

Edgware Road,
W.2.

TEL.: FAD

BOWes Park 5997

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Its CHEAPER now!

"YOU CAN RELY ON

our

TELEVISION
21

kit.

brand new valves,

6(in. C.R.T., speaker, and complete down
to the last nut and bolt is now reduced to
ONLY £16.19.6, or alternatively, a complete Kit can be supplied with slightly

CLEAN COMPONENTS AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

RADIO STORES

VALVE SUPERIIET RECEIVING
UNIT No. 25. Easily adapted for S.W.
reception for home use.
Contains
8

two EF36, two EF39, one EK32, one
EBC33 valves, condensers, resistances,

Circuit diagram free with every

etc.
set.

25/ -.

*
*

.

6K8gt, 6E7, 6Q7, 6V6gt, 5Z4.
7i6 each, Set of 5, 35
12K7, 12Q7, ML6, 3524,
î'8 each, Set of 5, 35IT4, 5/ -, EA53, 2/8. EM34, EL33, 7/8 each.

-

LOUDSPEAKERS. 211n., 25.'6 : 31in.
5in. with dust cover, 9/9 : 61in., 12/8
12/8
with Transformer. 17/6: R. & A., 81n., 15/6
with Trans., 18/6.
ALL BRAND NEW
SPEAKER TRANS.-55 1 Pentode, 4/6
4 Ratio. 8/6
Midget Mains Pentode, 3/9
Super Midget to match 1)L92, 3S4. 4/3.
COILS. -Wearite " P," 3/- (Blueprint supplied) ; Superhot matched pair. MW /LW /S,
with circuit for Tri /Hex, 8/6 ; T.R.F.,
MW /LW, pair, 7/6 (circuit).
COIL PACKS (Midget).-Neat and small
for Tri /Hex, F.C., 465 kc /s, I.F., MW/LW.
25 /- : MW/SW.. 25/MW /LW /SW, 28/6.
ELECTROLYTICS. -8 mid. 450v. Midget.
lin. dfam., 2/6 16 mid., 350v., Ali. 2/6
32 mid. 350v.. Ali. 3/- : 16 mid. plus 8 mid.,
450v., Ali. 5/6 : 24 mid. plus 16 mid., 330v.,
Ali. 6/ -. Hosts of others.
;

:

FURTHER DETAILS SENT ON REQUEST.

:

NOTE THESE STAR POINTS

NO knowledge of television technique

essential.
Our point -to -point diagrams ensure success for all !
may
be
purchased
parts
separately !
ROCK STEADY picture assured !
UNIQUE "after sales " service.
Testing and alignment of Receivers
undertaken for a nominal sum.

JUST A FEW OF -OUR LINES
SPECIAL OFFER

BRAND NEW-NOT EX -GOVT.

Comprehensive point -to -point wiring diagrams and 17 pages of data remains at 51post free : this amount is credited if
complete Kit is purchased.

*

IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

LOOK-

-12K8,

used valves and C.R.T. (guaranteed perfect)
for only EIS.

*

US

FOR

CS OI4DON CEN 'RAL

Bulk buying enables us to make the
following Price Reduction on

Kit of Parts with

November, 1949

ALL

CO -AXIAL CABLE 75 OHMS. Suitable for all Television purposes. 8'12 yds.

FREE

Write, telephone or call for
PRICE AND DATA LOOSE LEAF FOLDER
containing Blueprints. 2'd. stamp.
:

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.
II, Upper

St. Martin's Lane, London,

W.C.2. TEMple Bar 0545. Shop hours 9 to 6
(Thursday 9 to I).
Open all day Saturday,

NEW
EX-GOVT. AMPLIFYING
PANELS, with 3 IT4 valves. 15/ -.
Extra Valves, 5/- each.
NEW MILNES H.T. UNIT (Everlasting). 120 volts 600 mA. Charges from
6 volt accumulator. £3 7s 6d.
BLOWER MOTORS, 12-24 volts.
Good for all kind of used. Mixers, etc.
-

17/8. each

RECEIVER CHASSIS- R1225.

CRYSTAL SET
incorporating the latest

CRYSTAL VALVE
as

used

in

Adjustable

radar receivers.
Iron Cored Coil

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet. 15/- post 9d.
Send S.A.E. for lists of copper
wires, screws, nuts, paxolin tubes,
ebonite, tufnol rod and panels etc.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33, Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

STOP!

Before you build that superhet -just
think! Why bother with a signal generator,

or rely on guesswork, when for ONLY
48/8 (post free)
you can get our new
ALIGNED MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT'
and have the world at your finger -tips ? This
superb unit, comp rising the famous Model 30
three -waveband superhet coil pack, matched
J.B. 2 -gang condenser, pair of " M.M."
I.F. transformers, and splendid Bin. x 81n.
2- colour dial Is COMPLETELY ALIGNED
AND SEALED, and no further adjustments
And to make
are necessary whatsoever
sure you cannot possibly fail to build a
REAL superhet of outstanding performance
we are giving with each unit ABSOLUTELY
FREE a set óf unique construction
sheets whioh give FULL information and
diagrams for building a 5 -valve A.C. super.
For further details (and a host of valuable
circuits, data. hints, etc.). send for the:NEW
Home Constructors' Handbook," price
1/- only. Stamp for catalogue. eta
RODING LABORATORIES (Dept. P.),
70, Lord Avenue, Ilford, Essex,
_

!

2216.

CELESTION 10 inch P.M
with Transformers. 21/-

Speakers

NEW
EX-ADMIRALTY
SUPPRESSORS. 5 amp 4 x 4 x 21. 10/6.
amp.
x 31.
etc.
10
58

5

}x4x3.
17/6.

15 /-.

40

amp.

perfect condition.
£310s.

7lx

Carriage paid,

INDICATOR UNIT. TYPE

162, has
the following components : One VCR
517, one VCR139, one VT60A, three VR65,
one 6J5, four diodes (two 6 v., two 4 vJ,
24 Y. blower motor, one 0.1 mA meter.
Carriage paid, £4 5s.

TUBE

77, 77A

INDICATOR

Telephone : MACaulay 4155.
Bus : 26, 28 Tram. S.R. Station.
Wandsworth Road.

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
Provide detailed Instructions with
Clear, Full-Size Assembly Plans of
TESTED
AND
GUARANTEED,
DESIGNS.

For Television, Radio,

VISION UNITS, MODEL 6A. Consisting of bin, diameter electrostatic C.R.
tube. 7 valves, including 4 EF60, potentiometers, resistances and other associated components, in metal cabinet
181n. x Bin. x 71in. These units are in

2

SERVICING CO.
WANDSWORTH ROAD,
CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.B.
444,

8

valves : 5- EF50, 2-53 and 1-54. Tuning
Condensers, etc. 27:6.
6 VALVE. RECEIVER CHASSIS.
1137A. Valves 3 -EF39, 2 -EF36, 1-EK32.

NEW

RADIO

UNIT

162

Announcing

THE "CORVETTE"
ALL -DRY ALL -WAVE
SUPERHET PORTABLE
A design specially produced for those
who want an efficient all -dry trouble free compact receiver. Ideal for any
area. Simple to construct and adjust.
Midget Valves; Slow- motion Drive.
Chassis size 5) in. x4iin. Data Sheet,
3! -, post free.

MANY OTHER TESTED AND

consisting 517 C.R. Tube, 139 Tube.
Valves 1-807, 3 VR65, 1.6J5. 0.5 milli ampmeter. 65/ -. Useful for Television
R.F' UNITS. 24. 8/6. RF25. 10 6'
Slightly used Ex.-Govt. valves.
DIODES EA50 AND DI. 3'- each.
EF36, SP41, X66.
5'- each. Lots of 6,

GUARANTEED

ASTRA R.A.F. COMPASSES. Suitable for Navigation and Adaptable for
Surveying. 6'6. In Transit Box.
80 VOLT BLOWER MOTORS. Suitable for all kinds of purposes.
15/6.

What they say : "YOU ARE SURE
OF A SQUARE DEAL FROM

24/

LISLE
Telephone

STREET, W.C.2.
:

GERrard 2969

SPARKS"

L.

ORMOND SPARKS (P.),

9, Phoebeth Road, Brockley,

S.E.4.
:
Ladywell S.R.)
Lee Green 0220)

(Nearest Station
(Phone

www.americanradiohistory.com

List, or see

PROMPT COMPONENT SERVICE

,

23,

DESIGNS

AVAILABLE

Send 2 1d. stamp for Latest
previous issues of P.V.

:
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ProçrQmme Pointers
Our Critic, MAURICE

REEVE,

This

Month Discusses

the Signature Tune and

Some Third Programme Items

BEING, perhaps, the only person who not only Fischer, solo pianist and conductor, from the
loathes the signature tune but also con- keyboard in two concertos, and from the roetr im
siders them, with an exception or two here in Mozart's Prague Symphony. The concertos
and there, quite redundant and nothing but a were Mozart's in C Minor and Beethoven's in G.
nasty effusion of noisome, noxious notes, I' was What a programme Not all of Mr. Fischer's
interestedly optimistic when I --saw Mr. Sam. playing was of equal excellence ; the slow moveHeppner's article, " This Business of Signature ment sounded more like a catchy, jumpy little tune,
só short were the semiquavers, rather than the
Tunes," in the Radio Times of August 5th.
Apart from making the shattering statement ravishing melody it actually is. But he was ideal
that the signature tune is now " an integral part in the Beethoven. As conductor he brought out
of radio, developed from a variety of sources, " all the nobility of the symphony.
Another excellent Third item was a fascinating
Mr. Heppner did little but catalogue famous
signature tunes, past and present, giving the origins and well -delivered talk on the " Sources of Shakeof some and the reasons for others. As to the speare's Plays," by Mr.- G. Isaacs. Leaving Bacon
reason why they should be " an integral part of out of it-Mr. Isaacs never mentioned his-nameradio " he fails to touch, on. Stating that he " is it is amazing the number of sources Bhakespearo
sure many listeners are frequently exasperated did have recourse to, not only for whole -plots; but
by hearing the. same tune again and -again without for scenes, characters and- even words. As-a lay -..
being able to fit a name to it," it should have been man on the subject, it was entirely news-to me that
perfectly easy for him to find a ,lme collectively he actually re -wrote large sections of other,,peoples'
suitable to the whole lot of them, followed by the work. 'Thus, in " The Troublesome Reign óf fling
printed in 1591, author not named-occur
case, unanswerable, and in a tenth the number of John
words he actually used, for their immediate and the lines :
Let England live but true within itself,
irrevocable abolition.
" Wagner had something to do with it ; and so
And all the world can never wrong her state.
of
*
sentence
*
the
opening
had Albert Whelan," is
Mr. Heppner's article. I know naught of
If England'-s peers and people join in one,
Mr. Whelan, but quite a deal about Mr. Wagner,
Not Pope, nor France, nor Spain can do them
who had quite a lot to do with many things, but,
wrong.
with
connected
nothing
Heppner,
I can assure Mr.
Re- written by Shakespeare they read :
this,
knows
who
Heppner,
Mr.
signature tunes.
This England never did, nor never shall,
of course,- as well as I .do, refers to the famous
Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror,
the
enby
which
the
device
leitmotiv,"
"
Wagnerian
*
*
*
of
the
subjects,
the
recurrence
or
characters
try of the
shall make
Nought
them.
shock
shall
we
And
etc.,
spell,
magic
Wotan's
or
the
Rhinegold
as
such
rue.
us
theme
by
a
are
preceded
music
drama,
Wagner
in a
If England to itself do rest but true.
of such pregnancy and character that they are.
Lines of talent substituted for lines of genius.
of equal fame and potency in the concert hall,
entirely divorced- from their verbal and scenic The former unknown to alI but the bibliophile and
the Shakespearean scholar the latter known to
context, as they are in the operas themselves.
But I do suggest, with all respect, that few things all and sundry. This was one of many examples
on the radio, especially in the Light programme, Mr.- Isaacá gave another was how he wrote ' As
carry the weight or dignity of- -the - events- -and You Like It " from Ledge's novel, .Roáalynde ; "
characters of a Wagner opera ; consequently they and all about his delvings into Plutarch, Holinshead,
cannot require the same importance attached to etc., and, above all, of his debt to Marlowe, " his
had it not been for
their entry on to the boards. However, lest rival and his master."
the Jew of Malta there would have been no
Tr. Heppner should consider I lack a sense of
amour, I hasten to add that I see the funny side Merchant of Venice' -and no balcony scene from
`Romeo and Juliet' ; had there been no mad scene
f his clever simile.
would have been no
The signature tune of " Woman's Hour " is, of in Tamburlaine ' there
of Shakespeare
course, charming, and in a class of its own (by the madness in Ophelia." The magic
this sort of analysis, it lies
way, it wasn't specially written). So is the little cannot be dimmed by choices
and use óf words,
fantasia on the Bells of St. Clement's--of which I in his incomparable
notice a new version is now being usect-which unmatched by any other master.
ushers. in the Light programme at 9 a.m. But of
mbst of the others, let us say with Bottom : " I "Celestial Fire"
Tyreil,
have a reasonable good ear in music, let's have the THE play " Celestial Fire,"- by Gerald
and adapted by the author, is an intongs and the bones."
,

!

-
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-
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teresting story of the matrimonial entanglements
and other affairs -of the heart of a group of- people
by the engaged in crucial operations against the enemy in
THERE
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, with Edwin the Battle of Britain. But its powers of conviction
Third Programme
was a magnificent concert
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were rather deflated by some 'glaring errors of
military etiquette. Commanding officers do not
" strafe " and personally insult their subalterns
in the presence of " other ranks "
least there
are plenty of means of redress should it so happen.
Neither do officers offer to pay their mess bills
by cheque or cash, whichever's most convenient,
old boy. This is a bad habit with
films.
I have often had the excitement andEnglish
tension
thriller completely deflated by being told that ofthea
villain, say, is escaping to Scotland, but being
shown him, by the camera, furtively boarding a
train at Waterloo. Or, perhaps, scenes will show
the movements of people, whose actions, according
to the story, have taken place within seconds of
each other, photographed by the camera with the
shadows of high noon and evening respectively,
and, in at least one instance, completely different
clothes as well. In the film " I Lived in Grosvenor
Square," the villain's escape journey was in three
entirely different trains on different systems,
though his journey was only from somewhere in
Hampshire

-at
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depth, which was all the more pity as she had
scored a notable success only the previous week in
the Saint -Saëns in G minor.

" The Planets"
WONDER how Gustav Holst's suite, " The
Planets," will fare at the hands of posterity. Its
brilliance and effectiveness are beyond question.
Personally, I enjoyed it immensely, on records in a
Sunday morning Prom, magnificently recorded by
Sir A. Boult and the B.B.C. Symphony. One marvels
at the dazzling virtuosity of the orchestration, and
Holst's ,ability to paint tone pictures is amazing.
The work could well take the place of Tchaikovsky's Fifth for five 'years. Anything these days
which grows on us rather than palls is welcome for
that reason alone, if for nothing else.
"Nights in the Gardens of Spain"
Sunday morning Prom record I
ANOTHER
cannot forbear to mention is Clifford Curzon's
" Nights in the Gardens of Spain," by de Falla.
to London.
What a beautiful pianist Curzon is, easily our
foremost native product. He has everything.
Chopin's F Minor Concerto
" The Guinea Pig," Chetham -Strode's very
ISQ ELINSON is a very brilliant pianist and he successful
educational poser, was effectively adapted
showed up to the highest advantage in Chopin's and produced
F minor Concerto with the Northern Orchestra prefer 'Arrow by John Richmond. Should wo
to Heton ? Or ought we to remain
under Charles Groves. On the other hand, Maure, content
at 'Ammersmith. Mr. Chetham- Strodo
Lympany was very ill advised to essay the Brahms interestingly
discusses the problem without actually
in B flat at the Proms. She was clearly out of her solving
it.

I

-

ews from the Clubs

THE BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : L. Hobden, 17. 11,11 ington Road,
Brighton.

T11F drib transmitter (t;3EVE) should

be on the
air by the time t I, is appears in print. Members
will be looking fcr 'phone and C.W. QSO's on 40
and 80 metres. Activity will be confined to club

meeting nights (Tuesdays). Several oùtside visits
have been paid by parties of members to such places
of interest as the G.P.O. and R.N.V.R. H.Q.
More visits are planned. The October programme
includes a talk and demonstration on television by
Mr. R. Moores, and an account of 70 ems. activity
by G3BEX.
LUTON AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See.: B. Radford, 37, R'iL,den Avenue,
Luton, Beds.

is now in its third year.
THE40.clubMeetings
every Monday

at Surrey Street School.

Membership,
night., 7.30 p.m.,

SOLIHULL AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : G. Haling, 121, Bradbury Road, Olton,
Birmingham.

STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. (GSGI') : W. A. Higgins, 28, Kingsley
Road, Kingswin-

ford, Staffs.

MR.

BUTCHER, of R. and A. Laboratories,
Wolverhampton, recently gave an excellent
talk on " Moving -coil Loud Speakers."
Mr. Butcher described and illustrated
how
responses were altered with various
diaphragms.
Members are visiting Daventry B.B.C.
station
early in October.
It is proposed to hold an amateur radio exhibition
in Deis'mher.
READING. RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : Mr. l'. !till, G2FZ1, 097,
Oxford Road, Reading.

Mr. Shaw,' of
Rt'ENTL1'
Company, Ltd., gave

of Plastic Tape Recording.

the General Electric

a talk on the subject

Considerable
was given into the method of manufacture insight
of the
recording tape, and into the design of the recording
and play -back apparatus. A. demonstration of
a
new commercial model recorder concluded
the

and decorations are almost meeting.
A7.TI;TLATIQNS
complete at the new headquarters, and
an
At the Instruictional Section of the Society,
all -wave transmitter is now in course of erection,
Capt.
talked on the subject of Circuit Draught
The Programme Committee are now drawing up Benbough
ing,
after
which
Mr.
F. Ruddle gave a practical
a record programme for the coming winter, hoping demonstration
of
metal
working for radio con to cater for all tastes. A workshop, complete with
structors.
all tools, is now at the disposal of members.
Later
Dr.
Lemon
gave
a description of the
New members and visitors are welcome at
method of operation of super -regenerative receivers,
S- A.R.S., c/o Tucker Switches, Ltd.,
Kings
Road.
in
connection
with
a
talk
on
the design of receivers
T v.seley, Birmingham.
for a V.H.F. D.F. Field Day to be held
on October 2nd.
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If
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Bulls
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arc tie
r :ho will
likely
for youalmost

offer

people

most
solve

it

well, yes

certainly!

New DENCO Television kit.

Kit I. C.R. Tube, vision
sound units, £18. II .7d.
2. Time Base &

Kit

EX -GOVT. VALVES REDUCED

E.H.T.

£I6.4.9d.
Power Supplies.

EB34 D1,

3/3/6

EA5O 6H6.

£6. I0.9d.
Kit 123. Comprising everything required for complete
television. £41.6. Id.

3/9
4/6

SP41.

5/3

SP61, 6J5, 6C5, 210LF.

5/9

EF50.

6/.

EF54, 8SH7, 9003, VP23, 12J5.

6/9
7/2
V
7/6

125H7,

8/8
8/8

6L7.

assembly
3.

Blue Prints and Instructions
post free

6/6

Fore St., Edmonton, N.I8

A FREE BOOK
Training

9I

on Horse Code

Code Courses for

and

Operators.
for

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co.. Denver. Colorado. U.S.A

12SG7, 12C8.

9002. 6SC7,

65Q7. 1S4, 2050, 2051,

6SL7, 384.

and
BOOKS on every aspect of Radio sent
Television in stock. Special List
with pleasure.

Radio and Television Mail Order -Specialist

'Accessories and Spares : Amplifiers 4 watt.
£6 twin input 15 watt, 12 gas. Cathode
follower TRF tuner units £5, built and
'tested. Superhet tuner units with large
'horizontal dial, £8 12s. 8d. Autochangers
,Collaro, £14 : Plessey. £18. Send stamp
for lists :
'21, HEATH STREET, LONDON, N.W.3
:

:

Simple

Self - feed
Speeds up soldering.

your
SERVICE SHEETS : Oneis of
included
own choice, if available
FREE In a dozen of sheets at 10/8.
CELESTION, 21in., Speakers. 25/6.
Cabinets, 8,' -.
3in. Speakers, 12/8.

CONDENSERS : 4 mfd. 450 v..v., 2/- ;
1 / -.
25 mfd. 25 v.. 1/6 : 0.5 mid. 350
Variable .0005 2 -gang W. Trimmers,
perspex covered, 7/8.
POTENTIOMETERS, 10.000 ohms, 2/ -.
TEST PRODS, superior Job. 3/9.
Kindly Include sufficient postage when
ordering.
STOP PRESS:
Ex -W.D. chassis with brand new
valves as follows : IRS, IT4, íS5.
IS4, complete 27/6.
Please mark envelope P.W.

Better work. Saves
solder. Write
for interesting
leaflet A28.

I.

3 gns.

(Part packing .and carriage, 5I -.
Delivery per passenger train per return).
These instruments are new and should not
be compared with deteriorated units offered

H.P. RADIO SERVICES
LTD.

D.C., 25 / -.

H. C. REYNOLDS

RUNBAKEN MANCHESTER

Brand New, Unused. Complete with
10 valves. As specified for the " Inexpensive
Television Receiver."

351.

XL,
HIVAC. -XSG. XW, XII,andXD,
Holders.
XLO, XP, XY
BVA.-Full range of valves at B.O.T.
prices. Ask for full- list.
Meters
EASY TERMS on TAYLOR sent
on
again. Catalogues and Details
request.
A.C./
Radiometers,
-One
-ln
All
PIFCO.-

Free
this
" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details
concerning all Course.:
Send

HL23.

9/9 68x7.
11/3 507. 6L6,
12/- PM24D.
18/9 1117112.

There are Candler Morse

Begin

RECEIVERS

1355

at a low price which are completely useless.
Alexandra Palace has been received at
Ormskirk, Lancs (200 miles) using the 1355.
To avoid disappointment we suggest you
send your order immediately.

6AC7, 6Q7.
6K7, 6SJ7, 66K7. 1S5,
5U4,
IT4. 6\61.4 , 6G6. VR105, 12A6,
MU14, 6B8.
7/11 6J7, SKI.
EF39, EBC33, EF36, KT44.
8/3 EL32,
KTW61, MBLD6, X63, 6SG7,
12SK7, 6X5. 1R5, 2X2. 12AH7.

THE TELERADIO CO.,
157,

Ministry of Supply

Price

and

2/3

Kit

Just Released by the

RADIO

BU <<s VALVES

246.HICH ST, HAAiESO!N.Nw. a

www.americanradiohistory.com

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order. House

55 County Road
Walton, Liverpool, 4
Estab. 1935.
Staff Call Signs :

Tel: Aintree

1445.
G3DGL, G3DLV.

SUPACOILS
OFFER

SuperMODEL 30 famous 3- wavebandaligned)
het Coil Packs ... 21/- (24/MODEL 40 Coil Packs -similar, with
421-1471- aligned)
R.F. stage
MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT conpair of
sisting of 30 Coil Pack, matched
M.M." I.F. Transformers,
2 -gang and attractive Dial. Components aligned together as a unit
48/6
and sealed
MODEL 40 TUNING UNIT, similar.
7619
with R.F. stage
udaoD
from £8117/6
FEE R UNITS
FREE
A copy of the enormously sueeessful
Home Constructor's Handbook will be
forwarded FREE to any purchaser of
the above, or a copy can be obtained
for 1/- from
ORDER
MAIL
SUPACOILS.
Avenue,
OFFICE, 9L8,
Gr enway
E.17

RADIOS

371

Midget Short-Wave Radios 37/- Post Free !
Work off from 6 ft. Aerial ! ALL -DRY
Operation. Size only 6m. x bin. x 41n.
Complete Kit, with Simple Instructions,
or
Punched Chassis. etc.. sent C.O.D.Both
C.W.O. M.W. Model, Same Price.
work off from 9 Volts H.T. Use Iron Send
for
Tuner).
Cored Variable Coil (with
our list of Pocket and Midget Radios and
anyList of the Cheapest. Quality Parts
Da, 160.
where Marquis Radio
Bentinek St.. Ashton- u -Lyùe, Lance,
!

!-

Our 1950 fully Illustrated
Catalogue is now available

3? Post Free

BERRY'
(

SHORT WAVE)

1

LTD.

25, HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON,W.C.1
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES

MIDLAND

INSTRUMENT CO
For Govt. Surplus Stock etc.

crystal Sets, which are fitted with a permanent crystal detector. Why not have a set
in your own room-9/8, post 6d. .De Luxe

MASTER OSCILLATORS TYPE
M1- 19467 -A..

Receiver in polished oak cabinet. 18/6,
post 1 / -. Spare Permanent Detectors. 21each.. When ordered separately,
With
clips and screws, 2/10, post 3d. 2/6.
Headphones. in good order. 4/6 and 5/6..
post 6d. (better quality. 7/6). New
Iteatlphones, 10!- a pair. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 12/6 a
New Single EexBal armature
3'6.
8: ex-R.A.F.
earpieces, ui post 4u. All
are suitable for use
our itch
crystal
sets. Hand
41, Sim with switch
handle, and l7
lead,
Similar instrument
coil. 7/6. Poot
post 8d.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers with vest
pocket clip. 3/3, and with gauge, 3/8. post 3d
Soldering Irons. Streamlined iron, with
two interchangeable bits, one each straight
and curved; 200 /25050 w., 9 / -. Standard Iron
with adjustable bit. 200 /250 v., 60 w., 9/6.
Heavy Duty Iron, 150 w., 12/6, all post Od.
Neon Lamps. for use on mains, showing
live " side of switches, etc.. 3/6. post 4.1.
Telephone Hand Generator with handle,
7/6, post 1/6. Bell, 4/6. post 6d.
Ex- R.A.F. 2-Valve (2-volt) Amplifiers,
can be used to make up a deaf aid outfit,
intercommunication system, or with
crystal set, complete with valves. 20'
post l'8. Ditto, less valves. 10' -. Wooden
box to hold amplifier.
extra.
Meters. 15v., 21in.. m2/-/c. 9/6 150v., 21n.,
m/c. 101- 300v., 2110., m /i.. 13 -6 3.500v.,
31in., m/c, 20 /- 6.000v., Olin., m;c. 57/8
15/600v.. 2ín., m/c, double reading, 8:- 100
mist, 2in., m/c, 7/8 40/120 m/a, 2in., me,
double reading. 8/- 3.5 amp.. 21n. T.C., 5/4 amp., ?lin., T.C. in case with switch,
7'6 : 20 amp., 2iln., m/i, 9/8. Meter Movements. 21n. size with magnet and case (500
microamp), 2/6. Units containing two movements. 5/- or with one 100 mibroamp. and
one 500 microamp., 5/6. All meters post
extra. Money refunded if not completely

oscillator 6 switch positions
to 5 me/s., multiplier 3 switch positions
to 10 me /s., oscillator and multiplier slow motion dial drive tuning controls, 0 -10 m.A.
plate current meter, complete with 807
valves, 1 operating, 1 spare, installation
accessories, also instruction booklet contains all data, illustrations, circuit and
graphs, brand new in sealed cartons, £5,
carriage 5 / -. We will send the instruction
booklet on receipt of 20/ -, refunded when
returned.
BATTERY RECEIVERS,
2 -band, 4.2 to 7.5 and 19 to 31 me /s., contains
11 valves, ARP12 /VP23 (7), AR8 /HL23DD (4)..
one of each valves are spares, also Mallory
type 650 6v. vibrator, 3 IF stages, 3 -gang
and 2 -gang var. conds. in tandem to give
separate R.F. sections for each waveband,
slow motion drive and dial, volume, wavechange, on /off controls, chassis mounted
with side protection frame, size 9tin. x 811n.'
x Olin., no other data at the moment, brand
spanking new, bargain, 37/8,. post and
packing 2/6 extra. AN /APA,-1 INDICATOR
UNITS, contains a 3BP1 3in. C.R. tube,
amplifier with 11 valves, 6SN7 /GT (7),
6G6G, 6X5 /GT, 2X2 and OHO, control unit,
etc., handbook' of operating instructions,
will operate from 230v. A.C. input using a
150 watt lamp in series with the mains
input, gives a bright image with brilliance
control at i position, brand new in sealed
cartons, limited stock to clear, 70/-, carriage 7 6.
G.22 CAMERAS, contains Dallmeyer
12in. F//7.7 " Dallon " Tele- Anastigmat lens
unit. 3 speed louvered shutter, delay switch.
takes ordinary 120 roll films, brand new in
stout wood transit cases, 55i-, carriage 5/ -.
U.S. UNITS. contains 12 valves. 6SH7 (6).
6H6 (3), 7193 (3), 2 relays, chokes, coils. pots..
over 80 resistors and condensers, chassis
mounted with louvered cover, size 121in, x
lin. x 61n., 15/ -, post 1/4.
Also hundreds of other interesting Radio.
Electronic and Mechanical items. Send 2d.
with s.a.e. for current lists. Our C.O.D,
service is cancelled for the time being.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM,
Tel.: HARborne 1308 or 2664.
17,
1

2

-

reciton

THE GI )
5 VALVE RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS

features include Triode output
stage, three wavebands -16 -50
190 -550 and 1.000 -2,000 metres.
Large floodlit Perspex scale.
Radiogram switch brings p.u.
into Circuit. Volume and tone
controls operate on both Radio
and
Gramo
reproduction.
£12 17s, 6d. Also Luxury 7 valve
S.H. chassis, £17 2s. 8d. All
guaranteed 12 months.

,

:

;

DATA SHEETS

:

REQUEST

ON

;

Aluminium chassis and panels.
Any size, quick delivery. Holes
punched for vaiveholders, plain,

;

:

or cellulose finish.
O

-DEVELOPMENTS

satisfied.
H IGHSTONE UTILITIES,
58. New Wanstead,
London, E.11
Letters only. New Illustrated List sent on
request with 1d. stamp and s.a.e.

I6,

BROAD

ROAD,

WILLINGDON, SUSSEX

TELEVISION

H.A.C.
Short -Wave Equiliment

TELEVISION RECEIVERS
SCANNING AND FOCUS COILS
P.M. FOCUS UNITS
R.F., E.H.T. UNITS
5/8kv.

Noted for over 15 years for .
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
One Valve Kit, Model "C"
..
Price 20/-

E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

"E"
43/kits are complete with all components,
accessories, ande full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
" H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street, London, W.I
Two
These

Technical Publications post free.

"TELEVISION CIRCUITS" a booklet
compiled for the Constructor, post free 1/6
NAYNES RADIO

ltd.,

QUeM ááiesEnfield,

Edited by RALPH E. HORTON

Elements of Radio
W. & A. MARCUS

RADIOLECTRON CONSTRUCTORS!
22, FRANCES STREET,

SCUNTHORPE,

LINCS

New Goods Only.
CONDENSERS, Elecyc. 450 v. wkg. 4 mfd.,
2/6 8, 3/- : 16. 4/- 8 -8. 4 8 8 -16, 6/1
16 -16. 8/11 ; 25x25 v., 2;25x50 v.. 2/3 :
50x12 v.,2' -; 50x50 v.,26 Tubls. up
to
.0005, 6d.
up to .005, 8,1.: up to .1. 1Od.
.25, 2/2
.5, 2/10 : 2, 33
1,000 v. wkg.,
001, 10d.
.01, 1/- ; .1: 1;4
VOL. CONTROLS, Lg. Spdles., all values. 2/9 with
Sw., 4/6 with D.P. Sw., 5/3. RESISTORS,
all values, I w. 4d. 1 w., 7d. Wire Wound.
1 w. 200 ohms to 15 k.. 1/- : 5 w. 100 ohms
to2k., 1/6' 10w..
50 ohms to 2.5k., 2' -:
5 w., 3 k. to 50 k.. 2/3 : 20 w. 150 ohms to 4 k.,
Mains Droprs. feet and 2 adj. taps.
3/.2 a., 4/- : .3 a., 4/6.
BRIMISTORS "
Type CZl, 3/6 : CZ2, 2.6 CZ3, 1/6. P.51.
SPEAKERS. Olin.. 12/- : 51n., 13/- : Olin..
14/6 : 8 in., 15/- : 10in., 21/ -. PIFCO
METERS, 25/- fuses. Bld,
BVA and
Turtgsram Valves, all types. TERMS :
Cash with order. Orders over loi -, pst free ;
under add 4d. ; C.O.D. extra. Send 2}d.
Stamp for Lists.
;

:

:

;

:

The clarity of the text combined with
first -rate diagrams enables the reader CO
understand fully the theory of radio, which
will in turn greatly facilitate his practical
work. Beginning with the crystal set,
Volume describes all types of receivers.
The second volume deals with electrical
theory, transmitters and the more advanced
aspects of radio.
I

(Vol. I, 1216

net

George Allen
40 Museum

;

Vol.

Il, 1S1- net.)

& Unwin Ltd

Street, Lyndon, W.C.1

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

-

Here is a selection from our range of fine

components selected for their outstanding
qualities.
SMOOTHING CHOKES
10 H., 80 m/a 100G 5/6.
10 H 120 m/a 1000 619.
10 H 300 m/a 1000 12'6.
5 H 200 m'a 1000 8/6.
15 H 250 m/a 1400 (C.T.) 15/6.
" WESTALITE " Type HT47 250 v. 60 m/a
metal rectifiers, 7/6.
40 v. 2 a. 230 v.50 cps. Primary Super Transformers. Cast shrouds. Ideal for additional windings, 16'-.
NEW VALVES In Original Cartons.
6Á6G
7/6
5Ú4G
6 (metal)
/-5
6/6
21d. stamp brings full list. Please add Bd.
for post.

4

DUNK & HEALEY,

87, OSNABURGH ST., LONDON, N.W'.1
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the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters most
The Editor does not necessarily agree with address
of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
be accompanied by the name and

-I

Disc Recording

Small Oscilloscope

Equipment

was interested to read your article on
SIR,Recording Equipment in the August issue of
PRACTICAL WIRELESS.

On page 318 you state that " in this country only
one main type of direct -cut disc is available. This
.'
is the M.S.S. -Watts dise.
You may be interested to learn that E.M.I.
Sales & Service, Ltd., Domestic Recording Equipment Division, market a large range of lacquer
recording blanks, under the trade name of
" Emidisc."
As the marketing policy of these products has
only recently been finalised, I have not yet had an
should,
opportunity of issuing this information. I be
kept
however, like to assure you that you' will
informed of any developments in connection with
O.
these or any other of our new products.
WYMER, Press Relations Officer, E.M.I. Sales &
Service, Ltd.

-P.

Peculiar Faults

I came across a set with a peculiar
SIR-Recently
fault. The set behaved quite normally, and
would have continued to do so had there not been
lightning about. It was a three -valve, plus
rectifier, and the fault took the form of an unwontedly vigorous reaction to the static of the
lightning discharges. It literally coughed when a
the
burst of static came along, the speech coil of and
speaker moving a full half-inch backwards
forwards, and causing the speaker fret to vibrate
violently. As there was imminent danger, of the
speaker doing harm to itself I immediately switched
off and put on my thinking cap.
The set had no reaction control, and to do the
designers justice it picked up the stations quite
well. But the conclusion I came to was that the
set was working just below the oscillation point,
and that a burst of static caused it to spill over forthe duration of the static. I substituted the voltageof
dropping resistor to the detector valve for onethe
higher resistance and increased the value of in
decoupling condensers. This I accomplished
about an hour, and as the static was still about, as
shown by another set, I switched on the troublesome
one. It now behaved normally as regards static,
and its distance- getting qualities were only slightly
reduced. I wonder how it would have behaved in
its former condition with a really close thunder storm.-WM. NIMMOxs (Belfast).

SIR, -Your article on a small oscilloscope prompts

me to write to you about the design.
The mains transformer which is used could, I
believe, be simplified. My suggestion is to use
4,000 turns only on the TI.T. and E.H.T. winding
with a tapping at 2,000 turns. The extra load
on the H.T. "winding would be very small and much
time would be saved. I also feel I should pass some
comment on the trouble experienced by G. P. Jones.
I also had the same sort of trouble.
I found, too, a small condenser in various positions
extremely useful in improving quality, etc. After a
little thought I .put the trouble down to R.F.
instability and I bypassed it with a small condenser
across the speaker transformer primary. This is
not the only position it can be used in, though
a small condenser wired across the detector anode
to earth, works wonders in removing whistles in
small
many T.R.F.s. Another addition is
resistor (say 4.7 K.) in series with the anode load
the output being taken from the junction of the
HOLMES (Pontefract).
two resistors.

-

-J.

Home -made Television Receiver

-I am a newcomer to the television field.
SIR,Six months ago I purchased a R1355 unit with

RF26 and RF25 units. At my distance, which is
185 miles from A.P., it looked hopeless, and people
'thought that I was mad in trying to get pictures.
With the help of several friends and loads of patience
I succeeded. Tho RF26 will tune in to A.P. if all
the trimmers are screwed in "bar the oscillator.
The RF25 unit is used as a pre -amplifier. The
time bases are Miller integrator feeding into a
VCR97 tube, all made up from a 184A unit.
Very often it is a week before I obtain any
picture or even hear any pulses, but even an
intermittent picture is better than none at all.
My aerial is a standard H 40ft. above sea level.
There are several amateurs around here and most
are getting results. So I would say to all intending
constructors " Have a bash. " -Nolt u4N A. HOLJOR
(Widnes, Lanes).

the letter from Kenneth A. Peel,
of Sevenoaks, I can explain the difficulty with
the VCR97 which gives a " cut off " each side of the
picture.

SIR,- Reference
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This defect is confined to one particular make
of VCR97 which has a narrow neck and it seems
that the deflector plates are not far enough
apar t
to give a complete raster.
This unsatisfactory make of tube can be identified
by the fact that it has two very thick rubber bands
round the neck, no doubt so that the mu -metal
screen will fit.
I am using a converted R3170A and am getting
excellent results with a wire -cage dipole in my
loft. -- J. A. SMITHERS (S.E.9).

"A Peculiar Fault " -G. P. Jones (E.17)
SIR,-May I submit the following explanation

of the fault experienced by your correspondent
as described in your September issue.
From the diagrams it would appear that the
6J5 is used as a detector as such there will be a
11.F. component of anode current producing a
R.F. voltage on the anode. This is giving rise to
feedback through the inter -electrode capacity
between anode and grid of the .6J5.
The feed-back current is finding the lowest
impedance to earth through the tuned grid circuit
of the detector. In taking this path a PD is
produced across it the phase of which is such as to
tend to damp out the signals.
Including the condenser C in the output circuit,
in both cases shown, provides a lower impedance
path to earth for R.F. than than which is presented
by the inter-electrode capacity for the valves.
J. FLINN (Whiston),

-

Condenser -type Speaker

WIRELESS
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13r tuning, etc., the amount of insulating which
"

this receiver to operate with a positive chassis
and also whether it is feasible to alter it to work
with a negative chassis. ?-J. R. MURCH (Honey).
Pentagrid v. Triode -hexode
of useful information

-I have gained a lot
and tips from your

s111,

pages, and should like to
pass on the results of some experiments with a view'
to finding other constructors' reactions. I have a'
home -made superhet, built on rather experimental'
lines, but with an efficient circuit. The frequency -4
changer stage is efficiently wired and was originally
fitted with a triode -hexode. During the course of'
some tests I replaced the valve with a pentagrid
which had similar base connections. With the
particular valve used there was a remarkable
increase in short -wave performance, but medium
and long waves remained unaltered --at least no
noticeable change in volume or selectivity. Being
interested, I found some more valves in my spares
box and plugged in a pentagrid of another make but
with similar base connections. With this the
results were just the opposite -the short -wave
performance was markedly inferior, but I could get
more stations on the medium waves. Can any
reader explain this, and has anyone tried out the
interchangeability of pentagrids and triode -hexodes,
etc. ?-J. LOCKE (Edgware).

-

Correspondent

Wanted
-I
would like to correspond with any shortS`IR,wave enthusiast

-Some
about 1935 I purchased a
of my own age, which is 15,
SIR,condenser time
type
speaker
called
the either in this country or abroad.
" Primustatic " which was about 2ft. wide and
I would like to take this opportunity of
about 18in. high, made
pleated

of
metal foil with
backplate of perforated sheet metal with a
waxed paper insulation between. This was fairly
sensitive and had a very fine top -note response,
but as I allowed frequencies too low for it to handle
safely to reach it, the metal foil gradually broke
away at, the connecting points. This, as far as I
know, was the only snag.
In view of the fact that most fans are now
"high note conscious," I feel that this type of
speaker would form the subject of some interesting
experiments and have been surprised not to have
seen any reference to it for really years. It is
possible, of course, that there are very sound reasons
why this type of speaker is not used but I have
not seen any quoted. except lack of sensitivity.
The type I had was sensitive and would be very
easy to make at home (patents permitting).a

S. BECKER (Bushey).

BC454
SIR,
have purchased a BC454 receiver which I
have converted to operate as a car radio,
using -12 -volt dynamotor for H.T, The set works
well, but only if the chassis is connected to H.T.
positive.
As my car body is connected to H.T. negative
the receiver must not touch the car body or a direct
short takes place.
As I wished to bolt the receiver in the luggage
'compartment and use a metal remote flexible drive

-I

I

will have to do seems rather excessive.
Can any reader tell me whether it is normal for

congratulating you on producing such a helpful
and useful magazine --C. LAyIOLETTE, 4, Borthwick
Castle Place, North Middleton, Midlothian.

TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES

(Continued from page 432.)
necessary) to wind the primary first and the
secondaries on top, but due to the fact that the
primaries of the current transformer consist of 'so
few turns it is more convenient to reverse the
order and wind the primaries on top.
The construction shown in Fig. 12 and the
method of fixing the single 5.0 amp. turn is clearly
shown in the diagram. It is important that the
beginnings and ends of all windings come out at the,
same side of the transformer, otherwise there will
be an error of half a turn, which in the case of the,
1 amp. winding would be 10 per cent.
The core is placed in the same manner as the
mains transformer, but even greater care should
be exercised here to ensure that there are no air
gaps in the core.
Warning
A current transformer should never be left

with the secondary open circuited and current
passing through the primary. In this condition
the secondary voltage will rise to a very high and
even dangerous level, with consequent risk to life
and limb ; in addition, the transformer insulation
may break down.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Wax
Impressions on theRecords
Review of the Latest Gramophone

THE FORGOTTEN RITE," by John Ireland,
was given at a Promenade Concert some seven
!`
years ago and was deeply appreciated:
since then its appearances in concert programmes
could be counted on the fingers of one hand. Its
recording under the auspices of the British Council,
on H.M.V. C3894, by the Hallé Orchestra, conducted
by Sir John Barbirolli, is exceedingly welcome.
Composed in 1913, this piece was inspired by a visit
to the Channel Islands. The title is only a vague
indication of the music. Every note of " The
Forgotten Rite " is an essential part of the design.
.

The composer has recently celebrated his '70th
birthday, and this issue does something to remind
us of the high quality of his achievement.
Eugene Goossens' " Oboe Concerto " was composed for his brother, the famous oboist, and
published in 1929. The work is in one movement
and, after a few preludial bars, the soloist enters
with a graceful theme over sustained harmonies
for the orchestra. Designed especially to show off
the. brilliant playing of the composer's...brother,
Leon Goossens, the concerto should be heard with
the great oboist- himself. in the solo. part. This
- satisfaction is now to hand in the two excellent
records -Columbia DX1578 -9 -made by Leon
Goossens, with Walter Susakind and the Phil harmonia- Orchestra providing the richly -scored
background.
Of interest this month is a complete recording of
Verdi's " Un Ballo in Maschera " (The Masked
Ball) on 16 double -sided and one single-sided record
-H.M.V. DBS9075-81, DB89082, DB9083-91.
This important issue gives a complete version of an
opera which counts as one of Verdi's most successful
efforts. Sung by soloists of international reputation-Gigli, Pasero, Ribetti and Caniglia are included in the impressive cast-supported by the
orchestra and chorus of the Rome Opera House,
this production of Un Ballo may be confidently
accepted as a definitive one.
Kai Mortensen's " The Laughing Violin " is a
humorous instrumental piece from Scandinavia
that has been spoken of as one of the finest violin
novelties of recent years. On Columbia DB2544
Reg Leopold, the celebrated violinist, plays its
solo passages with the necessary bravura against a
witty orchestral support. " Pas des fleurs,"
intermezzo from the Les Delibes ballet " Nada,"
on the reverse side, is presented in the Aubrey
Winter arrangement published in 1943. Charles
Williams and his Orchestra are featured on both.
.

Josef Locke, who is now appearing in the show
" Latin Quarter," at Blackpool, has won recognition
as one of Britain's foremost tenors. This month
he sings two songs that are known to everyone.
" Beneath thy Window " is the English version of
di Capua's world -famous " O Sole Mio." For his
other song he sings Toselli's Serenade (Serenata)
for which the English words were penned by
R. H. Elkin -Columbia DB2556.
The Melachrino Orchestra present new and old
melodies for their latest record on H.M.V. C3891.
was written by Richard Addinsell
" Festival
(of " Warsaw Concerto " fame) for the Emlyn
Williams stage play " Trespass," which ran at the
Globe Theatre, London, some two years ago.
Melachrino's arrangement of Yradlier's " La
Paloma " (The Dove) is delightfully played on the
other side.
" Parlez -moi D'Amour " and " Gipsy Carnival "
are the two Aides chosen by Tom Jenkins and his
Palm Court Orchestra for his second recording for
H.M.V. Jean Lenoir's " Parlez -moi "D'Amour "
(Speak to me of Love) has been a firm favourite
since 1930, when it swept.the Continent and -Britain.
The coupling. Gipsy Carnival is a selection of
Roumanian airs.

Light Music and Vocal
Sidney Torch and the Queen's Hall Light
Orchestra have given us film music before, and for
their latest recording Sidney Torch has written an
excellent arrangement of the " Song of Capri "
which presents this delightful piece in a colourful
new setting. " Pale Moon," on the reverse, is one
of the best -known of " Indian " love songs. Here,
in an arrangement by Cecil Milner, it is interpreted..
with just the right touch by Sidney Torch and the,,.
Queen's Hall Light Orchestra-Columbia DB2564.

.

Variety and Dance Music
Two attractive girl vocalists this month make
their recorded début with Geraldo and his famous
dance orchestra. " Carnival Time," a'Wally Stott
foxtrot arrangement of the popular " Carnival in
Venice " introduces Diana Coupland and ";Again,"
also arranged by Wally Stott, introdùces Eve
Boswell- Parlophone F2376.
A new vocal team make their début this month"
-The Four Troubadours-that do not conforin
to the strick rules of " close harmony " but sing.
to make you believe they are gathered round your
own piano having an impromptu sing -song. Their
first record is " I'm not Going Home " and " Careless Hands," on Columbia DB2562.
" Church Bells on Sunday Morning " and
" Twenty -four Hours of Sunshine " are the latest
Donald Peers titles on H.M.V. B9801, whilst the
new singing star Clive Wayne has recorded " Again "
and " How Can you Buy Killarney," on H.M.V.
B9802.
All the latest tunes have been recorded by popular
dance bands, giving the dance band enthusiast a
wide choice from which to make his selection.
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PERSONAL PORTABLES "
the
title of E. N. Bradley's 'test is book.

RATES : 3/- per line or part
thereof, average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 60. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager, "Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, 1V.C,2.
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RF UNITS TYPE 24 (30-40mcs.), 24
mod 27 (60 -80), 9/9 ea.: type 25 12/6;
type 27, 21/- ea. H.R.O. Receivers,
complete with valves, crystal and S
meter, £15 ea., coils extra. BS £2.
GC 30/
R1585 Aircraft Receivers
(250mcs.), 12 valves, 6AK5, 9001.
EBC33, 12A6, in cartons as brand new
with control box and mounting rack.
£3/19/- ea. A few S27's in rough
condition, £12/10/- ea.
(collect).
R.C.A. TE -I49 Crystal Calibrated
Wavemeters, brand new, £8/15/- ea.
A few needing slight repair, but new
and unused, £4/10/ -. Signal Generator, Marconi, TF144, new, £75. Ditto
Bendix, 100- 155mcs., unused, £12;
Field Strength Meter to match, £5..

The first of its kind, it describes the
building of a series of miniature
personals, including the first -ever all
wave personal set. Illustrated with
circuits, layouts, drilling constructional and point-point wiring plans
of fully tested sets of loudspeaker
type the book costs 2/6 (2/8 posted) MAINS TRANSFORMERS, fully interfrom
BRADBOOKS,
S e n n e n, leaved and impregnated. 200 -250v. 50
Penzance, Cornwall,
c.p.s. Screened Primaries.
Upright
Mounting types, fully shrouded 425 TR9
TRANSMITTER - RECEIVERS, 0-425v. 200m.a. 6.3-4v. .4a. C.T., 6.3these were formerly sold at £6 each, 4v..4a. C.T., 5 -4v. 3a. 39/9, post 1/9;
the remaining few to be cleared at 350 -0-350v. IOOm.a. 6.3 -4v. 3a., 5-4v.
25/- carriage paid. The Stamford 2a. 21/6, or with L.T.s 4v. only, 17/6.
Radio Co., 199, Stamford St., Ashton - Midget type 24-3 -2)in. Chassis Mountunder-Lyne, Lancs.
ing 250- 0 -250v. 60m.a. 6.3v. 1.5a., 5 -4v.
2a. 15/6; Half Shrouded, drop through Canadian Marconi No. 52 Receiver,
built -in speaker crystal
types 350- 0 -350v. 80m.a., 6.3v. 1.75-16mcs.,
RECEIVER half of the TR9 receiver chassis
testmeter tune ind. BFO. noise.
3a., 5v. 2a. 15/8, or with 4v. L.T.s cal.
complete with 6 valves, 3- VR21s, 12/9;
L. vari IF, first class job in new
2800
-280v.
80m.a.
6.3v.
3a.,
5v.
2- VR18s, 1 -VR22 or 118, 12/6, plus
511
16/9. Filament Trans., 200 -250v. condition, £12/10/ -, carr. extra.
2/6 post.
1I37A Receiver complete 2a.
as new, £12. AR88d £59. G60
input 6.3v. 2a. output, 7 /6; 230v. input Walkie,
with
3- VR53s,
2- VR56s.
1 -VR57.
180- 230mcs., brand new
24v.
1.5a. output C.T. 12/11; 200-250v. Wavemeter
1 -VR54,
19/6 plus 2/6 post.
1225 input 0-2 -4 -5
with
10mc
crystal
less valves, £6.
Receiver, complete 5- VR91s. 2-Vit53s, Electrolytics-6 3v. 4a. output 14/6. Can Ditto CL /T No. 3, 50
-90 mcs., A.C.
8 -8 -8mfd. 450v. with clip
1 -VR54, 22/6 plus 2/6 post.
Box of 12
mains, £6/10/ -. Cossor DB Scope,.
Valves. 6- 6SH7s, 3 -6H6s, 3 -7193s 15/- 3/3 ea., 33/- doz.; 16-32mfd.350v. 3/3 £25. Tannoy
Pressure Units,
plus 1/8 post,
STAN WILLETTS, ea., 33/- doz; Midget tubular 8mfd. unused, £2 ea.20 watt
Valves: 6AK5 10/ -,
43.
Spon Lane. West Bromwich, 450v. 2/3 ea., 25/- doz.
Chassis
5/6, Pen 46 10 / -, XH 7/6, EF50,
(Receiver) 16s.w.g. undrilled alumin- 9001
Staffs.
ium, 10- 54 -2in. 3/ -, 11 -6 -24ín. 3/9,. 12- EF54, EF36, EF39, EBC33 5 / -. Most
in stock, new or surplus. We
EVERYTHING for the wireless con- 8 -24in. 4/6, 16-8-24in. 5/6, 20-8- 24in. others
Govt. Surplus Lines: -Brand have one of the most varied stocks in
structor. Send stamp for price list. 6/9.
Send S.A.E. for comDagenite Accumulators, bakelite, the country.
-H. TABNER, 118, Nightingale Road, New
2v. 16 A.H. with unspillable stoppers, plete list. If interested in Binoculars.
Hitchin, Herts.
Episcopes, Microscopes,
7/9; EF50 Valve Holders, Clix Micalex Telescopes,
etc., and their construc5/6 doz.;
Unused Valves, mostly Projectors,
SINGLE
GENERATOR, new
you should read our new booklet
boxed: DI
1/6, SP41, 6SH7 tion
guaranteed ; price £6. The Home and
" How to use ex -Govt. Lenses and
Lab 2/3 ea.. 3 for1 / -,5/ -,6H6
RK34
2/9
ea.,
3
for
Signal Generator has the refinements 5/6, EF36 4/3, 6C5G,
price 2/- plus postage.
SP2 5/3 ea., 3 Priams," list
of an expensive instrument at a
free for S.A.E.
H.
for 14/6, 6SN7 5/6 ea., 3 for 15/ -, Optical
fraction of the price. Check the 5Ú4G,
ENGLISH,
Rayleigh Rd., Hutton,
5R4GY,
5Z4
Met,
6J5Met 5/6, Brentwood, Essex.
specification: -1: Frequency coverage 6J70,
6J7Met, 6K7Met, 12A6Met 6/9
100 k /cs to 100 m /cs, in 6 ranges. 2:
for 18/-, 6K8Met, VP4B 6/11 ea., CO -AX CABLE, 80 ohm, 33ft. lengths,
Modulation 30% at 400 c.p.s., with ea.,for3 £1.
Following valves soiled but including Pye socket, 10/6 each.
provision for external or unmodulated 3guaranteed:
EF36 3/ -, EF39 3/6, C.R.T. Units for build your own telecarrier. 3: Coarse and fine attenua- EBC33 3/3, SP41
including 14 valves, etc., 70/ -.
1 / -, HL210 1/6.
All vision,
tor. 4' Output impedance 10 ohms.
8 M.F. 500 v. D.C. Drylitmc Condenguaranteed. Full
5: Low leakage; RF oscillator double
Valves:
Special list for trade.
,
e,
No sers, 3/. each.
screened. 6: Very stable RF oscilla- exstd24d.
-Govt. Units stocked. C.W.O. or 5U4G 78, SU 150 12/6, EF5o3/9, 80
tor protected by buffer stage.
7:
over £1.
Postage extra. 7/6, EA50 3/6, DI 1/9, SP41 2/6, 6H6
Accuracy of calibration 1 %. 8: Two C.O.D.
RADIO SUPPLY CO., 15, Queen 3/ -, 6SH7 6/ -, 7193 8/ -.
Yaxley
output channels (high and low im- Square,
Switches, all types from 2/- each.
Leeds, 2.
pedance) giving controllable sinusoiSend your requirements, no list. P.M.
dal 400 c.p.s., voltage. 9: Operates CHOKES, 60m.a. 7/6, 90m.a. 10 / -, .M
/C Speakers, 8in., with trans. in
from AC mains 200 -250 volts; AC /DC 100m.a. (ex- Govt.) 4 / -, 150m.a. 14/-, case,
21/ -.
Tannoy
Mike and
model also available.
10: Twelve 250m.a. 18/ -, Transformers. Speakers, Headphone Sets, 7/6. M/C
ELECmonths' guarantee.
Do not be 4/6. I.F. Standard, 10 /- pr. Filament TRONICS, 204, LowerWILCO
Addiscombe
deceived by the very low price. This 6.3v. 1.5 amp., 7/6, 3 amp. 9/ -. Con- Road. Croydon.
really is a first class instrument, densers: 8 x 500 3/9, 16 x 350 2/3. VALVES
at 3/6 and upwards, all the
and by dealing directly with the
x 350 2/3, 25 x 25 1/3. 2 at 350 1/3, popular types,
and lots that aren't so
manufacturers you save approximately 32
16 -8 x 450 4 / -, 8 -8 x 450 4/6, .002-1
easily
obtained.
6K8, 6..17, 6K7, 6V6,
£8. The high standards of design 100.,
x 7000 14/ -, .0005 twin gang at 6/6 each, not
ei(-Government
and workmanship will satisfy' the 7/3. .1Speakers
P.M.:
5in.
13/6,
5Z4, 6/- each ; Phillips 24m. speaker
most critical. Send s.a.e. for full 17/6. loin. 21/ -. Valves: EF50. Bin.
6/6, again available at 10/ -; 12in. P.M.
technical specification; enclose P.O. EA50 3/6, SP41 2/6, 6J5 4/6, 6Q7. 6K8.
speakers
39/6.
Television magnifor 2/6 if you want circuit diagram. 6K7.
5Z4, 8/- each. Wirewound fying lens,at 9in.,
-, and 6in., 25/-.
Terms of business: C.W.O., please add Pots: 6V6,
1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 25K. 2/ -,
V/C Complete radio 50/
receiver kits, dual
3/- to cover postage and registration. with switch. 5/11, less
switch
4 / -.
with cabinet, all valves and
Orders are being dealt with in strict Also Television Components, S.A.E. wave
rotation. Owing to the large demand lists. C.W.O. postage please. A.R.K., small components and circuits,
£411916. Write for fully detailed list
delivery at present 5/6 weeks on 4, Queen Square, Brighton. Sussex.
to DUKE & CO., 219, Ilford Lane,
receipt of order. Until our new showIlford, Essex.
rooms are open we can only accept
orders by post. HELY-MANN ELECNEW VALVES : EF91, EL35. KT61.
TRONICS
LABORATORIES,
F W 4/500. 25Y5. 25Y5G. 25A6. 25L6,
116,
Grove Road, London, E.17.
2A3, AZ3I, MS4B. HL41dd, VMP4G.
RADIO
ANNOUNCES MS/Pen,
MS/PenB, 42SPT. 42MPT
6D6. 77, 78, 41, 42. 43, 45, IR5. 807.
97/6 CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS. Economical Battery H.T.
KT44, RK34, and equiv. to
150 Volts H.T. 1625,
12/32v., 500 and 1,260 volts, amps.,
plus 3 volts L.T., layer built. 7)6, including Pen.36C,
MKT4.
KT41,
VP4(7),
cutouts, fuses, resistances. etc.,
at 3 for 21/-. U10, INS,
IC5,
take -offs, superb unit,. in case, 75/- 4 post. Also INERT CELLS. 1.5 v. will SP4(7),
ILDS, ILA6. 31116, KTW73, EK32,
Dynamos, 24v., 1,000 w.. gin. x 7in., outlast several normal type dry H.T. ILN5,
(VR99 or Al. HL41. Y63.
ein. spindle, 75/Electric Motors, batteries. 60 volts =40 cells, 1216. 120 ECH35
BL63,
H63,
MU12,
WT'501, MH41, ML4,
230v./1/50 1/5 h.p. Incorp. 1.260c. volts =80 cells.
£1, plus 2!- carriage. QP21, 7475, 5I30, DDT2,
EF8, MHLD6,
coverter, .58/.
Mains Transformer Sample cell, send 7¢d.
KTW62. PM22D. Pen25 6sA7, 6sJ7,:
Switchboards. 230v. A.C. to 12v.; 5 VALVES. 6J5G, 6SJ7, 955's, 416
6sK7,
6sF5,
6AC7,
6sH7. 6sN7. 6sL7,
6SQ7
separate take-offs, complete dist. 6/6; EF39's, 51-; Button
Base 6AG5'5, 7/6- 6sQ7, 6ss7. 65G7. 6B8, 6F6, 6K7, 6N7,
panel, switches, fuses, amps., new.
6Q7,
6V6.
6X5,
6Y6,
6F8,
6J7,
From £15. Rotary Converters. from 12 volt Vibrator Unit No. 4. Ex 22 set. 5Z4,
5Z3.
5R4.
KT33C,
5U4.
1- 12kw., 110 and 220v. D.C. to 230v./ Output 325 volts 80 Ma. Ideal Car Radio
5T4,
12sA7,
12C8,
12J5,
12AS,
1/50 A.C., from £15. Motor Generators supply etc. Price 1916.
12sC7, 12sG7,
12sH7. 12sJ7. 12sQ7,
110 and 220v. D.C. to 24/35v.
1 -6 kw..
12AH7, 12sK7. 2X2, 7V7. PM2B. and
D.C. £5 -£59 ; Mains Transformers,
equiv. to 210VPT (4 and 7), 210SPT
4_18kva., all types.
BENMOTORS
(7). 80215, 3 for 18/-,
EA50. DI,
POWER SUPPLIES, Summerley St.,
HL2K. 954, 955, at 2/6. 6C5, 6J5, at
Earlsóeld, London, S.W.18.
WIM. 55, Union St., Maidstone, Kent: 4/11.
Post 9d, extra. CWO or call.
3833. (100 yds. Sn. Electric Line, 10
TINY FOR RADIO, 36a. Dalston
mins. Waterloo.)
Lane,

,

;
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;
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-
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CHASSIS, Panels, Racks and Metal
ff er
FRITH RADIOCRAFT, LTD., o11/3
made to
Cabinets. Stock sizes oraluminium
Crystal Diodes
:
in steel or
.0 500. K. specification
Reliance TW w/w pots Ö5/7
REOavailable.
finishes
wrinkle
;
each
50K.
25K,
10K.
2K, 5K,
ELECAND
ENGINEERING
at
SOUND
ditto type SG 100K. 150 K. 2M.
TRICAL COMPANY. Coleshill Road.
Condensers
6/10
E.luF/ Sutton Coldfield.
c x 1B n. at
8uF
lytics, 500vw blocks 4 uF 2/8, 8 +
PHOTO -ELECTRIC Exposure Meters.
3/2, 16uF 4/3, 8 + 8uF 4/9.
Amateur photographers build your
16uF, 6/1, 16 + 16uF 6/11; 500v
8uF 3/9, 16uF 4/9, 32uF 7/6, own meter with the following comCans,
8/- ponents: Light Cell 6/6, Meter Move8
16
+ 16uF reels.
5 / -,
+ 8uF
Lewcos Enamel wire on makers
ment 8 / -, Moulded Case 9 / -, Assembly
14- 16- 18 -20 -22 at 4/- lb.. reels average
Instructions and Conversion. Scales
small reels. ¡lb. 3/ -, lib. 3/6. G. R. PRODUCTS, 78, Repton
3 to 71b.
81makers reels, 24- 26-28 -30 at 5/Rd., Bristol, 4.
is
lb average 2 to 51b.; small reels.
1/9, Is 3/8, 11b. 7 / -. Makers reels.
GARRARD Gramophone Motor, A.C.
32 -34 -36-38 at 8/- lb., average 2 to
Also " Connoisseur "
41b. ; small reels, }s 2/ -, ds 41- 11b. 110-250, 50/-,
Pick -up with TransS1- Makers reels. 40. at 7/- lb.. .42 at Lightweight
A.
new.
Both
g/.' lb.. 44 at 12/- lb. 46 at 18/- per former. 39/6.
lb.. reels average I- to 1 1lb. Makers MAURICE, 63, Dalling Rd., London,
W.6.
reels charged at cost. returnable
All above
small reels free of charge. Radiogram
post free over £1. Latest
DENCO C.T.6 Turret Tuning Unit.
orices
AVENUE,
Units from stock at amazing
49,
SECOND
Offers.
magnetic
Teignmouth.
light,
£5/3/2 ; Collaro Auto-change.
PU
£10/15/- :
weight or Xtal
full working
PU. C.D.P.
RECORDER,
Marconi Auto -change. lightweight
order, £20. 25, PARK ROAD, GodalPT. carriage
paid. ming, Surrey.
£9/19 /10; ail ins
new, 0 -300mA DC m/c
No. 1 2/6, No. Meters, brand
structional
0 -500mA DC m /c, 0 -15v AC/DC m/i
Taylor Multimeter 90A;. guarKits: fie. 1 1o.
2
Complete Kim:
plus 6d. post. Aerial SALE,
each
5/at
all
1
anteed perfect, little used, £8.
£5.
No. 2 £9. Built Amplifiers:
'15
lightweight. galvanised.
47, Moore Street, Burnley,
WATSON,
loin. high -flux wire,
2
or
6,
yard reels. 1!- each plus 6d. post.
Speakers 19/6 extra, 13
Chokes, Lanes.
for 4/- plus 1/3 post.
15 6
3 or
Wharfedale Golden
1/post
1350
4/plus
4H,
de-luxe
-luxe Micro - 250mA,
ohms, 75/-. The N.R.S. de
Sleeving. braided; black only. large SALE, "Practical Wireless" copies,
Offers. L.
gram, comprising Collaro single reels of 3 gross yds., 12/6 plus 1/3 Jan., 1944. to date.
or
Maersbury Marsh,
record player, 4-watt A.C. amplifier, post.
Satisfaction guaranteed
FIRTH ROBERTS,
twin speakers, in beautiful hide port- cash refunded instantly.
Oswestry.
able carrying case, worth 20 gns., our RADIOCRAFT. LTD., 69/71, Church All gate. Leicester.
price £13, fully guaranteed.
TUITION
goods sent .by, return C.W.O. or C.O.D. METAL Dust' Core Polystyrene Coil
P.W. Bargain List 2I-d-. NORTHERN Formers. lin. x lin., ribbed and
NATIONAL RADIO
;
BRITISH
THE
Parkhill threaded, 'on }in. mount. 4/- doz.
10g,
RADIO SERVICES,
Ain.. SCHOOL offers you a carter. Write
'Road,-London, N.W.3. Gulliver 1453. Bakelite Coil Formers, lin, x small
describing our
free
booklet
for
to-day
;
doz.
2/and threaded,
3WB 465KC with ribbed
lin. x wide range of training Bourses in
S'HET COILS.
Stand -off Insulators. DDUble
Radio. Radar. Telecommunications
diagram. 2/6 pair Kit of Parts for Ceramic.
2P. 4W. 4B.
doz.
1/6
Tin..
and
Midget Coil pack L.M.S. (Iron cored) Silver Contact Wafer Switches. 2/- Principles, Mathematics,' Physics,
correspondence classes
ex- each : Metal Tubulars. 0.01/750- 1.000. Mechanics
465KC 9/6 ; IFT'S, 6/- pair
series of C. & G.
R.A.F. Output Trans.. ed.: 1.1.1. 3d.; 316 doz.
Standard and for the new we
Ceramic,
specialise in turnSleeving, 6d. doz. yds. ; Amphenol Silver Mica Condensers, most values. examinations
into " engineers,"
.1. 500v. Tub.. 4/- 2 p.f. to 0.01 lif., 2/3 doz. : Waxed ing " operators'
Octal. 4/- doz.
doz. Send for cheapest list in Eng- Tubulars. 0.1/300 A.C.. 0.15/450. 3/- and for this purpose our " Four Year
to A.M.I.E.E. and
land. SUSSEX ELECTRONICS. LTD.. doz.: 0.01/1500. 0.01/3000. 0.1 /1000. Plan " (leading with
C. & G.
9
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
Riley Road, Brighton, 7.
0.5/350
is
M talmlites.m3/-dsd oz. / ; Certificates as interim rewards)
has no
Cones. doz.
"
guarantee
our
;
each
unsurpassed
REPAIRS to loudspeakers.
2/6
e.f.
/750v.,
4
Mawsbridge.
DIREC"
-STUDIES
attached.
coil& fitted. Fields altered, rewound. Bias
8/strings
20pf /50v..
TOR, B.Sc.. A.M.I.E.E., M.Br.I.R.E.,
Ourput transformers. clock coils. doz.. AllElectrolytics.
guaranteed first -class. clean
Prices quoted. Satisfaction guaran- goods. We
have supplied clients in 66, Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.
49,
SERVICE,
REPAIR
L.
S.
Australia.
teed.
Africa,
South
India,
Trinity Rd.. Upper Tooting, S.W.17. Singapore. etc.
Why not you 3 MERCHANT NAVY AND AIR RADIO.
L. POSTAL
'Phone: Balham 2359.
Please add postage. St.J. E.James
to train as
Rd.. Here is an opportunity
133.
SUPPLIES,
Radio Officer for merchant ships
Deflection Blackburn.
Focus,
TELEVISION.
big liners are open
Transformer. Line SPECIAL.OFFER in H.T. and 'other and the air.youThe
Coils. E.H.T.
must first qualify for
you, but
Transformer. Circuit, all for 70 /- Batteries Portable. 150v. H.T. 3v. to
P.M.G. Certificate. Established
E.H.T. Rectifiers. 2/- ea. RL.16. 2X2, L.T., made by Vidor. Ltd., in 1948 the
years. We can put you through
EF.50. 3/6 ea. Many other bargains. (size 6in. x Sin. x 2iin.l. 6/9 ; Stan - 30
the minimum time. 13ay, evening
Send for lists. ANNAKIN. 2, Sunny - dard-90v. .+ 60v. H.T.. 4.5v. L.T., in
Prospectus
postal instruction.
dale Crescent, Otley, Yorks.
loin. x 4M x and
THE WIRELESS
American man. (sizebut
Director,
from
in
contained
above
as
7/6
HolloGardens,
4M.).
21,
Manor
SCHOOL.
0005 TWIN GANGS. 313. O.P. Trans. metal case. 8/6 ; Twin -cell Cycle way, London. N.7. ARC 3694.
4P3W Switches.. 1/ -. Lamp Batteries, various well known
60.m.a.. 1/6.
.2
amp.
doz.
3/6
Vidor,
01 1000v. Sprague.
makers such as Ever Ready.
Droppers. 1/ -. P.K. Screws, 2/. gross. Rushlite,
TELEVISION. -The Gothic Television
List from
Many other bargains.
per doz. or Bdulea.g(lsingle
specialises solely in training
29,
&
CO.,
HOWELL
G.
T.
supplied when other School
only
batteries
television. Courses assume no
12v. in
McWilltam Rd., Brighton, 7.
goods are ordered)' Portable
previous television knowledge and
Accumulators. 14 a.h., all new. in provide guaranteed training for
KT66's, 10/-; X63, KTW61, DH63, waxed wood carrying cases. 25/and R.T.E.B. examinations.
Brit.I.R.E.,
6/- ; U50. 6/6. Many others. 75W. NI-FE all Steel Portable Batteries. All tutors possess university degrees
Autos. 230/110v.. 10 /6 ; guaranteed. two cells. actual capacity unknown. and /or corporate membership of
free.
a.h..
10
and bargain lists
Postage
believed to be approximately
institutions and are
Special offer in professional
ELECTRAD RADIO, 64, Gt. Victoria 7/0.
Stop Press
individually to postal
Trans- appointed
Street, Belfast.
units stripped from Dinghy
to ensure complete
students
course
very
mitters. Just to hand. 2,000 only.
Principals,
and thorough training.
ASS. NUTS, BOLTS, etc., 1/6 lb. useful small chassis, containing 112 M.B.E., B.Sc., M.Brit.I.R.E., educavalveholders.
1/6.
16pf.
and
octal
100pí
international
NumTuning Conds.,
etc.
members.
committee
tion
}
resistwatt
6
Midget Components. List 24-d. Cata- small mica condensers.
companies have
H.F. erous well -known
2
(various values)
logue, 7#d. CARTER'S, 67, Bell Lane, ances
School's Basic Television
the
adopted
of
these
value
market
to
-days
chokes;
Marston Green, Birmingham.
train com- Course as standard television
components 10 /- Our Price, 2 Send
ing for their staffs. Moderate fees.
for -316. Carr. paid'
TELEVISION
NEW " ERIE " Resistors, } to 4 w., plete chassis
GOTHIC
from
Details
ALTON'S
ist203.
latest
our
10/6 100; s.a.e. for
assorted, useful values,
Staveley SCHOOL, 13, North Avenue,- London,
STORES
Used at 5/6 100. AUTOREX, New. WIRELESS
W.13.
Road, Wolverhampton.
Whittington, Chesterfield.

BARGAINS in New Radio Equipment

:

:

Collaro AC47 centre-drive motors
12 M. non-magnetic turntable, variable
speed, -£5. Ditto with crystal pickup
and autostop, £8. New modelw. AC504
loin.
Motor /Pickup / Autostop Unit
t.t., fixed speed, £5/312.. The Ahtorep Collaro Mixed Autowith hi-fi
changer,
All above for
crystal pickup, £14. A1.
Model 1.1506 AC/DC
A.C.
vac.
var.
unit,
Motor /Pickup / Autostop
speed, £12. New " Quality " Radio
Tuners and Amplifiers. Construetional Manuals. No. 1 L. & M. wave
T.R.F. Tuner with ilium, dial glass
and escutcheon RIG switch, 3 /6.
No. 2 3-waveband Superhet Tuner
with large, elaborate dial assembly,
exceptional range combined with
quality, RIG switch, gain control, 316.
Both above suitable any amplifier
inc. highest fidelity. Absolutely Cornplete Kits with valves: No. 1 901 -,
No. 2 155/, Ready-built Tuners: No.
1 £5, No. 2 £81101 -. New A.C. Quality
No.
and
tuner inputs. volume, tonpickup
back controls. No. 2, 12/15 -watt,
mike, gram and tuner inputs, volume
mixing, tone control, push -pull outohms. Con.
put5 impedance

cng

;

;

pfeed-

k-+-
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TELEVISION for LIS?

Certainly, if you build the W.D. Mk. 11A Televisor. This
'Televisor has already been built by hundreds of
satisfied
constructors, and as the result of advantageous buying
in the
past few weeks we are able to pass the resultant
saving on
component parts to the public. The employment of ex-Govt.
Radar Gear with the VCR97 C.R. Tube, which
most constructors are using, anyway, ensures that the minimum
of
work is done and the maximum results obtained. Two
radar items are used, an Indicator Unit which contains
the
tube and the majority of the valves and components,
a
Vision Receiver I.F. Strip which, in effect, is a ready and
Vision Receiver requiring only slight alteration for-made
Television Frequencies. These two units now cost only the
£6,
and if desired we can supply every other item
to
finish the job. A detailed list is available-whichrequired
shows
the
total cost to be a few coppers under fIS Ss. Od. COMPLETE
CONSTRUCTIONAL DATA is supplied gratis with every
order for the two radar items or, alternatively, can be purchased
for 7s. 6d., and the, cost will be allowed against the resultant
purchase of the two units within the ensuing 14 days. If you
are considering building a Televisor this winter,
why not
invest 7s. 6d.
Remember, the Vision Receiver is
heart "
of any Televisor, so why not use a Precision the"
Factory -made
Item instead of attempting it yourself
When ordering the
two Radar Items, please add 12s. 6d. carriage costs, plus 10s.
deposit on returnable packing case. If in doubt, come along
and let the demonstration model make up your mind.
C.W.O., please.
S.A.F. brings Television Lists.
?

U.E.I. CORP.
138,

THE RADIO CORNER
GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.C.I
(' Phone

:

November, 1949

LASKY'S VALVE MONTH

ALL NI: il AND UNUSED. FULLY GUARANTEED
VALVE
SETS

Set No.

1

Set No.

3

.

Price 351- the set
Price 39/6 the set
R3
39/6
ECH35, EF39, EBC33, CBL31
Price
set
ECH85, EF39, EBC33, EL33, R3 Price 0/- the
35/- the set
12K8gt, 12K7gt, 12Q7 t, 35L6gt

K8

4

No.
No.
Set No.

6
7

35Z4gt

Set No. 8 :
35Z4G
Set No. 9 :
Set No. 10 :
Set No. 11 a
Set No. 12 :
Set No. 13 :
Set No. 14 :
Set No. 15 ;

'Price 37/8 the set
12K8gt, 12K7gt, 12Q7gt, 35L6G,
Price 35,- the set

5U4, 5Z4, 6X5, R3

PRATTS RADIO

DF33, DAC32. DL35
VP23, TP25, PEN25, HL23DD

VP23. TP25. QP25, HL23DD
1S5, 1R5, 1T4, 3S4

Postage 1/6 extra per set.
SPECIAL. -2 volt American tetrode type 32. Price 3/6 each.
4 volt H.F. pentode type SP41. Price
3./- each.
These are lust a few of the thousands of valves we have
in
stock. Let us quote you for any valves you may
Send for our complete valve list. Special prices for require.
5 or more

valves.

TILE IDEAL UNIT FOR A MINIATURE'OSCILLOSCOPE
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE S /LC No.
Consists of a chassis, size 11ín. long, Olin. wide, 314 high,
complete with a mounting bracket and holder
for a VCR139 cathode
ray tube, and at the side 2 pot /metres one
100,000 ohms and
one 25.000 ohms, Underneath a group board with
3 resistances
and 3 condensers. The unit is completely enclosed by
able metal cover, with a hinged front glass viewinga detachfor the cathode ray tube. Overall dimensions, with thewindow
cover
on, 12in. long, 61ín. wide 9in. high.
LASKY'S PRICE (less the c.r. tube) 3/6 Postage
1/6 extra.
Send a 21d. stamp with your name and address for a
copy of our
Bulletin " giving full details of our stocks of ex-Government
gear.

370,

LASKY'S RADIO,

Hospital)

THE

d

:

Telephone : CUNningham
Mon. to Sat., 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

" ADCOLA "
Regd. Trade Mark

HARROW ROAD, LONDON, N.W.10.
(Near Scrubs Lane.)
Tel.: LAD. 1734.
AMPLIFIERS. -College General Purpose Amplifiers.
AC1OE, 10 watt 4 valve Amplifier. N.F.B. Separate mikeModel
stage

lnä1st

HARROW ROAD. PADDINGTON, LONDON, W,g.
(opposite Paddington

Hours

1070,

and separate mike and gram inputs. 2 faders and tone control.
es
slog Model
N.F.B.
stages.
mike stage anOdseparate tmie
gram inputs. 2 faders and tone control. £13
6d. Model
U10E. 6 valve 10 watt. For A.C. /D,C. mains. 19s.
Spec. as AC15E.
£11 ils. All match 3. 8 or 15 ohm speakers and are complete
with cases, ready for immediate use.
Chassis models available slightly cheaper. Stamp for list (state whether
A.C. or
D.C. mains). Gramophone or Radio Amplifier Chassis,
U4C. 3 valve, 4 watt. Output to 3 ohms, £4 19s. 6d. AC4C or
RADIO CHASSIS.B/SW2. 2 valve battery Receiver. 10 -180
m.
rs all
15s.
valve uperhe
3 wveba
a
o withh tone
control and Bin. speaker, Input 200/20/40
A.C.
dial, glass, Q. coil pack. N.F.B., etc., £10 10s.Large coloured
SPEAKERS.- Truvox, 51n., 10/- 10in., 23/9 : 12in. (3 ohm),
45/ -, Goodman, 51n., 14,8: 12in., 130/- :8ín., 15/6. Teledictor,
lin.. 12/6. Rola, 5in., 1118. (All P.M. less Transfer). Rola, 5in.,
13/6. Teledlctor, Sin,, 15/- (P.M. with Transfer).
VARIABLE CONDENSERS. 2 gang .0005, 4/6 : 3 gang, 6/11..
Both with feet and long shaft. Dielectric, solid. 0001,',0002,
.0003.
v 100
80500
TRANSFORMERS.-Mains.
a,, 18/6.
Porthminster, 2 x 250 v. 6 v., 5 v. 80 350
m.a., 25/9 ; 2 x 350 v, 100 ma.,
4 v.. 4 v. or 6 v.. 5 v., 28/6. Filament Transfers,
Input 230 v.,
Output 0-4-12
7 /6.pE H.T. (for VCR97) Output 2.500
/6.,.2000 y.
Output, Only 21/9. Output Transfers, 30-watt, 10 ratio,
23/9
Ultra
COILS,BEETC.- Wearitel
coils, alla types33/ -3each. Denco
L. and M. wave with reaction. 6/6 pair. Dual range coil with
reaction, 4/6. Famous " Q " Coil Pack. 33/- : glass dial, S.M.,
fittings, etc., to match, 22/6. Wearite, I.F.S., Standard.
10 /.each. M400B Midget. 10/6 each. Standard.
465 kc/s, 7/6 pair.
4CONDB9
v.. 3/6
; 8x 350 V.. 1 /11 132 mfd., 350 v.,111.
25 mfd,
350
Cardb'd
x 8 x 5580 v" 4/9
16 z/ 550 v, 6/ .
.MC., x 4450 v.,32/3.

Price 26/- the set
Price 18/- the set
Price 39/6 the set
Price 21/- the set
Price 28/- the set
Price 29/8 the set
Price 29/8 the set

6X5, 84. 41
42, 18, 75, 6A7

TERminus 7937)

Open until I p.m. Saturdays. We are two minutes' walk from
High Holborn (Chancery Lane Stn.) and 5 minutes by bus
from King's Cross.

6E7, 6Q7, KT32. 25Z4
6K7,
7. 6B8, 6Q7, 6V6, 5114

6118,

1979

Thursday half day.

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS.

Designed to comply with the requirements of Radio Assembly,
Maintenance, Instrument Makers, etc.
Working time reached If mins. Consumption 25 watts.
Weight,
2. ozs. Cool Handle. Supplied in voltage
ranges from 517 v.
to 2301250 v.
3116in. diameter copper bit Standard Model, 2216
each.
114in. diameter copper bit Model, 25f- reach.
Replacement Unit Bit Elements available.
British and Foreign Patents. Sole Manufacturers.

ADCOLA

PRODUCTS,

LTD., ALLIANCE
CAXTON HOUSE, S.W.I.

Write or

Phone

HOUSE,

Whitehall 0030.

:

ß

v4

8

8

MISCELLANEOUS.-Chokes,
hokesPlessey, .s , 20 b., 6/6 ;
m.a.,
hy, 180 ohms, 10/6 : 150
ma., 10 hy., 200 ohm, 14/3. Volume
Controls, less 5 w., 2/9
: with Switch, 4/6.
Droppers, .2 a.,
1,000 ohms, or .3 a., 750 ohms, 4 //6..a Valve bases,
Brit. 4, 5,
Jack-plugs and sockets, 2/6 complete.
p7]pin.
VALOctal,
10

PractloallyJ any
at
List and Tax. New Valves,
Unused. S24, 6J5, 6V6, 6F6, 6K8,
C.O.D. r C.W.O. 11Stamp for Listt..S' Post
SSe Extra under £1.

ALLEN & GOULD

MINIATURE MOTORS.- 12124v. D.C., reversible. Dimensions : 2in. x lin. x lin. 101 -.
MOTOR ALTERNATORS.-Input 220v. D.C., output 80v.,

2,000 cps., 500 watt.

£2 (plus 101- carriage).
0- 110 -150 -200-230-

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. -150 watt,
250v.

161- each.

CONDENSERS. -2 mfd. 500v.
each, box of 10, 61119 each.

;

.01

mfd.

5

Flat paper condensers, 9d.
kV. wkg., tubular Ali. can,

-I

TELEVISION AERIAL RODS. in. diameter Duralumin,
length Sft. 21in. 319 each.
FOLDED DIPOLES. 14 metre, with co-ax. 716 each.
RECEIVER TYPE 71.-100-155 Mc/s. With four EF50,
two
EF39,

(plus

EBC33 and

316

carriage).

EL32

ALLEN & GOULD,

;

9

Mcls IFTs, tuning,

etc.

1916

5, Obelisk Parade, Lewisham, á.E.13
(opposite Gaumont Cinema)
'Phone : LEEgreen 4038
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NEW SERIES

No. 9

Televiews

B.B.C. during 1950 has
THEbeen
granted the sum of
£1,750,000 for development, and
of this sum most of it has been
earmarked for the development
of ordinary sound radio.
It is well known that the
equipment at the television studio
at Alexandra Palace is out of
date, and in fact is little different
from what it was in 1936 when

be spent next year, and each year

thereafter until the country is
covered with a chain of television stations. Sound radio can
be left alone for a while, whilst

vision has been sanctioned. If
commercial television were similarly sanctioned in Great Britain
there would be no shortage of
money for television developmerits.
It is good that a British
manufacturer should compete with
America for the Canadian market.
Undoubtedly America has initial
advantages.
It is, of course, economically
impossible to manufacture television sets in Great Britain
working on the American system,
Hence the
solely for export.
opening of the factory in Canada.
This country is, of course, supply ing the transmission equipment.

television makes up some leeway,
and bridges the hiatus caused by
the war. Indeed, some change of
policy on the part of the B.B.C.
is vitally necessary in view of the
strenuous efforts which America
can do
Great Britain started the world's is making. Manufacturers
first regular television trans- little since- they do not control
television transmissions, and if
missions.
it cannot
The B.B.C. answers that sound the B.B.C. feels that
on developing
radio serves the whole country, spend, the money that
a solution
and therefore must take the them, we suggest
found by the Governlion's share of the amount of
a ten
money they are permitted to ment handing overa under
spend. They say that at least years' charter with reversionary
the television
£500,000 is needed to bring the interest the whole of new
corporato a
London Television Station up to transmissionsmoney
would be prodate, and at least another tion whose
Pri£250,000 for each new regional vided by private enterprise. sound
station. The Government view- vate enterpriseit developed
was taken over.
point is that it does not care how radio before Alexandra
Palace
The staff at
the B.B.C. spends the money,
unnecesWhether on sound or television or are operating under anshould
be
both, but certainly no more will sary handicap which
be available for television develop - removed.
mënt until national recovery is We Challenge the U.S. Markets
more advanced.
DURING the Canadian National
The staff representatives who
Exhibition in August at
have raised the objection to so
television manulittle being spent on television are Toronto a British
demonstrated for the
if governing
pressing also for a self
that country British
television service, operating as first time in
working on
part of the B.B.C. but under an television receivers,
This
entirely new charter. They are American transmissions.
has opened
of the opinion that new television British manufacturer
Ontario, to
stations could he opened quickly a factory at Ajax,
receivers operato bring pictures and sound of make television
with
news and entertainment into ting on 525 line definition,
sound, and
almost every home in Great frequency modulated
instead of white)
Britain. It is obvious that if this negative (blackThe
sets exhibited
could be brought about we should interference.
from the
have mass produced television received transmissions
and from
receivers of improved quality and U.S. station at Buffalo
in a different
lower price. The cinema exhibitors a projector working
want facilities for large screen hall of the isexhibition.
Canada undoubtedly making
television in our theatres, either
in the television
through the B.B.C. or through a rapid strides not
a transmitter of
separate corporation operated field. She hasto the
present, but
her own up
under private .enterprise.
have been,
Television developments un- four million dollars
the Columbia
doubtedly are being unnecessarily voted to enable
two
held back, and we feel that at $rondeasting Co. to build teleleast half a million pounds, should stations, and commercial

www.americanradiohistory.com

Extension Television Receivers
at Radiol Y mP is
AN
A isinnovation
the production by one
manufacturer of extension television units which may be coupled
to existing television receivers, so
that those in other rooms may
look in. This is a decided step
forward, for it will enable viewing
to be undertaken more comfort ably until picture sizes increase.
The extension instruments are,
of course, much smaller, and
cheaper than the main instrument
Otherwise there
feeding them.
was nothing startlingly new in the
television line at Radiolympia,
and certainly nothing to encourage the hope that prices are
likely to be reduced in the near
.

future.
An encouraging thing is that
all, makers report good, sales, and
this is borne out by the steadily
rising numbers of television
licences taken out.

Telenews

New Television Company
IT is now confirmed that the

English Electric Company
(associated with the Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co.) are to
enter the domestic television
receiver market. The Company
announces that the Marconi.Company have been responsible for
the technical design, but the
receivers will be irgirketeci :under
the name " English Electra"
-
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UNDERNEATH
" THE play's the thing " said
the Bard, and the B.B.C.
television planners seem to have
the line written on their hearts.
The popularity of television plays
has not yet waned, and the names
of a few of the producers at the
Alexandra Palace have now become household words. Veteran
viewers don't bother too much
about the title of the play or even
the players in it-but experience
lias taught them to become vitally
interested in the name of the
producer.
Unfortunately, the
recently appointed
television
critics on some of the newspapers
have also become aware of the
excellence of some of the plays
and the importance of the producers, and are now proceeding to
deal with them in the same
patronising manner with which
some of them condescend to
notice films.
!

The Critics Criticised

UNFORTUNATELY, long

practice in dipping their pens
iii "vitriol, coupled with a per nidioms weakness for Continental
and foreign -language films, has

left them in an advanced state of
enervation, with jaundiced taste
and dyspeptic reflexes. Rumour
has it that many of them`graduated at' " Narkem College," an
imaginary institution where the
critical instinct is encouraged by
bayonet practice on effigies of
well -knówn film -producers, and a
perpetual sneer is regarded as a
sign of beauty The critic graduates of " Narkem " are unwelcome
to television, a medium in which
the measure of success has been
the warm letters of appreciation
from viewers. But now, under the
baleful stare of these highbrows
of the Press, some of the TV
producers are forgetting their
duty to entertain the masses in a
feverish attempt to gratify the
satiated tastes of these exgourmets of the cinema.
!

Not for the Family !
GEORGE MORE O'FERRALL
one-time 'ace television producer, has not lost his grasp of
the drama, his clever directorial
touches, or his sense of humour.

November, 1949

THE DIPOLE

cost of half -an-hour's hook -up to,
several television stations is
enormous, and only three minutes
of this time is permitted to be used
for advertising announcements.
Questionnaires and market re^GZ
search have proved that the
impact of television advertising
But he has sadly strayed in his is three times
as
judgment of material which makes sound radio uponasaneffectiveindividual.
good entertainment for home But unless the sponsored proaudiences, or lines of dialogue gramme is of sufficient interest to
suitable for the family circle. One rivet the attention of the viewer,
feels that some of his more recent it is certainly of little use
efforts have been intended prim- would -be advertiser, in spiteto ofa
arily for the eyes of one or two the thousands of television reacid -witted women critics, whose ceivers being sold each week in the
rose -coloured spectacles are usually U.S.A. Lucky Strike cigarettes,
reserved for documentary films one of the most successful users
from France or Italy. The vast of television, favour high -quality
and growing TV public did not advance filming of their proappreciate the sinister gloom of grammes on 35 mm.
film, with
The Death of a Rat," however a production style which simulates
polished the production and acting in every possible way the techmight have been, and those who nique adopted -for direct telesat through it one Sunday evening vision studio transmissions. The
went to bed thoroughly depressed. usual cinema film editing and
Until the B.B.C. devise some easy cutting methods are avoided, as it
method of advising audiences in has been found that film that is
advance of the type ofentertain- obviously " film spoils the fasment to be expected, they should cinating iHusion "that
viewer
keep off experimental dramatic is seeing something thatthe
is actually
subjects of limited appeal, happening. And the commercial
" daring " dialogue, and arty - " sponsor " cannot afford to risk
crafty surrealistic nonsense. As anything going wrong,
which is
previously mentioned in this always likely to happen
with
column, the " A," " U " and " live " transmissions.
Hence
H " classifications of the film the growing use of film. And
as
censor are already well -known the quality of picture and sound
and accepted, but the B.B.C. must be as good or better than
have occasionally stepped outside direct studio shows, 35 mm. film
these classifications into fields is used by the
more ambitious
which might have induced a red sponsors, who take
very conrejection slip.
siderable. trouble with lighting,
developing and printing to achieve
Box Office Appeal
results suitable for reproducing
THE other extreme from the on small television screens under
somewhat " precious " out- home conditions.
Much less
look of a few of our television expensive is the 16 mm. film, which
producers is the point of view of is also used in America a great
the commercial radio " sponsor " deal for TV ; but the regular
in the United States, which is the viewer is quick to detect
name given to the advertiser who the slightly inferiòr technical
pays big money to have the name quality.
of his firm or his company's
products mentioned during the U.S. Television Programmes
progress of specially attractive
OF course, many of the proradio programmes. The larger
grammes have the high concerns spent hundreds of thous -' pressure appeal
top grade
ands of dollars annually on radio variety of film stars,of while
others
advertising, and are now turning have built up a following
of
their attention to television. The viewers with sensational or
strik-

g/

e

.
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ing ideas and some kind of serial
ending, to induce the audience
to view that particular item at the
same time next week. Lucky
Strike's " Bookmaan " series, the
Kraft Television Theatre, or the
weekly adventures of Eddie Drake,
each have their following and
presumably show the advertisers
a good return for their quite considerable investment. Competi-
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tion between the various hook -ups'
sponsors and producers is keen,
giving an incentive to enterprise
which is sadly lacking in British
radio. And yet, the never -ending.
flood of comic -strip mentality
must surely pall on the viewer in
the long run. I think that, apart
from some of the arty- crafty
lapses mentioned at the beginning of this article, the B.B.0
.

television programmes strike á
pretty gogçl average appeal. Most
viewers have acquired their sets
for amusement only, a medium
of escape from this era of austerity.
And the kind of entertainment
that makes them forget their
troubles is something that makes
Leslie Ilenson's
them laugh
face in Bob's Your Uncle, for
instance.
!

Television at Radolympia -2
The projection television re- line output transformers, and focus
employ the back projec- coils for both series and parallel
TELEVISION receivers shown ceivers
system and give a large connection. Of special interest to
in operation, are the consolo tion
1.
lfiin. x 12ín. picture on a screen the home constructor, especially
models T138 and T129 together contained .within the cabinet. the non -technical man, will be
latest projection tele-

Ferranti Ltd.

with the

vision models. The T138 and
T129 models, including their
Midlands area versions, are highly
sensitive and suitable for any part
of the television service areas.
making the additional cost of an
external aerial amplifier unnecessary. Receiver controls are all
conveniently placed at the cabinet

front, considerably simplifying
operation. The Ferranti cathode
ray tubes employed aro virtually
free from " ion spot " trouble,
and in the case of the 12in. tube
successful efforts have been made
to give an unusaally flat picture.

a television receiver available
or armchair control, which enables in kit form, suitable for use with
the large picture to he adjusted ' full size commercial .magnetic
[Stand No. 931
at the actual viewing distance. C.R. tubes.
[Stand No. 43]
Marconiphone Co. Ltd.
Gramopho ne Company Ltd.
AN attractive combined instru -'
ment for providing complete
CONSOLE model 1805 provides a picture, approxi- vision and sound entertainment
mately 9in. x 7in., of such bright- in the modern home, Model
ness that satisfactory viewing VRC52A has the following outmay be achieved in normal room standing features :
lighting. Both sound and vision . Television pictures of great
receivers incorporate special inter- brilliance on the new 10in.
ference suppression circuits to Emiscope tube.
ensure undisturbed reception and
Automatic interference limiter.
there is a pre -set sound sensitivity
control to enable a correct
balance of vision and sound
levels to be obtained in all
reception areas.
Model I806 gives brilliant,
natural toned pictures on a 15in.
aluminised Emiscope tube. The
generous .picture size (approx.
124ín. x l0in.) allows comfortable
viewing by a largo number of
people and there are doors to
conceal the screen when not in
use. New circuit developments
ensure picture and sound quality
of the highest order and the
exclusive l01in. elliptical loudspeaker provides wide sound
diffusion and realistic quali t y.
Four other models are on view.
[Stand No. 57]
A feature of the models is remote

.

Houghton & Osborne
Atelevision pre -amplifier, with
Built -in power pack, is
shown by this firm. It is totally
enclosed in a metal case, and
fitted with co -axial input and
output sockets. Television comModel TSC.93 with 9in. tube.
Model T.129 in the Ferranti range. ponents include deflection coils, Ekco
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on television sound and vision which combines 12in.
television
interference limiter.
with
radio. It is
Interlocked " brightness " and housedaninalla-wave
compact but,
" contrast " controls for greater nevertheless, very
attractive \cabinet,
simplicity of operation.
which will make. it an acquisition
Five -valve
superhet
radio for any home.
television -only
receiver, wide-ranged and of great models Philips In
show both table
selectivity.
receivers and consoles with either
" Spot -on " tuning of two pre- 9in. or 12in. tubes.
selected medium -wave stations,
Model 493U is a .definite adin addition to manual tuning.
vancement in the direction of
[Stand No. 48] " big picture " television enclosed
in a small cabinet, and should
Mullard Electronic Products Ltd.
an instant 'appeal for those
SELECTION of Mullard pro- have
who are rather limited in space.
jection television components The same
circuit is duplicated in
is
displayed, comprising an 12in. Console
Model 4851j, whilst
optical system complete with the
9in. tube models are 38511
deflection and focusing coils, and table model
and 683U console
a cómpact E.H.T. unit for the model.
necessary 25 kV supply.
ßy
An interesting exhibit on the
means of these components, manu- stand will be a
facturers are able to produce an jection televisionfloor -model proefficient large -screen television with radio. The set combined
screen size is
receiver, using as a basis the 16in. by 12 in.
This model is
chassis of their existing direct - housed in an
viewing set, but fitted with a walnut cabinet. attractive light
[Stand No. 34]
Mullard type Mí4"6/2 211ín. picture
tube.
Portogram
Radio
Electrical
In addition there are standard
Industries Ltd.
television receivers.
CONSOLE television receiver
[Stand No. 36]
fitted with a 12ín. tube, comprising 16 valves, 8in. speaker,
Philips Electrical Ltd.
figured walnut cabinet,
PERHAPS the. most noteworthy mate size 38in. X 21ín. approxiX 21in.,
in its scope is Model 520A, independent chassis, manufac-
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tured for London and Midlands,
may be seen on this stand. Other
models are a console 12in. television with four push -button
radio receivers comprising 1'4

.

Mullard Model MTS.5z1.

A

valves, 8in. speaker ;
console
television .radiogram comprising
12ín. tube with six-push -button
radio, automatic changer, 8in.
speaker, 19 valves.
[Stand No. 99]

New Television Aerial

AHIGHLY efficient indoor states : " . . . on low -frequency
television aerial, developed channels, inductive linkage occurs
recently in U.S.A. by Hugo between the two loops effectively
Gernsback, editor of Radio -Elee- giving them the required length
troniei, will no doubt interest of resonance.
The fact that
each loop can be swung at an
our television experimenters.
Called the Transpole Variotenna angle independent of the other
the device is claimed to take full means that full advantage can
advantage of wave reflections be taken of the many reflections
indoors. The aerial operates on existing within a room. . . On
the principle of inductive coupling. high -frequency channels the capaIt consists of two metal loops citive reactance between the two
mounted on a lucite rod. loops becomes low and affords
The inner loop revolves through a coupling. This unifies the loops
180 deg. arc, permitting unusually and they act as a short aerial....
accurate orientation for each Gain for this aerial seemed to be
individual channel. Connections higher than an ordinary folded
are made not in the orthodox dipole...."
Mr. Gernsback emphasised that
manner as in the dipole, but
his Transpole Variotenna is not
from opposite ends.
manufactured or sold comMatthew Mandl and Edward being
mercially.
Noll, television aerial experts of step in the He presents it as a
advancement of teleTemple University, - tested the vision.
he believes
Variotenna. They reported very that some However,
variation of this aerial
satisfactory results.
will soon become standard equipCommenting on the theory of ment for all television sets.
the Variotenna, their report
It will be of particular advan-

tage to those whose landlords
object to cumbersome outdoor

General appearance of the new
aerial.

arrays. Its simple and attractive
will not mar interior
decorating schemes in the home.
design
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

full
'THESE blueprints are drawn
containing
The Issues
size.
descriptions of these sets are now out
the
beside
an
asterisk
but
of -print,
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, tree
with the blueprint.
The Index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL

No.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, Is. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal

.:

..

..

of

Blueprint

Shortwave Three (SG, D,
PW30A*
Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
PW63*
(RC and Trans))
The Band- spread S.W.
Three (HF Pen, D
PW68*
(Pen), Pen)
Experimenter's

,tin. of

Set

ïri
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PW71*

PW94*

W.C.2.

STRAIGHT SETS

PORTABLES

Battery Operated
Blueprints, 2s. each.
PW85
Beginners' One-valuer
The " Pyramid " OnePW93*
valver (HF Pen)
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Two (D &
PW76*
L F) :.
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone Battery Three
PWIO
(D, 2 LF (Trans))
Summit Three (HF Pen;
PW37*
D, Pen)
The Rapide "' Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
PW82*
Trans))
F. J. Camm's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,
.. PW87*
..
..
Tet)
Four-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Fury Four Super (SG,
.. PW34C*
SG, D, Pen) ..

Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's ELF Three valve Portable (HF
PW65
Pen, D, Pen) ..
Parvo Flyweight Midget
PW77
Portable (SG, D, Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s.

One -Valve

" Imp "

Portable
LF, LF, Pen)

4

WIRELESS. A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House. Southampton Street, Strand,

(D,

..

No. of
Blueprint

PORTABLES
: Blueprints, 3s. each.
Holiday Portable (SG,
.. AW393*
D, LF, Class B)

Four -valve

PW86*

SHORT -WAVE SETS

MISCELLANEOUS
Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter -Adapter
(1

..

valve)

.. PW48A*

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS

Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
for
One-valver
S.W.

AW429*
America
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two
.. WM402*
(SG, det Pen)..
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W. Short -Wave World beater (HF Pen, D, RC,
..
.. AW436*
Trans)
Standard Four -valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
.

Blueprints, Is. each.
1934 Crystal Set
150 -mile Crystal Set

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. Radio gram-Two (D, Pow) PW19*
Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Double - Diode - Triode
Three (HF Pen, DDT,
PW23*
..
..
..
Pen)
Four-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
PW20*
D, Pcn)
A.C. Hall -Mark (H F
PW45*
..
-Pull)
Push
Pen,.D,

.. AW444
.. AW450

LF, P)..

velvet-

..

..

ÁW387*

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A modern Two -valver .. WM409*
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Economy Pentode Three
WM337
(SG, D, Pen) ..
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen) WM389

SUPERHETS
flattery Sets: Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve
.. PW52*
Superhet
Mains Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's Universal
PW60
..
£4 Superhet 4

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Ámplifrer (10 Watts) (3/ -) .WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.
.. WM392*
Amplifier (3/ -)

1

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Consoelectric. Two (D,

SHORT -WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
Blueprint, 2s.
:
PW88*
Simple S.W. One -valver
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Midget Short -wave Two
.. PW38A*
(D, Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
One -valve

-

Economy A.C. Two (D,
.
Trans),
Four -valve : Blueprints,
All -Metal Four (2 SG,
..
D, Pen)
Harris Jubilee Radiogram
(HF, Pen, D, LF, 9..

3s. each.

WM329
WM386

Blueprints, 3s. each.

..

.. WM395*

I

1

I
9

I1NTS

COuPO

This coupon is available until Nov.
7th, 1949, and must -accompany all
Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, NOV. 1949

I

I

House. Sou hampton Street. Strand. London, W.C.2. and
Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower
London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and Nett Zealand:
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. LTD., Exmoor Street,
GORDON & GOTCH (A's(a), LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Suberription rate including postage. for
Gciterat
Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
Registered
at
the
10s.).
(Canada
lis.
Gil.
Inland
and
Abroad
one year
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY: This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without
re -sold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at the full
the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent,
or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
retail price of Od.: and that it shall not be lent. re -sold. hired out
unauthorised cover by way of Trade; or affixed to or as part of any publication er advertising, literary or pictorial matter. whatsoever.
:

'

Electrogram

battery amplifier (2/ -) WM399*
De Luxe Concert A.C.
.. WM403*
Electrogram (2/ -)
New Style Short -wave
.. WM388
Adapter (2/ -) ..

WM286

SUPERHETS
Battery Set :
'Varsity Four

Harris

AW403

Pen), A.C.

.. WM383*

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Two -valve Mains Short .. AW'453
waver (D, Pen),
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four-valve A.C.
Short-waver (SG, D,
.. WM391'
RC, Trans) ..

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprint, 2s.
OneB.B.C.
Special

..
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You get the best from

MORSE PRACTICE
OSCILLATORS
Our famous 2 -valve practice equipment
is still available, brand nbw anti unused.
The 2 valves supplied are guaranteed for
12 months
-Battery - operated, with
artificial Interference and buzzer circuit.
Cabinet gin. x Sin..x 811n.,.(carriage and packing, 2/6.) -2'7/Moro keys : -2r8 extra.
!

M.O.S
KLYSTRON
UNITS 169

ytn

POWER UNIT 87

Suitable for use With electro- magnetic
microphones. Sufficient output for 6
pairs phones. Size 81111: x 44ín: x 61n.
Weight under 5 lbs. Transit Cabed
supplied. Battery operated -2 v. L:T.
120 v. H.T. and complete with 2 valves.
The amplifier incorporates two' audio
frequency stages consisting of a Class A
voltage amplifier and a 6IPP power ampli fier.
and packing, .2/-.)' -92/6

A
new modulator
with1Ócm.
CV67, c 1
,
1
5U4G and 1 CV85, 3 neon stabilisers and all for 30/- (carriage and
packing,, 5' -). Wt. 35 lbs. and packed in
wooden transit cases. Size 181n. x 84in. x
74m.
Seriou3 U.H.F. experimenters

pleas

r

three -commutator rotary transform
with full smoothing system consisting of
screened suppressor units, L.F. choke and
condenser Input 24 v. D.C.,-Output 250 v.,
A

INTERCOMMUNICATION
AMPLIFIERS

MODULATOR

SF

-

-

ndte.

TO CALLERS ONLY
The famous TU9B and TU26B Transmitter Tuning Units, complete in outer
caso
(174ín. x 71in. x Sin.), for only 7/6
or less
outer case for 51 -.

and 6.3 v. 2.5 amps. D.C. These
may be used. as D.C. battery chargers by
applying D.C. mains to 2.50 v. output and
charging 6v. batteries from the 6.3 v.,2.5
amp. output. BRAND NEW. ONLY VI/
(Post and Packing 2/6.)
30/65 mA

;

R3084A

2

METRE RECEIVERS

M.O.S. NEWSLETTER
A lively publication that catalogues a.
host of bargains, gives circuit diagrams
and much practical information. Send'
6d. for specimen copy or 5/- for a year's
subscription.
.

Complete with seven EF50, two RL7.
one RL16. one HVR2, one R3. and one
EASO.
BRAND NEW.
54f o
To callers only. i!L

Tormo

/6

POWER LINFTS 32

Lu ^ss manu facture.
Brand
in
-original containers. 12 v. D.C. new
input,
580 v. 40 mA 2, 000 r.p.m. output
6 v.
D.C. input. 250 v. 30 mA output. For the
first time A THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE with a surplus equiposont! 5/Post free. Including guarantee.

fractional horse power motor for A.0
or D.C. mains.
Hatt incorporates starter ana E noot_;in;
circuits.
BRAND NEW n
"carriage pail).

;

`

-

J

Coih with

orde

-

M.O.S

MOTOR GENERATORS

Input 15 v. D.C. Output 1.213 v. 200 m
D.C. 243. watte. Ideal for conversiaT to

:

MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO.
Tottenham Court Road
London, W.I

33

Telephone: MUSeum 6667 -8 -9

POCKET SIZE PIIIiCISI0-14" METEN
The Taylor Industrial AI',IIC Tester'
ranges specially designed for TELEPHONE AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S Requirements.
Features
A.C. /D.C. VOLTS
.
0-7.5v. to 0 -750.
D.C. CURRENT
.
,
0 -3mA to 0 -15A.
RESISTANCE
0.2.400,060 .ohms
(with internal battery)
ROBUST METER .
Fitted with instants ne o us
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
SHOCK-PROOF MOULDED CASE
<=
17

-

-

.

.

-

-

PRICE

£8

- Ó

- O

-MODEL 125A
TAYLOR

PRODUCTS

GENERATORS
CATHODE

OUTPUT

INCLUDE:
VALVE

RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS

METERS

TAYLOR
419

<

424

MULTIRANGE A.C. D.C.

TESTERS

INSULATION

A.C.

S,GNAI,

CIRCUIT ANALYSERS

HIGH AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS
TESTERS

MOVING

ELECTRICAL

MONTROSE

TEST METERS

BRIDGES

AVENUE.

COIL

INSTRUMENTS

INSTRUMENTS

SLOUGH.

BUCKS.

LTD

ENGLAND
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Telephone
Grams

SLOUCH

21181

(4

lines)

6 Cables " TAYLINS" SLOUGH

-

.

.

.

